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RELIGIOUS

the most part

headed,

little urchins, : bare-

ragged

indescribable

with

bare-footed,

looked

If anybody

shirts and pantaloons,

NEWSPAPER

at them, they immediately grinned a broad
grin and showed their tickets. Boys would ement homes, and that the result must be
ISSUED BY THE
‘* Hello, forthe good both of those who received and
instantly recognize other boys.
" FREEWILL BAPTIST ' PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT Slipsey ! has yer got wun?” *‘Corse I have,” those who gave. Children who have been
would be the rejoinder,and then they would even once face to face with lovely nature
Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,
grab each other in a state of rejoicing that will not forget her radiant form, and will,
L RM. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
could only find vent in bodily exertion, and in many a little effort at cleanliness and

FOR THE FAMILY.

would wrestle until
come to the ground.

Te whom all letters on budiness, remittances of
money, &c., should be sent.
All communications
dosighed for publication should be addressed to the
r.
Terms:
$3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN ADVANCE, $2.50
MEMITTANCES must be made in money or

ders, balk

checks,

or drafts, if possible.

ton street, and others were picked up in
the streets by the reporters of the Times
und by teachers working with the Chil-

When

dren's Aid Society.

When-the word was passed to the chil

register letters whenever requested to do so.

dren to enter the barge there was no

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
charges

regular

ing nor crowding,

bank

orders,

money

for

on

the

label

for the

of his sub-

expiration

DECISIONS.

1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-oMce—~whether directed to his name or
anogher’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
2. Ifa person orders his paper discontinued, he
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may conmust
tinue ‘to send it until payment is made, and collect the

whole amount,

eflice or not.

from the

whether the paper is taken

-

3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice, or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
Jacée evidence of intentional fraud.

&@ When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
on moneys sent {or the Star is allowed in addition.
a
We send
no books out to be sold on commis.
sion, or otherwise, with the p
lege of returning
them.
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God’s Work.
—

GO

*

There is silence in the holy place
Where sits the Holiest on the Throne;
And silence in the unmeasured space
‘Where silver stars go paeing on,
Eternally, eternally.
Around Him moves the universe;
Earth only breaks the harmony
With her discordant curse.
Sad earth! whose music breaks in moans
Against the crystal sky— ~
Poor Earth! to have but bitter groans

Wherewith to make reply.
All silently, all silently,
Upon thee fall the light and dew ;
God sends his blessings unto thee—

Alas! His judgments, too.
Now wherefore is the constant strife ?
And wherefore is the ceaseless moan?
Why does the dust of our low. life
Rise up in clouds before the Throne?
Uneceasingly, unceasingly,
We vex His patience with-our prayers;
For Him to rise and work, we cry,
Impatient that He spares.

schools

[ tune, and the children from German
the

round

were seen revolving

| the utmost animation.
| They were in the. hight
when

ment

Our life so short, so faint our breath;
We find the feeble words we speak
«Strike blankly on the shore of death;
And yet:they live eternally, .

They echo on a far-off shore;
©) mortals! know your destiny!
Speak hopeless words no more!

the

tug

of

whistle

a

gave

furnished with three sandwiches and
Then
cake, and then allowed to land.
The
!
ensued
rejoicing
of
a scene
girls rushed pell-mell into the grove,

and seating
and

shading

trees

chatter

to

began

maple

the

under

themselves

and

Not so the
munch with equal rapidity.
boys. With whoops and yells and roars
of ecstasy they charged upon the beach, deposited their provender on rocks, stripped
off their rags, and in a. trice were striking
through the cool, green waves with the

most

Half an

delightful abandon.

and refreshment,

was allowed for rest

hour
and

then the teachers led the way to the danoing-stand, where the band had already
stationed itself. Many of the children did

The_Poor Children’s Picnic.

chil-

Though our New York correspondent
dealt last week with this very topic, yet the
spirit underlying the movement was so admirable, and the pathetic, ludicrous, and

not want to dance,

inent in the actual experience, that we condense the animated, life-like and touching

and the fragrance which the trees emitted.

morally suggestive elements were so prom-

German

the

but

dren seemed to think that picnics and dancSo they
terms.
ing were synonymous
But by far
went at it with enthusiasm.
the greater number preferred the grove
Here they enjoyed themselves

according to

decount given by the N. Y. Times for our their taste. At 3§1-2 oclock the whistle of
columns. The editorial managers of this the steamer sounded, and, obedient to a

- paper were chiefly concerned in getting up
and superintending the excursion which
took the great company of uncared-for and
miserable New York children out into the

the boys

degree, the girls left their games,
their clamming, and. the

bathers,

d cool water.
gret, desertethe
tered in single file every

one

with re-

As they enreceived a

country on this picnic excursion; and the glass of deliciously iced lemonade,

which

account owes its effectiveness quite as much evidently went down well, if one might
to the warmed heart as to the disciplined judge from the expression on the youngbrain of the writer. We have room only sters’ faces. Half an hour afterward the

barge started on its homeward way with
for the following :
So they halted patiently within the shad- every child on board, and all in the highow of the great walls of the iron factories est possible spirits. Then the ice-cream
close to the pier,
The little girls stood
quietly, showing their delight only in their
faces, but the boys were irrepressible.
They were boiling in their skins with rapture, and performed perpetual fandangoes
illustra-

tive of their feelings. There was a great
contrast between their appearance and the
trim show made by the girls. = Anxious
mothers had toiled half the night to wash
and iron the frocks, and had certainly spent
a few quarters for ribbons and hats, so that

look as well as

the

such an excptionally charming picture of the
lands and the life of Europe. We ought to
cial trip, but space is lacking.
opens her narrative :

Thus

boys

else, and the

within sound of everybody

give our readers the full story «of this spe-

cottages and

she

the

and

summer-houses

the

‘arbors and the pavilions were all in full
blossom—roses and honeysuckles and geraniums. It was simply a cluster of bedrooms
ina garden. The wide hemlock-thatched
stoop of the hotel looked even more picturesque by daylight than it had done the night

ever

would

stranger

being | May morning is a door

of its

dream

were

for

came into requisition, and a _saucerful

administered to each.

mothers

richness | So auumn

and

but not all its vastness

on

side

each

oreen tothe tops;

Valiey

Napa

of

are

was

It was a funny sight

to watch them eating it, for some had

nev-

er used spoons in their lives, being accus-

elms, stand in all the vineyards
fields. It seems impossible to
they have not been grouped
but they have simply been left

There

is

Sabbath,

The last day

the

found. the road

leading away

from

the

of travel ‘passed

ful in the morning light of the blessed day.

which, indeed, it proved to be; but it was
nearly
twenty feet under ground, and

A friend took me from the young men’s op-

en air serviceto Rev.

it took a long time to open up an aréa
sufficiently
extensive to discover some of
of hearing a
: the fragments of the building, which were

Dr. Stone's church,

where I had the opportunity

sermon that did me good.

gers, like myself,

scattered
far
and‘ wide.
Eventually,
however, a long line of drums of a column,
which had fallen athwart a wall, and
had been allowed to remain as they
fell, together with the happy discovery

visitors.

center,

In the

of a base in situ, surmounted by the lower-

grouped in small classes, facing the desk,
were some fifty or sixty Chinamen. Their
were closely shaven except the
heads
ground-work for the cue, the latter being
always neatly braided and generally coiled
around the back of the head as Jodies’ Jaic
is often put up. Their blue tunics, buttoned
close in the neck and flowing to the knee,
with the white under-tunic now and then
appearing at the bosom and skirt, together

most drum of the column to which it belonged, fully proved that the Temple of

Diana had been found.

ry,

Events of the Week.
he

and wheatbelieve that
and placed;
where they

wooded domain.’

;

It was dark when we
“Free carriage for the
Hotel,” resounded all
from an invisible point
was only partly visible

reach¢d Calistoga.
Calistoga Springs
along the platform
in the distance. It
when we reached

it and clambered in, and the

road was

vot

visible at all. Neither was the hotel fully
visible when we were askedto enter it. It
was the oddest, most twinkling ef little star-

ry spots 1 ever saw; low, ambushed in
trees, with a wide stoop thatched with great

hemlock boughs, from which hung

a lan-

tern here

in the

hotel,”

the

there.

*‘No

rooms

landlord

said.

This

did

not

seem so strange to us next morning, when
we learned that there were but two sleeping-rooms in it. ‘* But .he had reserved
rooms for us in a cottage.”
Out into the darkness, following’ a small

boy, carrying two candles and a handful of
matches, we went.

The

path

departure.

The season of
woods that are
year,

the dead

of

and

fading

his own

and

fatigues’

summer

But

moral

many

a great

eatafalque

the

into heaven.

open

—yr

dgpn.

wound

and

was narrow. Heavy odors of roses and
honeysuckles came yp on each side. If we

stepped off to right or left, we were in soft
grass. We passed dim shapes of pavilions
and summer-houses and arbors. At last

the boy swung open a little gate, and stepped up oti the piazza of a house, whose
door stood open. Striking a match on the

heel of his boot, he lit our candles, and
threw open the doors.of our sleeping-rooms
—two tiny closets, holding one bed, one
window, one chair, one washstand. There
were two more such closets opposite ours.

tion and especial implorations.
Pulpit and
pew often get stupid
‘ogéther, and ardent

devotion is adjourned until September.
But who can afford to lose two months
out of each year, when the years are so

short and'so few ? He who stops religious
growth in July and August, will require
the next six months

he never recovers.

to get

over

it.

Nay,

At the season when the

fields are most full of leafage and Mie, let
us not be lethargic and stupid. Let us remember-‘that iniquity does not cease in
summer fime. Sin never takes a vacation.
| The devil never leaves town. The child of
want living up that dark alley, has not so
much fresh air, nor sees as many flowers as
in winter time. In cold weather the frost
blossoms on her window-pane, and the
snow falls in wreaths in the alley. God
pity the wretchedng s that pants, and
sweats, and

festers,"-ahd

pavements,

and

of the town.

in the

dies

on

the

suffocating

:

hot

cellars
:

Chi-

the little time I could with

the Brisish'Museum was

observes that

difficulty

On the edge of summer

death stands whetting his scythe for a great
harvest. We are most careful to have our
doors locked, and our windows fastened,
and our ‘‘burglar alarm” set at times when
thieves are most

busy;

and

the year when diseases are

at a

season of

most

active in

their burglaries of life we need to be ready.
My

charge,

therefore,

is,

make

no ad-

journment of your religion till cool weather.

his

name

are

rides

along

the

streets ; each hears the strong words
proval and the confident prophecies
triumph

voiced
ice

by earnest
amest parti
partis:
confidence

spare | own success.

entirely expended

Gen. Grant tail
| usual ; and Mr. Greeley’s p
|| keep quite free {rom political

of apof his
5;

each perhaps gains fresh

and

h

eas
rances
topics, and

| are generally pleasant, apposite

and

satis-

factory.
He went from Newport
to Narraganset Pier on Sunday to see and confer

several inscriptions, a statue of Euterpe | with the Spragues; sat down at a real
with the seven-stringed lyre, and a mutilatclam-bake on Monday ; and afterward

R. 1.
went
ed statue of Commodus.
to Manchester, Nashua, Concord; &e.
He
In the course of the season 1867—'(8.:a | is a marked man, and so _the people turn
small portion of the grant which I had at | out to see him, smile, clap'their hands, and
that time for explorations at Ephesus was try to make the meetings jolly.
How much
expressly allotted to the search for the Tem- this attention means or will beget in the
ple. At the same time the great theater way -of political support, time will tell.

was explored, and here many interesting
inscriptions were found, including some decrees from a former Temple of Diana, also
a very long Greek inscription covering the
whole of one of the walls of the southern
entrance lobby. The inscription describes
a number of gold and silver images, which

were devoted to Diana by a certain wealthy
Roman; and were placed in the Temple, and
on particular days of assembly in the theater
were carried there in procession through the
“Magnesian Gate,” and after the

assembly

through the *‘Coressian Gate,” back to the
Temple.
Having previously found: the Magnesian
I determined

to

seek.for

the

road

Let us remiember that our exit from this swhich led thence to the Temple, and, openworld will more probbaly be in the summer ing up the ground near the gate and the
than in any other season, and we can not road leading outward,I found that at some
afford to die at a time when .we are least little distance from the gate it branched off
alert and worshipful. | At midsummer the in two opposite directions — one toward
average of departures is largerthan in cool Magnesia and Meandrum, and the other
weather. The sun-strokes, the dysenteries, around Mount Coressus. toward Ayasalouk.
the fevers, the choleras, have affinity for The latter road was paved with thick blocks

July and August.

flags bearing

thrown to the breeze as he

devoted

from my professional avocations in Smyrna
to my explorations at Ephesus.
The whole
of the first small grant from the trustees of

Gate,

These four made the cottage! No keys, Whether you stay in town, or seek the
They no bolts! ¢ How shall we, get anything we farm-house, or the sea-gshore, or the mounnese venders with their tongues.
? » taing, be faithful in: prayer, in Bible readtried the spoons, however, at first imitaf Lwant? Is there any servant in this house
ing, and in attendance upon
Christian
said
we.
those
of
style
the
y
awkwardl
very
ing
|i
ordinances.
He
who
throws
away
two
eviwere
We
The boy looked amazed.
and them, but finding" that they were
months
of
life,
wastes
that
for
which
many
dently
new
to
the
ways
of
California
waterthe
making but little progress they tackled
* What would you like?” hé a dying sinner would have been willing to
gaucers in the usual way.’ .In the midst of ing places.
| give all his possessions,when he’ found that
said.
“I'll
bring
it to you.”
dock,
its
at
artived
boat
the
riot
joyous
the
the harvest was past, and the summer was
Thus
pressed,”
we
discovered
that
we
and, with sorrowfil faces, the children
trooped out upon the pier. As they disap- really did not want anything, except hot ended !

tomed to lick it out of the cups of the

For the first five years I.merely”

A

of them draws ascrowd wherever he appears.
Each hears cheers and shouts ; each

—

Mr. J. T. Wood writes to the T¢mes a full
account of the manner in which the discovery of the Temple of Diana at Ephesus was
made, which in interest and historical im\portancé claims the attention of every bibli- |
cal % scholar: ie
{
a

Tall | weakens, and no man keeps his soul in as
like | jegirable a frame unless by positive resolu-

were bound.
Each man has set his house
in.a park, and each village stands in.a

and

becoming

but clear-cut against the | pemind the dullestof

i sky, as if they were of bare rock.

Oriental Park.

| was
|| some
[what
little

. Flows round our little isle of life;
There’s room for calm in that great sea—
With us, for only strife.

But

around the hotel. The winding path, which
had seemed so long in the darkness, was.
only a few rods long. Everybody was

letters which make her “Bits of Travel”

tri-| ranges

at

And triumph crowys the perfect right
Wherewith that world doth compass this.
In silence His eternity

description,

picturesque little cottages stood in one circlé

| can dim or dwarf rhe picture of beautiful, | 45q religious suggestions.
mountain | corn-husking, the gorgeous
The
eujoy- | glowing, smiling Napa.

of their

| pier

God’s great hereafter lieth bright
Beyond life's valley, death’s abyss;

other little girls.

wherein she gives a most graphic account
of her visit to the great Geysers. $he is putting the same striking qualities into these

indeed

enclosing.
the Artemisium

and Augusteum, with their adjacent buildings. The distance from the point where I

General Howard, writing of a recent visit
o
to San Francisco, says :
the
was
Francisco
San
My first day in

In the afternoon my friend guided me to
Presbyterian Chinese mission. Tt was
the
fe
only
we
morning
the
in
and
;
went to sleep
a neat Sabbath-school room. Around the
laughed at our fears, Eighteen of these walls were seated a large number of stran-

from

sandwiches and cakes provided were | Dot a waste field, a barren spot in it.
The
again, and each child | oak trees, which spread and droop
requisition
in
now
|

1 thinle it is that we are weak;

their little girls might

following paragraphs

Mrs. Helen Huut's letter in the Independent,

with | land;

deck

umph and brought the barge” alongside the

Calmly, for His eternity
Hath time for any deed.

frenzied

only two feet from the piazza floor and only

one from the foot of our beds. However,
as there was nothing else to be done, we

rs

| * Since that day we have journeyed in the step in the new grass, and hear His voice
who accompanied them. | San Joaquin Valley ; have looked off over in the call of the swallow at the eaves. In
of the adults
its boundless yellow seas of wheat; have | the white blossoms of the orchards ‘we find
| Then as the barge sailed proudly on and
suggestions of those whose robes have been
: entered the opener passages of the sound, | come upon distant vista views of it, where
A
made white m the blood of the Lamb:
|
no
that
line
ocean
great
one
| the band struck up again a oliding waltz | it looks so like

He breaks the yoke, He gives thd meed,

most

or we should smother ; but it seemed to be

pathos, which brought moisture to the eyes

For Him to work!
His chariot-wheels
Pause never in their onward way;
Even pow before Him Error reels;
And yet we charge Him with delay!
All silently, all silently,

of the

Our one window must be open,

fastened.

wall,

NORTH CAROLINA ELECTION.
- By boat from San Francisco to Vallejo.
Accepting the statements which were
By cars from Vallejo to Calistoga. By stage
made with so much emphasis and apparent
down and picking{themselves up again, as from Calistoga to the Geysers. This was
confidence, especially by the papers thas
with the shaven face and delicate features, support Mr. Greeley, that the election in
if a bruise were a matter of course and not the guide-book formula. It was to take an
to be thought of on so joyous an occasion. afternoon and a forenoon, and the night be- before. Why does it not enter into the gave me at first the impression that they North Carolina secured a complete triumph
Bnutnothing heads of all landlords to do this thing? were women ; but I found out my mistake.
+ Hey, Johnnie, ain’t this prime ? shouted tween was spent at Calistoga.
to the democratic state ticket by.a large
was
said
in
the
advertisement
about the Then, when the summer heats are over, the
The dress and- look of the women were majority, and the choice of seven out of
a ragged little news-vender in a blue shirt
loveliness
of
the
sunset
in
the.
Golden
Gated
* You
hemlock boughs can be burnt up, the rough . quite different. I sat near the desk and eight Congressmen, we announced, a week
and canvas pants to his partner.
Lit- Buy, on which we were to sail tp Vallejo.
sapling pillars of the stoop taken down, looked in their faces. A few wore cheerful, since, that the republican ticket was defeat.
bet, Shorty,” was the succinct reply:
It
was
not
mentioned
that
Mount
Tamalpatheir
and the suh let into the rooms. The din- happy countenanees. Others were stolid. ed. But just the opposite of this is the
tle girls came to their teachers -with
is
would
be
yellow
in
mists
on
our
left,
and
repeating-room of this little hotel was also very I think I could have picked out those who truth.>*Day by day the democratic majority said
and
tears,
with
eyes brimming
It Mount Diablo pugple in mist on our right, pieturesque. The tables were small and ar- had aleady found a precious Saviour, by the has been put at a lower figure,as the official
O Miss —, 1 am so happy.”
edly,
seemed as if their little hearts were burst- and that all the San Pablo shore would ranged in two rows. High up over each hearty, joyous expression of their faces. returns came in, and at length the victory
ingat the expanse of happiness opening seem gently floating up and down, back table was swung an odd banner-like thing, Soon the superintendent opened the school is conceded to the republicans on all hands
and forth, as we passed, like the edge of made of strips of gay paper, with fringes by singing, *“ Jesus the water of life will
before them.
by a majority of at least 1000. Three out
The sky was some enchanted country, on which no man of blue, red, yellow, green, and pink. All give.” I was surprised to hear thew sing of the eight congressmen elected are repubThe day was delightful.
might land ; that the fortified islands in the of these were connected together by a wire, the sweet hymns so well. Next, the superlicans, making a gain of one on their presexquisitely blue, and golden clouds in
bay would be so strangely touched and lit and the whole affair could be moved by a intendent and school read a chapter in the
its
relieved
fantastic shapes
ent delegation.
The legislature, however,
grand and
up by the level beams of the sinking sun cord in the kitchen, and swung slowly back Neéw Testament in concert. The reading
is democratic, ‘and the contest has been
splendor. Soft breezes, like kisses from
that their bastions and towers would only and forth above the tables, to keep off flies: was not so well done as the singing; there
peculiarly close and exciting. There is no
heaven, played through the timbers of the
seem as still further tokens of an enchanted and make a coel-breeze. When it was in was such a variety of articulation, and so
excited
the
y
little disappointm¥pt expressed at the resuls
barge and fanned caressingl
country ; and that, when, after an hour and motion it made a very gay stir, like a flut- much difficulty in keeping the different
on the one side, andthe jubilation is quite
little cheeks. - Every object was a source
voices together. I took a seat in a class of marked om: the other. It is the bearing
When they a half of this, we reached the opening of the tering of paroquets’ wings.
of amusement and. delight,
Napa Valley, we should be carried into the
four, two of them quite intelligent, but no which this local election has upon the nacame to Blackwell's Island the place was
heart of the very kingdom of Ceres herself—
one with much knowledge of English. tional’ campaign that gives it most of its
fact.
the
to
testified
shouts
and
d,
recognize
+
Summer Religion.
and
on
a
festival
year
too,
it
seemed
to
us,
The teacher is a young man, is very patient, seeming importance, that stirs the enthusiImmediately they all rushed over to that
——
as
we
looked
out
of
the
car-windows,
and
holds them singly to each word until it is asm, awakens the chagrin, calls out the
the
saw
they
as
side, and beganto cheer
Mr. Talmage talks on this subject in his fully understood, and then to each expressaw yellow grain and green vines stretchstone
the
at
stolidly
rhetoric of glorification,and emphasizes the
working
convicts
ing miles away on either hand, and inter- usual figurative and earnest way, and his sion. They have in hand a kind of English
charges of unfairness and corruption.
works. Many of these looked up but made
words deserve to be heeded. He says:
and Chinese lexicon, so that by comparison
no sign; but there were others whose rupted at last only by a mouitain wall, too
THE TOUR OF THE CANDIDATES,
It takes more grace to be an earnest and and thought the scripture meaning is at last
high for the grain andevines to climb.
hearts had not been quite hardened by vice
Both
Gen. Grant and Mr. Greeley have
« Surely, there can be no such gues valley useful Christian in summer than in" any taken in and digested. What perseverance
and crime, and who were touched by the
been
traveling
in New England.
Their reas
this
in
California?”
we
said.
*
‘
Oh!
yes;
other season. The very destitute, through is needed to bring these souls to Christ!
They waved their
sight of the children.
spective
friends
call
it
a
vacation
tour.
So
much
finer
valleys
than
this,”
replied
a
stalack
of
fuel
and
thick
clothing,
may
fiad
of
My heart yearned for a larger number
hands and shouted * good luck,” and it
in partit is. But probably neither has any
those
but
season;
trying
tistical
traveler
at
our
side.
‘This
is
a
the
winter
the
sat
I
as
work,
the
for
such teachers
may be that the glow which animated their
Very pretty, very pretty. comfortably circumstanced find summer there myself a learner.
Several of the objection to having the tour so arranged by
hearts then and warmed them with unself- small affair.
his supporters as to aid in gaining public
Christian
But
the
San
Joaquin
Valley
is
filty
miles
their
tests
that
Thermopylse
the
ish sympathy, shall be to them in the futeachers are ladies. They are especially
attention, winning favor by familiar courtewide
and
three
hundred
miles
long!
Concourage
and
endurance.
dawning
a
2
&
and
:
successful.
ture a germ of better things
sies, making the political canvass more
tains
eighteen
million
acres
of
land!”
he
«The spring is suggestive of God an
As the barge passed the
of brighter days.
resolute, and adding to the votes that are
added,
maliciously,
seeing
our
wide
open
heaven, and a resurrection day. That eye
work-house, the children sang a hymn full
The
Temple
at
Ephesus.
to be thrown for him in November.
Each
eyes.
must be blind that does not see God's footof shrill sweetness and tender, unconscious

scription, and to forward what is due for the enguing
year, without further reminder from this ofMgé,

NEWSPAPER

though the impatient

boys clambered like cats up the timbers,
and would not wait the slower process by
In a very few minutes over
the gangway.
800 happy little ones were on board, ninetenths ascending immediately to the upper
tier. The band struck up a lively air, amd
the youngsters in their glee commenced capering about the deck in every direction,
tumbling up against each other, falling

ehecks, and Post Ofice money orders may
be deducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
#8 large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their
discontinuance,
and until payment of all arrearies is made as required by law.
:
Each subscriber 1s particularly requested to note
the date

push-

We clip the

No door could he

our opposite naighbors?

California Sketched.
tl

It was a novel situation.

were given over.

Peribolus

33

ountain to the angle of the Peribolus wall
from the extreme of winter on the sunpibel is 2,000 feet. In December of the year 1869,
the Sierra Nevadas, where we breakfasted, I found the Greek pavement, which I rethe Sacra- ported to the trustees of the British Museum
to the really summer weather of
as beauti- as probably that of the Temple itself, and
-mento Valley. San Francisco

How far were we from the hotel? Who were

show

better things,

from the Boys’ Lodging-house, in Riving-

neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to

The

one or both would’Mmany a striving after
Many of these were their appreciation.

which ultimately proved to be

rl

as soon as the boy had vanished in the thick

darkness, and we had no visible or invisible
means of communication with him. In a
few moments came another boy, guiding
two more groping travelers into this dusky
retreat. The doors were shut, all was still
save the delighted musquitoes, to whom we

human love has pefigtrated their poor ten-

Number

Chinese in San Francisco.

water; but it seemed eminently probable
that we should want at least a dozen things

peared in the distance, some wending their
way down one avenue, and some another,
it was pleasant to reflect that a ray of real

= =

18Y2.

14,

AUGUST

H.

N.

DOVER,

XI. VII.

of marble

from the

neighboring

quarries,

and the double line of ‘chariot-ruts,

worn

inches,

made

to the

depth of

five or

six

me feel certain that I was now fairly on my
way to the Temple; but I had to follow
this well-worn road, which was in some

places as much as Tourteen feet below the

But the people like to look upon their leaders, shake their hands, and then they will
go home and vote just about as they think
proper.
%
ELXCTION

RIOT

At the late election

AT

QUESEC.

in Canada, the par-

tisans became so warm in Quebec that they
were not content with ballots as weapons

of offense and defense, but tried hard words,

fists, clubs, brick-bats, pistols, ‘&c.
rioting ‘was

The

were lost, and quite

a number

of

persons

were seriously wounded. As usual, the
sober second thought and the resolution of

the authorities and police got the better of the
bad blood and turbulent passions, quiet was

restored, and the anti-republican people of
that city are probably as ready

as ever to

sneer and wonder at the violence that marks
elections in *‘the States,” and recommend
3

constitutional monarchy

as the

only

guarantee of civil order.
Grogan
CHIEF JUSTICE CHASE.

sure

The health of Hon. 8. P. Chase seems to
be failing, and the symptoms threaten a
speedy break-down or a gradual approach

to mental

imbecility through softening of

the brain. There is still hope that he may
rally as he did a year ago; but these recurring attacks, taking his age into account,
are unpromising.
He bas filled a large and

present surface of the ground, for the distance of 3,200 feet, before I found the road
which I especially sought for, striking out

honorable Place in the

at right angles toward the Temple. It was
at this point, probably, that the Portico of

cer. We trust his royat intellect is not to
be discrowned in the sighl” of the nation
whose reverence he has long held.
ANOTHER BURST OF FERVOR.’
A Jostens was last week added
to the hot term of 1872, by three or fi

Dagmianus, alluded to by Philostratus,in his

;

pretty sevious, several lives

public

service,

and

in spite of his weak ambition to get into the

White House, he bas proved himself a true ~~
lover of his country and a pure public offi-

“Lives of the Sophists,” really commenced.
At the time I found this road I had made
a dash for the Peribolus wall of the Temple,
days and nights of melting, swelterin,
at a spot where I had previously made some
‘weather, that took the starch out of bo
efforts to discover. a wall. Putting on & linen and muscle, dissolved thought in
sufficient gang of workmen, I soon found a
respiration, and started a second cxodus
.
thick wall, built of rough blocks of marble, rom the cities to the sea-shore.
a»

|!
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THE

or
A

‘ed her the hymn he had written in the garden.
vides,

* See:” he said, ‘‘ how God proDid I not bid you trust in God,

and-all would be well P"

Origin of a Beautiful Hymn.
HEZEKIAH,

BUTTERWORTH.

S——

O—

Among the sweet strains of poetry which
Schiller learned at his mother’s knee, were
the hymns of that much enduring Lutheran
.. preacher, Paul Gerhardt. “The young poet

loved them; they filled his mind

with spir-

itual images, and lent a harmonious religious influence to his,unform ed genius.
The influence wah never lost;

it lingered

like rays of distant splendor amid the speaulative mysteries that darkened his declining years, and haunted his dreams, when

~ he saw the sun going down

‘“ Commit thou all thy griefs
And ways into his hands.”

Gerhardt died at the age of seventy.
His last days were serene, and witnessed to
the end the consolations of an all-victorious
faith. He was spending the hour in holy
exercises, and was in the act of repeating

Bears the spirit safe away ;”

when the heavenly summons came.
We have said that - Schiller loved

his boyhood, and

ports of human love. He was born in Saxony. He becamea Christian pastor at the
close of the thirty years war, first at a
small village called Mittenwalde, and}subsequently at Berlin. In 1666,he was deposed from his spiritual office in Berlin on account of his firm adherence to the Lutheran
doctrines. He received the reverse sub-

gered, linging
died
with
tian
life,
hope

his

religious sentiments and those of the king.

‘He went

in

reduced reircumstances,

his wife traveling on foot.

with

repeating poetry,but not, like Gerhardt,
a triumphant expression
of Chrisconfidence, but, like his own religious
now gloomed, now shining, a poem of
mingled with doubt and uncertain-

‘How blessed sould that journey be.
* Aloft I see a fair dominion,
Through time and change all vernal still,

But what the power, and where the pinion,
To gain that ever-blooming hill ?

‘“ For lo! between us rolls a river,
O’er which a wrathful tempest raves:
I feel the spirit shrink and shiver ¢

The heavenly way,

wasone

at

her

friendless

situation,

The poet triedto comfort

her,

tears would flow.

but

the

He reminded her of the verse in the Bi-

ble: “Commit thy way unto the Lord,
trust also in Him, and he will bring it to
pass.”
“ God will provide,” he said.
“ Commit
hands.”

all

of

your

sorrows

into his

There was a garden near at hand, and in

the garden an arbor.

The poet left his

wveeping wife, and went to the arbor for
prayer.
It was a lovely night in the rosy
time of the year.
The air was temperate, the sky serene; the moon shimmered
on the groves and was glassed on the
waters.

The poet’s mind was in harmony with
nature; he felt a holy calm within, a perfect reliance on God. He began to express
his thoughts in verse:
Commit thou all thy griefs
And ways into His hands;
To his sure trust and tender care
Who earth and heaven commands ;
‘Who points the clouds their course,
‘Whom winds and seas obey;
He shall direct thy wandering feet,
He shall prepare thy way.
Thou on the Lord rely,
So, safe, shalt thou go on;

of excessive

shadow for Schiller,

to Gerhardt,

brightness,

even in

life's

had

a

sunset,

but he still aspired for the religious faith of
the great master of German sacred song.

those golden beams which gild and adorn
the sunset hills of a well spent life. They

glimmer across the sky and give x beausifu!
coloring to the peaks of morning. The

‘‘ Indian Snmmer ” of life even hath more
of richness and beauty than the balm of its

early Spring.

Is there a sweeter or a safer

refuge for childhood than rest in the sunshine and shadow of age? The world hath
no more beautiful picture than this, Had
[ an artist's soul and an artist's pencil, I

would make a picture of surpassing
ness.

I would name it *‘ The

loveli-

harmony

of

life.” It should bear the touch of Spring
and Winter. It should breathe of June roses

I

would mingle the shouts and exuberance of
childhood with the contentment and quiet of
old age. There should be manhood in its
physical perfection and Leauty, and youth
in its prophetic glory, The locks of snow
and the ringlets of childhood, the rounded
avd the worn and honored limbs ofiage, the

oak and the ivy, the flower and

the

all theseso combined as to form

fruit

& ‘most

charming picture of the perfection and glory

of human life.

And then I would hang this

by my morning and evening walks, that I
might draw from it those valuable and impressive lessons so essential to human happiness.
It is a comforting belief, that all of life
that is noble and worth possessing can
never feel the touches and stains of age. Is
there indeed any winter for virtue and charity? Can these ever feel the weakness of
infirmity ?
’
No, my reader, the grave has no power,
even to smother these plants of heavenly
growth. pThe earth gives them temporary
strength and nourishment, it keeps them
alive onlyto bloom brighter and fairer in
‘‘Oh, the stars never tread the blue heavens of night.
But we think where the ramsomed have trod,
And the day never smiles from his palace of light
But we feel the bright smile of our God.
"We are traveling homeward, through changes and

gloom,

To

a kingdom
where pleasures unchangingly
bloom,
xy
And our guide is the glory that shines throngh the
tomb

Young

sat

down and began to weep.
Behind her
were the happy scenes of her youth; before her was a land of strangers.

which,

bor, nothing falls with softer radiance than

the bright beyond.

~ To gaze upon its gloomy waves!”

One night, they came to a village inn.
His wife, weary with the journey; and disheartened

He, too,

Where hang the cold clouds heavily,
Could I but gain the clue to follow,

He himself was

country

lin-

‘ From out this dim and gloomy hollow,

offer

willingto endure evil speaking, hardship
and trial, but it caused him severe pain to
think that the burdens of his lot must fall
upon her.
:
5
A story is told of these altered days,
which, although some recent writers have
sought to prove it untrustworthy, pious
He had been ordered to quit the

influence

certain spiritual

ty:

Gerhardt had a lovely and amiable wife,
whom he loved with more than ordinary

on-account of the difference between

a

But Schiller’s faith was not clear.

seal with

Germans still love to repeat.

that their

with

brightness the last poetic dreams of his life.

missively, and said with characteristic lofti-

devotion and tenderness.

the

hymns of Gerhardt, that he learned then’in

were in a measure compensated by the sup-

and

STA

and of the yellow sheaf of Autumn,

But from many a dreaded ill

Gerhardt was a great sufferer. in the
cause of reformed faith, but his sufferings

truth,

=

‘ Death has no power to kill,

on Weimar,

ness of spirit: ‘ 1 am willing to

:

His wife opened the paper, and her eyes
fell upon the poet’s words written in the
darkest hour of his life, when even her fortitude was giving way to despondency:

the lines :—

beautiful Weimar,
for the last time.

" my blood the evangelical
» neck to the sword.”

MORNING

—

@ ommunications.
BY
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Men.—No,

From the evergreen mountains of life.”
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BY J. W. BARKER,

pe

—

In 1796 there were de

sited in the Cathe-

dral at Havana the re
s of him whese
spirit for nearly three ce
ries had been
exploring brighter and more[glorious countries than that of the tropic clime.
If we travel over the mist track of these
centuries, we shall find that bold and adventurous spirit animating this now decayed and lifeless temement, and moving it
forward upon the most wonderful adventure,

in the history of the world.

Columbus

reached his 57th year, when he

had

started

up-

on that remarkable voyage across an untracked sea. He had grown into the maturity of manhood, strong and vigorous, in
possession of that strength of soul and body
which always expands under the fostering
influence of sobriety and virtue. If the bold
Genoese had lived

have
take

prise.

in

our

day,

he

would

hazardous

enter-

Crowds

are

a daring

This singular

and

freak of adventure

would have been pronounced the dream of
old age; and he wauld have been advised
to stay at home and let younger men undertake such very doubtful schemes of scientific
exploration. But the pupilage of Columbus in the school of the world,

the

painful

lessons he had taken from the bitter experiences of life—all strengenthing and molding
his moral character, teaching patience and
endurance as the crowning virtues of true
heroism—all this fitted him to become the
most daring captain and adventurer the
world ever saw. The western winds of the
new world carelessly lifted his silvery hair,
and gave a cordial welcome.
I say it was fortunate for the world that
Columbus was not surrounded with the in| fluences that seem to obtain in modern soci-

and

it

seems that thousands go every week. But
most of the readers of the Star have to stay
on this side of the Atlartic, at least for this
year. While you sit quietly in your’ chair,
will you accompany me in a tour to the Isle
of Wight? This is a lovely spot on the
sogth-east of England, about eighty or ninety miles from London, Ihave been there
twice, and would like to go again. This
island is nearly twenty-three miles long
from east to west, across its center; and
about thirteen miles broad, (if also measured at the center,) from north to south,
It

through

an "archway,

fom a mile and a

half to five miles. The island is considerably elevated above the sea, and its southern

coast, bordering on the English Channel, is

very bold and rugged, the cliffs in some
places rise almost from the water's edge to
a hight of several hundred feet. And back
from the top of these cliffs there are still higher hills, «...
But how shall we get there? We can go
by rail from London either to Portsmouth
or to Southampton, and thence by steamer

*

iy

EE A

sue Se

coast; and being especially noted for its
grooves of which a portcullis formerly fitted. handsome, pier which extends 2,226!
feet inLeaving the Keep, we visit the famous to the channel,so that
passengers can land
well, which is three hundred feet deep, anp orembark at any
state of the tide. This
contains ninety feet of water, Some water pier is much used as a
promenade, and is
is poured down that we may "hear the furnished with numerous
seats; and a part
splash, and a light is let down to the surface of it is covered with canvas
as a protection
of the water that we may see the dreary from the sun and rain,
depth.
Having thus completed our tour of the isLeaving Carisbrooke, we go westward ; land,4ve take the
steamer to Portsmouth,
and after passing the village of Freshwater, and are soon on the main land
again.
we pass across a rabbit warren of the cliff,
Ww. RH.
and then find a path which lends us down
to the beach. ** There is not much to see
here,” you say, #3 we pass along. Wait

awhile,
path,

in

the

S.

We are nowat the bottom of the

and

are

in

Alum

Bay.

There

ocean stretches out before you. Is not this
view a grand one ? But just look to your
left. Your standing place is only a few
feet wide,from the waves of the ocean to the

bottom of the cliff which

of several hundred feet.

risesto a hight

But how splendid

it looks! How brilliant its colors, as the
sun shines upon it! Here are strata of clay,
earth,

aluminous

sand,

marl,

wood-coal,

&c.; some of them inclined to sixty or
seveuty degrees, and displaying a large
variety of colors, from black and

white,

to

green, yellow, orange, red, brown, and
purple. Some of these layers are several
inches thick, while others are not more than

a quarter of an inch thick.
at this sight without

Can

saying,

you

‘‘ The

look
works

of the Lord are great?
Look out again on
the ocean in a soutlt west-direction to that
projecting point; and from that at short
distances from each other you see ‘the
needles,” a

series

of

five

rocks,

8 Department,

three

of

which rear their heads to a considerable
hight above the water. There can be no
doubt that at one time they werea part of
the main land, but by the action of the
waves they have been disintegrated therefrom. Indeed the one nearest to the point
was not fully separated till the year 1820,
As we can not go round this point by land,
we must go back by the path by which. we

A Children’s Talker.

the

of the low estimate in which

hel is émbodied in the word,and
yet it is
“axpressive. You address grown
people, yowrtalk to children.
Perhaps the very first element of the make
up of a children’s talker is a ‘keen,
quick
sympathy with childhood. Sympathy is the
key

ifs

all oratory.

A man

who can talk to

an audience after they are tired ought never
to talk to any nudience. The preacher who
is capable of proceeding ten minutes after
the people show. lassitude is unfitto preach
at all. And above all,a quick sympathy with
children will make a Sunday-school speaker
quit at the first symptom of fatigue.
“talker”who has to be rung down should be
rung down before he begins. A child's face

is a better

reminder

than

any

watch.

A

real genuine *‘ehildren’s man” could not
proceed after the children showed signs of
fatigue. But a bore could talk to sheep
as well as to people—attention or inattention
has no effect upon him.
his quick sym athy is a sort of instinct

better

than any theories.

To

teacher

or

can not, use

an

speaker it is a guide almost infallible. The
man who is able to “put himself in. the

place” of a boy will

not,

came, and then descend to Freshwater Bay, Llustration that is out of the comprehension
{ of. the child. A man of quick sympathies

on the opposite side
of; the promontory.
Here we may spend a long time in explorations, and in examining the various objects

and we may if we choose,go out

in a boat and round by the Needles to
the opposite side again. But we will now
go eastward along the beach, and we shall
find much to interest us. But see, the tide
18 coming in and narrowing our pathway,
The cliffs are precipitous, and for aught we
know, the water may soon reach their base.

We had better select the first suitable place,

and climb to the top.
Itis difficult climbing, but we are up, and are now safe from

the incoming tide. It can not reach us here.
We now pass along the downs on the top
of the cliff, sometimes looking southward

across the channel towards France,

which,

although the nearest land, is far beyond our

sight, and then looking northward and eastward at the hills which dot the landscape,
and then sitting down on the short smooth
grass to rest, and enjoy the grandeur, and
beauty by which we are surrounded... .

down to the sea, a stream of water

through the middle of it; and
tous sides rising

dred feet.
place,

This

tinged

in some

its precipi-

places

is a grand
somewhat

passing
five hun-

and

with

the

majestic
awful.

By the way, do you know that Chine is a
local term in the island to denote any chasm
in the cliffs, such as we

should

call

a

ra-

vine? Ascending to where we started from,
let us now ascend St, Catherine's Hill, the
highest point on the island, it being between
eight and nine hundred feet above the level
of the sea. Here we get the best general
view of the island, as we can trace its outline, and mark the rugged and indented

has an instinct as infallible ss the senfe

of

smell in a bird dog. He tracks. the child's
thought and the child’ feeling to its restingplace. «
This gift of sympathy will suggest devices,
will supply resources. The man who can
imagine himself a child, and can ask, What

would I do if I were

a child?

finding

the

find

new

answer in his own intuitions, will

modes of interesting children continually
suggested to him.
And so in the use of language: sympathy
is the surest guide.
No man speaks a
tongue well until he is able to think in it.
No man speaks the
speech of children who
bas to translate his ideas into their speech.
It is the man who, when he looks into the
eye of a child thinks, feels, and talks as a

child in all but a child's foolishness, that

can not go astray in his speech to children.
1 made such a remark as that in the
paragraph above, during the sessions of the
ational Sunday-school Convention, and no

less an authority than Dr. McKee came
down on me hammer and tongs. A burnt
child dreads the fire, and lest my good and
eat friend should give me another basting
or speaking so strongly, proceed forthwith
to qualify. Ido not say that a man should
not study the language of children, and

seek to adapt himself to them.

Children are very sensitive.

And

child has done the best he

can,

when

and

e

opens’

his thoughts to you, make the most of every.

thing he says.” If he is incorrett, gently
lead him to the right idea; but on no ac- on

count ridicule him, or atlow

the other

pupils to do it. If you do, there is great dan.
ger that that child's mind will ever after
be

a closed book to you.
tell Jou his thoughts,
I

He will be afraid to

have ever found childpen very ready to

be influenced by the Golden Rule. And they
are very quick to see, also, what the Golde
Rule requires of them towards each other,n

And they will love and respect you a great
deal more forushowing a kind and courteous

rteous’ means, in many cases, but they

There is significance in that word *‘talker,”
People call a man who addresses Frown
people a speaker. But the man who addresses children well is a ‘“‘talker to children.”
Does not this mean that children are to be
addressed in a more colloquial way? Doubt-

less something

teem
Never laugh at the crudeness and strange.
ness of any idea which he ma
express,
—— SRN

piri toward them, and urging them
show it toward each other. I do not sup-to
pose they would know what the worq
‘‘cou

the

is about fifty-six miles in circumfershce ;
contains about one hundred and thirty six
square miles, with a population of about
seventy thousand. It is separated from the
But here is Black Gang Chine.
We must
main land by a channel called the Solent, descend it. It is a rift in
the cliff, reaching

been thought pretty old to under- which varies in width

such

Or

rushing to Europe,

enter

of interest;

The Isle of Wight.

:

you
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This is nec-

essary for many. men, particularly for men
in whom the dramatic impulse is weak,
and whose Sympathy for children is not
naturally quick. But what I mean to say
is, that by sympathy one learns the childlanguage most quickly and most infallibly.

If 1 may be pardoned the egotism, I can illus-

trate this point best by putting on record
my own experience. I do not remember

would feel its meaning

in your

r,
even though they might not be able manne
to ‘put
it into words,
The air and manner you show in the class
will be reflected back’ by Jour pupil
s—I

mean as a general

have them courteous

thing.
and

very strict with yourself

If

you would

well

haved, be

in treating them

courteously, . By so doing, you cultivate
their self-respect. Perhaps’ some of them

never got a courteous word from their par.

ents.
Perhaps threats and harshness are
their daily experience: To such scholars
the Sabbath-school, with a gentle and cour.

teous teacher, becomes a very

light.

Be courteous, and

oasis

of de-

with almost no

exceptions your pupils will be courteous
vou.—8. 8. Times.
TALK WITHOUT WORK,

happened some years ago

to

A terrible wreck

off the coast of

Tuscany. - In his report of the affair, the

Tuscan coast-guard remarks, with evident
complacency : ‘I lent every
possible help
to the vessels with my lB
-trumpet,
but, nevertheless, many co

were foun

upon the shore the next morning.”

are words without deeds?
the destitute, but where is
You demand an educated
institution are you aiding?
widow and the fatherless, to

age do you contribute?

What

You plead for
vour guinea?
ministry, what You pity the
what orphan-

Silence is most

becoming in those whose speech is not illustrated by suitable action.—Sower and Gos-

pel Field.

pve

TAkE Time. In the acquisition of biblical
knowledge, haste and impatience hinder—
they never help. It is well said by Robert-

son :

Do not be dismayed or 4disco
if the
reading of the Ser: ture does not su
as yet. Receive, fmbibe, and then eget

mind will create.

But our mistake lies in

thinking that we can
give out before we
have taken in. In all
things thi
is sthe order—first receive, then give.
Poets are
creators because recipients.
They open
their hearts wide to nature, instead "om
ing to her with views ready-made and second-hand. They come from her and give
out what they have felt, and what she said
to'them. So with the Scripture—patient,
quiet, long revering, listening to it—then
suggestiveness.
3
—

“DOING THESE THINGS.” + “What is
use of being in the world unless you
somebody?” said a boy to his friend.
3 Sure hou h, ang
wean to be,”
swered the
other, “I be
is very
I mean to be somebody

the
are
nl
day.

died

Aston looked George in the face. *Began to-day! What do you mean to be ?"
**A Christian boy, and so grow to be a
Christian man,”

said

George.

“1

believe

that is the greatest somebody for us to be.”
George is right. There is no higher manhood ; and it is in the power of every boy
to reach that. Every boy can not be rich:
every boy cannot be a king; every boy can

not be a Lord; but God asks you all to a
that I ever made a conscious effort to use Christian manhood,—to be his sons, and so,
words intelligible to children; and I do not. with his Son Jesus Christ, to be heir of
heaven.— Apples of Gold.
remember that I ever used .words incomj
prehensible by my audience except in one
case.
I did once talk of the **bow” and the
How 10 Fix TueEM.
Transient impres“stern” of a boat to an audience of inland

across the Solent. We will take the datter
children. But there are those, I am ready sions—so easily made '—how can they be
route.
The steAmer from Southampton
to
grant, who possess much higher qualities made permanent? This is at once answerSo small thy work be done.
lands us at West Cowes. On landing at
than
I as speakers to children, and who yet ed and illustrated by the Sunday School
No profit canst thou gain
feel a necessity of studying to adapt their Times:
the pier, we must decide the question,
By self-consuming care;
.
J
coastline.
words to the comprehension
How, shall we see the island? If you are a
The early makers of sun pictures found
To him commend thy cause,—his ear
On descending, we pass through the vil- What I maintain is, that, as in of children.
it
learning a comparatively easy to
strodg and healthy man, you had better foot lage of
Attends thy softest prayer.
get impressions, The
foreign language one wants to
Niton, and then take the Ventnor
e
it
real
difficu
lty
it.
You
was
can
how
then
to fix them, how to
go where you like, and road. Here a new
|
phenomenon attracts their own, so that their ideas clothe them- make them permanent.
Give to the’ winds thy fears;
It is comparatively
when you like. You can cross the fields, as- our attention.
selves
Hope, and be undismayed ;
Many years age, there was say it, inso it of their own accord, if I may easy to impress a child,
The Holy Spirit
in learning the speech of children,
cend the hills, go down to the coast, climb a great
God hears thy sighs and counts thy tears,
alone can fix the imprédan, and that teachland slide here. "The cliff gave way | it should be our ideal to feel
and
cliffs,
think
and
thus
so
get
the
He shall lift up thy head.
best views, and see and fell down, forming what
ety. He would have been arrested and sent
is called the perfectly in sympathy with them that their er who is most thoroughly imbued with the
. Through waves, and clouds, and storms,
to some lunatic asylum, as a crazy old man, more of the island than you can see in any
‘‘ undercliff.” It is about seven miles long, words shall be ours when we stand before spirit of the Master, and of. his Word, is
He gently clears thy way;
most likely to fix truth in the memory, and
other way. You will find plenty of resting reaching from
given over to the dominion of dreams.
Black Gang Chine to Luc- them.
‘Wait thou his time, so shall this night
to make lasting impressions for good.
places
whenever
For
you
this
want
them,
sympathy
and as comb, and varies in breadth
At precisely the same age, George Washcan be developed. - In
Soon end in joyous day.
from a quarter some it is a natural gift,
but in all it may be
ington was called upon to preside over. the there are numerons villages with good - ho- of a mile to nearly
a
mile.
Hence you more or less brought out. Nothing will do
BELIEVING IN THE HEART.
He paused for a moment, and thought of destinies of the young United States. Om tels, you will find no difficulty in getting may take your
The outworkchoice of three roads, that this so effectually as a cheerful and playful ing of Christianity
in the heart where the
his helplessness in a worldly point of view, the 80th of April, 1789, in the city of New meal, and also lodgings for the nights you hy
asscciatio
n
with
children.
e side of the ocegn, that on the top of
He that can en- love
Christ is in the soul, éan scarcely be
and of his weeping wife.
joy a child’s play can enter into a child's measuof
He then con- York, he took that first impressive oath to may spend on the island.
red.
It intludes all good morals, , It
the
cI,
or
the
mide,
or
Under-Cl
iff
road.
| soul. I have noticed that childless men, includes all refine
tinued:
preserve inviolate the liberties of the people
In crossing the Solenwet,
had agood vie Ww, We chooseThE last, so that
ment, all taste,
social
on
our
left
are
|
whatever
the
stock
of
natural
gift and life, and all secular life ; so that if all
as guaranteed by the new constitution. of Osborne House, favorite the private resiyou trace
high cliffs; on our right, from below, we natural adaptation with which they start,
Still heavy is thy heart?
Christianity
And it will be remembered that later in life dence of Queen Victoria. It is only a short
its source outward, there
Still sink thy spirits down ?
hear through the trees the roaring of the rarely make good teachers or superintend- is no end to from
it.
It
runs as far as the race.
he
retired,
distance
not
to
from
Chappaqua,
here,
on
but
the
to
other,
Mount
that is, waves, and sometim
Cast off the weight—Ilet fear depart,
es catch glimpses of ents as they advance in life. It is the man It includes whatever human thought or huVernon, where in the light of a golden the East side of the Medina river. But it is
that
lives
And every care be gone.
with
childre
n
who
learns where man Seeling rightly develops.
them ; aad here we have a pleasant and seEverything
childhood lives,
What though thou rulest not,
Sunset he passed to a better life. And so all of no use going there; as the Queen
belongs to it.
But the central spirit is not
questered path, and yet a wild and romanYet heaven, and earth, and hell,
By
all
means learn to play with children, philanthropy
through history, the daring, the substantial, has this one house she calls her own, and
, nor ood morals.
The central
tic one; for the rocks from the cliffs still to talk to‘them, to interest them in privat
Proclaim,—God sitteth on the throne,
e.
in the line of discovery and improvement, both house and grounds are kept strictly’
eeling of true Christian life is love to God,
continue to fall at intervals, of which fact Be a children’s man; and the children will and, sprin
And ruleth all things well.
ging from it, and invigorated b
are marked by the wisdom of age and ex- private. No strangené are admitted. But
we have abundant evidence by the road- be yours. Do not fail to sacrifice your false it, unaffected love to eu Sy lapathy wi
perience as well by the dash and enterprise we shall get another good view of it as ‘we
Leave to his sovereign sway
dignity to the happiness of children when- them—
side ; and some of the projecting ones look ever
brotherhood. It breathes and nspirTo chose and to command;
of youth. Both are required to complete pass along the Newport road. Itis a large,
you find a chance. Read also the best
es
contin
uous activity.
as
if
they
muy
fall
before we get past them, children’s books. Not Sunday-schoo
80 shalt thou, wondering, own his way,
the full statur@®ef manhood.
Both are in- commodious, and handsome building. It
We pass St. Lawrence, with its very unless a few of the best, but read l books,
How wise, how strong his hand!
the books
dispensable in the grand march of human has a flag tower 107 feet high, and a clock
that have always interested children, “RobFar, far above thy thought
small parish church, only I2 by 26
THE DirFERENCE, *““Willie,why were yow
feet,
progress.
Young
men
and
old
men
tower
90
high.
feet
fom
should
His counsel shall appear,
inson Crusoe,” ‘Arabian Nights,” “Mopsa
and reach Ventnor, which, on account
gone
so long for
”
of
its
keep
step
to
the same grand old tune of
the Fai
Newport is the capital of the island, and salubrious
When fully he the work hath wrought
“Paul and Virginia,” and “‘Sand- of a little boy, water?” asked the teacher
climate, has become a place of ford an ’ Merto
development and labor. It is a great mis- is'a town of considerable importance, conThat caused thy needless fear,
n.” Keep the child alive in
‘We spilled it, and bad to go back and
considerable importance. It is built
on the Jour heart, wonder as t e child.
fortune when there seems to be crowding taining several thousand inhabitants, ‘and
wonders, | fill the bucket again,” was the reply; but
side of the cliff, its streets rising above
eel
all
the
That night two gentlemen eame riding and jostling upon the way,
emotions with childlik fresh
and
the bright, noble face was a shade less
when
the numerous public buildings.
;
It will do you as much good pérsonallyness, bright,
behind each other. -We pass on to
to the inn, and inquired for Paul Gerhardt,
as
less noble than usual, and the eyes
Bon- it will benefi
Going about a mile further, we come to church,
young are impatient. at delay, when they
t you'in s eakingto children yciped beneath the
and then take a road across the
the Lutheran preacher and poet.
teacher's gaze.
are ambitious for power, when they scorn the old ‘castle of Carisbrooke, now in ruins,
teach
in
or
ing
them.
The moralizing teme teacher crossed the room and stood
fields to get near the edge of the cliff,
“Iam Paul Gerhardt,” said the poet the maxims and wisdo
per
which
and
we
cultiv
of age, or when yet in such a state of preservation that we
ate to an extreme
by another, who had been Willie's companthence back into the road again.
unday-school work is antagonistic to in
firmly, not knowing what new calamity those farther down
Passing
** Wonderful stream” can get a good idea of what it was in its
on.
the
trues
Luccomb Chine, we reach the village
t sympathy with childhood.
‘might follow the confession.
“Freddy, were you not gone for the waof
deny the right of competition, when they glory. It is famous in history as the resiAfter all, there is a difference of natura
Shanklin
, and ] go down its far famed Chine,
* We have come. from Duke Christian,” fail to appreciate the dash and earnest ways dence of Charles
l ter longer than was necessary
A
:
gifts,
I. at a time when he was Which
and
those
who
have the
gift
Legh Richmond describes so beautiFor an instant Freddy's eyes were fixed
said the men, ‘ who wishes us to express of the younger mariners upon Time’s mys- really
| its rudiments should stir up the gift even i
a prisoner, although not so in name, fully
that is on the floor, and his face wore a troubled
in his Young Cottager.
to you his sympathy ip-syour persecutions terious river... There is_a beautiful harmo- Entering the
in them. Whatever may be thought of the look, But it was
tower in whieb Lis apartments
only for an instant—he
But the editor is thinking of his
and afflictions, and to invite you to come to my in all the forces of Vife when properly were
space ; propriety of women's speakin
in mixed looked frankly up to his teacher's face. '
situated, you find that the floorings and there
audie
nces,
fore
men
we
are
Merseburg,
mms
not
usually so well
hurry past Yaverand
make
** Yes, ma'am,” he bravely answered;
that city your directed and applied.
‘ have all given way; but you can look up land and
Brading, merely glancing at the adapted to address children 'as women,
‘‘we met little Harry Braden and stopped
home,”
. Whatever be the relagion, whatever the and
;
7
And if a woman may teach a school-roo
see the window through which he once two churc
m to play with him, and then we spilled the
hes which are said to he eleven full, why
_
God be praised,” said the poet, looking work, in whatever profession or trade,
not address a room full on the water and
attempted to make his escape; but it being hundred years
had to go back.”
old,
upon the men more in the light of celestial complete movement and the highest éffici- too al
the oldest in the island, Sabbath P— National S. 8. Teacher.
Little friends, what was the difference in
for his body to
messengers than dispatch-bearers from an ency are only seen when all these forces act was 0 liged to return pass through, he .and contain some ancient monuments, We
the answers of the two boys? Neither of
to his room. We may look at the
in harmony with one another. The young
earthly court, “It is his will.”
BE CourTEOUS. Children feel a lack of them told anything that was not strictly’
must not omit to go up to. the Keep, the Brading chur Young Cottager’s grave in
true.
chyard ; but we must not turn d ue consi
can not say to the old," We have no need of strongest
one of them do you think the
deration for their feelings as acute- teacher Which
tower in the castle; which stands aside to Arreton,
“ He shall direct th y wandering feet,
trusted more fully after that? And
wher
you,”
e
neither
*¢
the
can the old dispense with the on a mound at the north-east
Dair
yman
ly
’s
as_
their
He
shall
prepare
thy
way.”
elder
s—oft
en more so. Such which wag the happier of the two? ey
angle. We Daughter ” is buried.
Heo
We will pass along advice as follows, thoug
life and vivacity of youth.
That life is, reach it by ascending seventy-two steep
h it ought not to be
the road on the north of Brading
Gerhardt thanked the messengers with a however, valueless which has
Haven, a n eeded, is sound :
outlived its steps, which are in such a dilapidated con- pretty
sheet of water now the tide
heart fall of emotion, tears filling his eyes, usefulness ;- which has nothing in the
“WHOSOEVER.” = «I thank God,” says
js up,
To treat a child as if you knew he
way dition that if you are nervous, you will but a
was Richard Baxter, ‘for that word ‘whosoever.’
ndere mud hole when it is out ; then
He went to his room with a beaming coun- of counsel or example or work
bad
and
hard
to
ce
for the bene- think them dangerous. It is claimed hy by
manage is & pretty sure If God had said there wag mercy
St. Helen
Richtenance, where his poor wife was trying fit of the world, And how worse
to make him so,’
reat him as if you ard Baxter, I am so vile a sinnerfor that
than use- some that this was erected in the sixth north-east 's and St. John's to yde on the way
I
expec
with Christian confidence to restrain her less is an active and
ted
coast
good
,
and
behav
the
ior
large
from
st
town in
him,
vigorous life, squan- century, while others place it somewhat
Be would have thought he meant some other
island. Itis a beautiful place, havi the courteous to him, Show the greatest love
‘feelings. He told her the news, 4nd hand- dered and lost upon forbidd
Richard Baxte# ; but when he says whosoever,
ng a
en fields of la- ater. The walls are immensely thick ; and ! fine view
consideration for him in
of the Solent and the opposite \ and
your whole I know that includes me, the worst of all
treatment of him,
Richard Baxters.”
. Fix on his work thy steadfast eye,

LL

A.

{

|

THE MORNING STAR AUGUST 14.
Selections,

two’ [
under the united management of onl
denominations. One, or the other will natgeelly wish to secure the ascendency, or | There is no way ef feeding upon the
will be[4] suspectell of aiming at such .an end, Word except by thinking well overit. PerThe Congregationalists and Presbyterians haps no learned scholar ever attained a
have tried the experiment long and thor- deeper insight into the real spirit of God's
oughly, and with a uniformly unfavorable truth than a poor widow,who in her penu
result. But the ill success of that experi- allowed herself still the one luxury of a half
ment argues nothing against a college on a hour's Sandie ens after her toilsome day
was done, that she might read her
precious
broad scale, in which no one denomination
should have the temptation to seek supre- Bible. -Experience had taught her how far
macy. Looking at the matter from a high it would burn in a half hour. Soit was her
to light it for a' few moments,
and
Christian and educational ground, it would custom
she
appear that nothing better could be done, read such a portion as she thought’
than to select one or two colleges in each could remember, and then blow out her
State, around which all evangelical Chris- light and think it over. So she continued
tian shall rally, and remand the twenty or to do until the mark on her candle was
the fifty others to the useful potion of well reached. Surely such meditations, joined

Hold On, My Heart.
——

—

#
Hold on, ) my heart, in thy believing! ;
The steadfast only wears the crown
He, who when stormy waves ure heaving,

Parts with his anchor, shall go down;

‘But he who Jesus holds, through all
Shall stand, though earth and henvens should fall.
Hold in thy MUTI,

»

heaven arraigning,

8 loving face:
The patient see
‘Who bear their burdens uncomplaiuing,
Tis they who win the Father's grace,

He wounds himself who braves the rod,

And sets himself to fight with God.

Theré comes an end to SOrrow ;

Hold out!

sustained

Hope, from the dust, shall conquering rise,

complete

and

safe

~The Winged
|

relig-

education,

und value, when severed from
est meaning
the conception of an infinite mind, which

its
has given existence, has expressed
thoughts in material forms, and has framed

with wisdom and benevolence the matefial

universe. Philosophy loses its realm, if the
mysteries of finite and infinite being, and
the problems of good and evil, of freedom
aud necessity, are ruled out. History becomes the driest and least instructive narrative of details, or, at best, a mere mechanical development of blind forces, if separated
vidence. Modern civilizafrom divine
tion can not &e studied with imtelligence, or
modern literature be understood, without

a

careful investigation of the origin and influence of Christianity. The Greek and
Latin classics gain immensely, in their

higher uses, when taught and expounded by

professors who indicate the moral defects as
well as the artistic beauties of ancient literwho trace the primitive

a

same

the

¢

Yoke. -

is so desperately wicked and deceitful that

he makes black look as if it were white,
and earthly, sensual motives as though they
came from heaven, He dresses up pride
in the garb of humility, and often his bended knee and recumbent form hide a lifeless
prayer.

nothing he is incapable of doing.

honey-comb. The joy of that evening feast
more than made amends for all the day's

monotheism

in the earlies poets, who rightly interpret
the heathen worship, and who recognize the
superior moral and religious characteristics

of the Hebrew writers, and refer the-fact to

its true explanation in the possession by the
[Hebrews of a divinely communicated religjon. These are methods essential to important intellectual results, which Christian
men, and they alone, can secure. How different in this respect would be the effect,
were a set of Positivists imstalled to teach
science, philosophy, history and the langua-

we divime
connections of
1
ges; or were al
“knowledge left a blank in the preseribed
course of study?
of
But results in the moral nature
students are equally important. Shall the
noblest department of their being be neglected, at that impressive and impulsive period,
when absent from home and new associations

and liberties create special danger; and
when also not a few noble aspirations present peculiar opportunities for the exertion
of a wise influence? Can that be called education, which fails to develop the moral
and spiritual faculties? As to college discipline or government, religion is the chief
element of power. The most successful institutions in this respect have been those surrounded by a religious atmosphere, and
condueted boldly and avowedly upon Chris-

faith, and

love.

with its wings of faith and desire, while the

dungeon-house of worldly care recedes
from view and the battlements of the city
of rest loom so swiftly eut of the distant
golden mist.

i

Christ's yoke is not a badge of servitude,

but the pledge of divine succor.
without strength poor

For when

sinners were

groan-

ing in vain to rise from the dust moistened
with their sweat

under the burden of that

grim taskmaster, the aw, the great

Helper

came, and said :
Take my yoke upon
you, and you may lift the terrible burden ;”
and as he said this and moved heavenward
ain, the souls that accepted his proffered
aid felt resting down upon them some
stramge, new power, of which they had hith-

erto

been ignorant.

And as

they

found

themselves borne upward with their risen,
transfigured Lord, they knew it was ‘‘the

love of Christ which passeth knowledge”
that had been given them,—the yoke that

surpasseth man’s invention.
Disconsolate, weary one, cease stretching

your sinews as upon a raek, in the
tempt to lift these burdens which

vain at-

have roll-

ed from Sinai's summit te your feet. But
with the heavenly enginery which Christ
affords, you may accomplish it, even without that for which Archimedes sighed, a
place to stand. Take the “winged yoke"
and fly with them to the place of rest.

I wish

bi, and pill. Py his vaity and love o
praise.
:
Who shall deliver me from this bitter foe ?
Is there any one stronger than he ? There
is only one, and He is mightier far; so I
cry to him (the Lord Jesus Christ) to save
me from myself.

ills. She lived the truths she had thus made
her own, and was truly said to be ‘mighty

in the Scriptures.”
Another

walked by

r,

i
lone

woman,

who

had

the steady light of her old fami-

for a long life-time, found that

her

Academies,

She could not even find her favorite passages
for others to read.

She resorted

at last

to

LASELL

hammocks,

and

others

in

STRAFFORD

Principal of Greely Institute, Cumberland Center,
Me.e
Tuition from $3.50 to 3.00.
Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at reaJonshle rates. Board in privaie families from $2.50
0
$8.00.
‘
The location of a permanent teacher, and the conAcademy, comthé.
in
Trustees
the
of
interest
tinued
desirin
bine to offer the best inducements to those
the schoo
that
education
a thorough academical
has presented for yearsFor particular information address the Principal,—
I. P. QUIMBY, Jr.
>
:
WARREN Foss, Sec.

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
The FALL TERM will begin Aug. 20 and

Ty

close Nov.

EXPENSES.
“@

Tw

clubs,

EXTRA

CHARGES.

Instrumental Music,

Arise from the

dead, and Christ shall give thee life.—The
Be
;
Methodist.

‘|

twenty lessons,

Fureka

2, 1872.

OF

THE

Machine

500 and 100 yard

Spools

for hand

-

Twist,

or machine

os od 4 ounce Spools for manufacturing
n
\

The WINTER TERM of Pike Seminafy, N.Y., will

use; 1

purposes.

Eureka Button-Hole Twist.

commence Dec. 6, {872, under a board of competent
instruction,
“Per order,
M. E. SHEPARD, Pres. Board of Trustees.

NICHOLS

FOSTER & BOWMAN,

MANUFACTURERS

SEMINARY,

10 yard Spools, ALL of which are warranted in every
respect.
For sale at retail by all Trimming Stores,
and at wholesale by the manufacturers, 42 y
hed
Street, Boston.
oteow2s

LATIN SCHOOL.

FALL TERM begins Monday,
Tuition, $28.00 a year.

Aug. 19, 1872.

LG. JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three AséwtP.0,B0X1079, PITTSBURGH PA,

ants.

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both gexes. The school
beng composed of only one department, a thoroughness m doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found- in
schools
where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are Juéhiutly drilled in Latin and Gree
Ancient History, Algebra an
Ancient Geography ,
Geometry.
Special attention is given
reading,
on, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
dec!
scanning,
&¢. The location of the school 80 near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with
students of a higher
:
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable,
A. M. JONES,
Sec.

NEW

HAMPTON

Breech

Loading Shot Gunes. $40 to $300, Double Shot

Guns, $#% to |
Single Guns,
to $75. Revolvers, ato $25. BE

Lage

army Guns,

SW

to

.

Rifles
loa

Revolvers, §c., bought or traded for.

AMSCOT

INSTITUTION.

each.

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term closes January 24, 1873.
Spring Term begins February 3, 1878.
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
Summer Term begting April 3s, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
L
For further particulars, SpRIY to the Principal, or
E. C,
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
GREEN

i

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:

C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
1. D. Smith, Frineipal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell,
Miss

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

Calendar:
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
NTER TERM, 12 weeks.
ens Dec. 8,18
NG TERM, 13 weeks.
Opens Feb. 20, 1873.
Board may be obtained in private families‘ at $3.50
pet week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boardat reasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough

MACHINE COMPANY.
J

AMOS PAUL, AGENT,
SOUTH NEWMARKET, N. H,
MANUFACTURERS OF
.
Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe;
Steam and Gas Fittings of all kinds; Brass and Iron
Valves ; Steam "Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu.
lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s Patent
Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes for Print Works; Lap

Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes; Ship Tanks ;

STATIONARY
AND

Portable Steam Engines,
SHAFTING,
TURNING

M.,

Moral Philosophy.
Rev.J. A. Howe, A. M.,

Professor

of Mental

Protessor

Qu

Providence Wringer.
NEW 1872.
Moulton Rolls,
)

[)

;

Two Courses of study are prescribed; one embracing and”.the other omitting the ancient languages.
:
* Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
.
. J. BUTLER, Seo.
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.

INSTITUTE.

$10.00

"CURVED CLAMP
Noo

°

QO pouste

PIRAL Sear .

T)
eo

CLAM

Holds

SEMINARY.

CASTING.
P

NO WEAR

OUT.
PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY, -

The FALL TERM of this institution will open Aug.
26. Six complete courses of study for both sexes, in
which students are prepared for college, for teaching
and for business.
The Music Department has just been enlarged

11 Warren

with seven or eight new rooms,

LO

experienced teachers.

new instruments an

The School

is

one

Firmest;

Metal Journal

North Scituate, R. I., July 12, 1872.

watresiowy

Durable

Easiest Working

&

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.

Use of Instrument for practice,
1.00
1.50
d
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
ft
Ladies,
1.00
Penmanship,
fifteen lessons
1.50
Rooms for self. boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paymg from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.
A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Catalogue apply to
WM REED, Sec, & Treas.
Ridgeville, Md., July 10, 1872.

Most

Double Spiral
Cogs.

CASINGS ™

TOPE AL, TERN will commence on Monday, Aug.,

2.00

is
TOOLS

Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (both
Circular and Upright,) Iron and Brass Castings, Gasméoters and Gas Works.

and

r
of Systematic

Theology.
Thomas S,
Rich, Professor of Hebrew.

LATHES,
MACHINISTS’

of every description,

SCHOOL.

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
22, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
as follows:
Rev. 0. B. CHENEY, D. D., President?
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A.

}

Welded Boiler Tubes; Quinn’s Patent Expansion

oY 3

BATES THEOLOGICAL

LAPHAM

Tuition and incidentals, in advance, = $7.00
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00
to 4.00
Board, per week, in private families,
3.00

«

PIKE

SEAVEY,

INSTITUTE,

WiLToN, JOWA.
Commences its Fall Term September
Catalogues sent to inquirers.

course in Music.
.
For fprther particulars, address the Principal.

CENTER, N. H.

der the instruction of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently

lay hold of the wheel, and steer the craft
down into the Gulf Stream of His mercy !

Family Worship.

ACADEMY,

The Fall Term of this Institution will commence
Tuesday, Aug, 20, ‘and continue eleven weeks, un-

the

COLLEGIATE

New Hampton, N, H., July 22, 1873.

Open to both sexes. Three full courses of study ?
is
AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC and
‘
|CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
.
”
Location can nbt be surpassed in healthfulnees,
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College Jase of 40 weeks.
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture,
For Catalogue or further information, address the
tress,
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the
Miss JANE W. HOYTT, A. M., Agricultural
olloge
P. O., Center Co., Pa.
ly:

"AUSTIN

WILTON

"

59.

1872.

ten w

AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE
OF PENNSYLVANIA.

that my Lord Jesus would come aboard, and
thou that sleepest!

SEMINARY,

4wil

For thirteen years tkLis ship had
cabin.
been carrying its burden of corpses.
So from this gospel-craft 1 descry Sopa
Lery: ‘‘Ship ahoy! Ship
gors for eternity.
They float about,
ahoy?” No answer.
tossed and ground by the icebergs of in,
hoisting no sail for heaven. I go on board.
I find al asleep. It is a frozen sleep. Oh!

Awake,

&c.

Four years Classical Course, including Greek.
Prices reduced last year. Music under direction of
DR. EBEN TOURJEE.. Access to all the advantages
of the N. E. Conservatory. Particular attention paid
to common branches. Special facilities for German,
French and Painting.
Next FAH Deging
t. 19th.
Rav. CHAS.
W. CU
Address,
ING.

In the year 1775, the captain of a Greenland whaling vessel found himself at night
surrounded by icebergs, and *“lay to” until
morping, expecting every moment to be
ground to -pieces. In the morning he looked about, and saw a ship near by. He
Getting into a
No answer.
hailed it.
beat with some of the crew, he pushed out
for the mysterious craft. Getting near by,
he saw through the port-hole a man at a
stand, as though keeping a log-book. He
e went on
No answer.
hailed him.
board the vessel ahd found the man sitting
at the log-book, frozemto death. The logbook was dated 1762, showing that the vessel had been wandering for thirteen years
among the ice. The sailors were frozen
among the

FEMALE

.

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M.,, Principal, with eighl
associates,
.
:
Six regular counses for both sees. Four texms of

AUBURNDALE, MASS.

treatise on the artof reaching heaven by
of desire,

the

that I feel sure, if unrestrained, there is

the expedient of placing ping carefully in
the margin opposite them, and when any
one came to visit her she would
pass her
leg on reaching the pavement, found them |
page,and beg them
fingers down the
withered
very imperfect things; and it will probably to “‘read here” or “read there.” When she
be long before wings can be made for died, a hundred and sixty-eight pins were
man’s use that’ will not excite the risibili- found in the book. Are there pins in our
ties of any imtelligent lark. The day is Bibles? Have we our golden passages to
certainly never coming
when a man may which we turn in time of trouble, or any
fly, and at the same time carry extra bur- need? If we feed well on the Word, this
dens, though the poor hod-carriers would
will be our only true solace, our strong and
wonder and rejoice at its arrival.
:
helper.
|
But the impossible in the physical world sure
We can never gain this Gospel
gold exbecomes easy in the spiritual. Only the
delve for it. Careless reading over
easy things belong to God, —are his gift, cept we
a chapter or two will never secure it. Betrather than the invention of men.
He has
verse with meditation, than the
ter
given us a treatise on spiritual aeronautics; wholeonebook read thoughtlessly.
and if we put its truth together in the right
manner we find an account of that wonderThe Sea-Captain’s Call.
ful thing, a winged yoke, The Bible is a
the aeronautics

voice

sense in order that he may blind the spirit's
vision. In fact, he does so many vile things,

ailing eyesight could serve her no longer,

Here is the art as
given in the older record: “They that wait upon the Lord shall
renew their strength ; they shall mount up
with wings as eagles.”
In the later,
“Take my yoke upon yow,” and “I will
ive you rest.” Divine love is the yoke
that rest so sweetly, and fits so perfectly
upon the heart, and beats the yielding air

melodious

with humble prayer, could - not- fail to ex-+him far away, and yet am always inviting
tract the pure honey from this precious his presence by thinking of him, servin,

PA Bible

Man has sought out many inventions,
among which are artificial wings; but the

He makes a

proxy of the heart, and pleases the eye of

Italian who flew by the aid of a pair from
the tower of a church only to fracture his

which is not based on religion. So fundamental is the conception of a Creator and
Moral Governor, and of human responsibility and immortality, that it is impossible to
teach any brunch of learning thoroughly
and impressively, without reference to these
truths, Physical science parts with its high-

ature,

Thus

{

jon is essential to a college; the one educational, the other disciplinary. There can
be no true,

regardless

ppy auspices.

——

respects’ in ‘which

wailing.

preparatory institutions under

Christian Colleges.

two

academies,

and

double want would be met—-we should have
in
Christian colleges of repute and power
every State, and should secure the needful

i

There are

Christign

of local weeping

The storm proclaims a sunnier morrow ;
The cross points on to Paradise.
The Father reigneth: cease all doubt;
Hold on, my heart, hold in, hold out!
w= From the German.

The last Advance contains an editorial on
Christian Colleges, which we here reproduce entire:

er place is in the dust of the earth, and
who ought never.to have one good thought
of himself,
I love him,so am constantly doing that
which
gives him pleasure, even at times
when jeally desire to serve my best and
truest Friend. And yet I hate him ; for he

The Honey and the Gold.

We ure persuaded that no college should be

.
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.
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COLLEGE,
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Address at once for terms
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Faculty :
Does the burden of a guilty conscience rest pened to make the inquiry, what became of
AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
upon you? Think of him, look to him who
the villagers, so suddenly disappearing at J. S. BROWN, CALLEY,;
This Institution offers to students important and
Preceptress, French and NatgE
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by
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| which exhibits some of the most unique is| agement, because there is an unwillingness
to earn its real substance by true, patient,
rp—
"curnest work.
But it is the saddest. sight of all to see

these exhibitions in the sphere of religion.
They are at war.with the very spirit of the

A

All communications

should be addressed
business,

designed

gospel; they show that the heart has no
real and vital faith; they prophesy nothing
but disappointment, disaster and defeat.
Christianity is the sworn foe of pretenses

for publication

to the Editor, and all letters on

remittances

of money, &¢.,

should

be

ad

dressed to the Publisher.

>

and shams.

Fresh Premiums.

back to the solid ground: of reality, and put
them into vital fellowship with him who is

eee
Wishing to encourage the friends who
take an interest in the circulation of the

Infinite Truth and “Eternal Law,

To any person sending the namesof two
new subscribers with a year’s payment in
advance, $5.00,and 10 cts. additional to pay
postage, &ec., we will send a copy of the
large and elegant steel engraving,f18 by 26
inches, entitled ‘‘MERCY'S DREAM,” the subject of which is taken from Bunyan’s Pil-

ple has no encouragement to expect a real

success in his new way of life save through
toil and struggle, persistence and self-denying heroism,
He must bear his cross

daily.

:
volume

containing

make a place for himself before he claims

the

a chief seat. He must establish a character
and carve out a reputation before he expects to be honored with great public
trusts. If he be a minister, he must study
if he is truly to teach his people. He must
be an example of wise leadership if he is to
be confidingly followed.
He must be an
embodiment of conscientious fidelity even

choicest products of her pen, and which our
readers must know, make up a collection of
real beauty and worth.
We will also send either of the above pre-

miums to any present subscriber to the
Star, who will make payment for his own
copy one year in advance, and also forward
the name of one new subscriber with $2.50,
and 10 cts. additional for postage, &e.

in little things, if he

these premiums.
The number of
the Steel Engraving is limited,
can fill orders for it only till the
is exhausted. Promptness will be

necessary in order to secure this rare work

manner, no whining over

of art.

The

In this age of management and speculation, in the moral sphere as well as in the

soweth,that shall he also reap.”

That state-

It is alike a prediction

and nofbe able to rise.
ister, the

springing

summing up.of a large amount, of knowl-

edge gathered in the field of observation.
is

of the same

kind as the seed sown, and the quantity of
the grain gathered bears a real proportion
to the quantity cast into the soil. , Men do
not gather grapes of thorns, nor figs of
thistles ; and

ing

demanded,

but

the

it is set aside.

There

tional successes are so few and

wonder why it isso.
the blame upon the
somebody else.

gained all

of its

service

that

should

could

shame

our

But there are those

succession of grand victories, every

one

of

which helps to bring in thefinal coronation
of the soul, when the scars, brought from

eager-

many fields of battle, are transfigured and
become the

badges

of everlasting honor.

That is the sort of success to

seek,

alone seeks it truly who earns it.

Out-Door

and he

chief

Work.

but it is feared that too
many confine them
within the walls of the Meeting House.
Let us not seem even to think a slighting

thought of these interests.
But the thought that

this, — that

we

Far from it.

would

express is

church-memnibers

do

not

do

enough every-day, out-door, common work,
Too many of them seem to be prayer-meeting Christians,—simply and’ only prayermeeting Christians.
They are zealous for

all sorts of reforms and good works

in the

vestry, but out among their fellow men they
seem chiefly anxious for the meat that perisheth.
’
:
ALA
Now, there are a good many people who
never go to prayer-meeting. They feel no

special attraction thither ; their inclinations

lead them in different directions,— into
bowling-allcys, beer shops, billiard saloons,
&c., or elsu they will be found spending

gain a higher office; the young woman
“who plays thé heiress and lies about her

their time on the street corners, doing nothIng but diligently wasting their lives.

a dignitary or

Such

men as these,— and one is almost heart-sick

wed a fortune ; the egotistic sycophant who when he reflects what numerous thousands
~ pushes or worms his way into circles from of them there are,—know nothing about the
which his real qualities, if perceived, would JAnteresf that is so often expressed in prayer. exclude him :—thése are all pitiable exam- meeting for them. In order for them to know

‘ples of the semblance of success by man-

it, it must be expressed to them personally ;
‘

2

5

i

|

?

and so many psalms, and so many prayers
4 week ; that, in fact, it doesn't essentially
mean that at all, for **do not even thé publicans the same ?"
JA
The only basis on which a real, serviceable
Christianity can be fixed is‘that of love for

humanity,as Christ preached it and lived it.

It must discern in every man
the image of that same Christ,
much it may be marred by sin,
it in the proper light and bring
expressions. It must neither

by

their poverty,

:

‘

nor

and woman
and,however
seekto place
out its best
be repelled

abashed

by their

wealth, nor yet deterred by their reckless
cursing ; but must rather be eager to get its
shoulder beneatk this whole mass of sin,
and lift it up into the light and joy of par-

doning love.

To do this, we must go in among the
multitudes thatwe would benefit. So long
as they stay in their saloons and we stay in
‘our vestries, they will not see ‘many of the
beauties of a virtuous life.

As

a rule, our

expressed interest for them will not find its
way alone out through ‘brick walls, down
into dark streets ard narrow alleys, and

into the brilliant but vile dens that they so

appeared in our whole civil history. It js
a strange contest, and no political prophet
can yet be very sure of its variations and
outcomes between now and November.
»
his letter-writing has some things to
recommend it, It leads to direct, pithy utterance.- We are sure of spiciness and condensation, : Charges and denials will be
likely to have something definite in them.
There will be less ambitious rhetoric and
more plain Saxon speeck called into use. If
there appears now and then an unbecoming
personality and pungency, in the main we
think there will be more dignity and courtesy. Men who are strong {personal friends
will not be likely to fling billingsgate at
each other through the newspapers when
discussing, by means of correspondence,
their political differences. They will hardly
seek to delectate the public by standing out
in the open arena at noonday and throwing
mud.
If they are frank, it may be hoped
that they will be courteous: Even if their

zeal makes them strong partisans, it is but
reasouable

to hope that their friendships

and their sénse of honor will still keep them

gentlemen.
:
Speaker Blaine writes a pretty sharp and

ret

——NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

week at Boston, seems to have been one of
special interest and value. It called together a large number of eminent educators

Now, when her Government asks for a loan

of eight hundred million dollars, more than

that amount is offered ; the German bank.
ers alone would furnish the whole sum.’
No stronger pledge of confidence in her
prosperity could be given. Meanwhile, the
cry of vengeance on (yermany has died out.
Gambetta, from a fiery leader of war, has

who dealt in a vigorous way with living and
which, in numbers,

had

and sinners will be better for it, and so shall
we ourselves.

Political Correspondence.
————

The active and influential politicians have
taken to letter writing.
They nominally

address each other, but the party whose
name heads the letter only sees the communication, as others do, in the papers.
The letters are more public documents
than personal notes, though they have no
lack of directness and pungency.
Mr.
Sumner writes a reply to the colored people; Speaker Blaine and Mr, Garrison write

a sort of rejoinder to Mr.

Surhmner; Mr,

Sumner replies to Mr. Blaine, and is at this
hour considering whether he will reply to

Mr. Garrison; Gen. John A. Dix comes out
with a letter sustaining about'the same relations to Grant as Mr. Banks's did to Greeley ; Gen. Joe Johnston,of the confederate

army, lets bis dislike of Mr.

Greeley as a

a democratic Sti

expression

find

in

a letter,along with the statement that, being
a thorough democrat,he would greatly prefer Greeley to Grant as a helper of the redl
democratic cause, &e.,&c. Now that the letterwriting element has fairly got into the canvass,it is very likely to stay in and increase in

promimence ; atid one need nct be surprised
if a good many men, smaller as well as laxger, should betake themselves to epistolary

effort, partly for the suke of scoring an opponent,

partly to exhibit

themselves, and

partly to get the surer and wider attention
of the public through the usé of those
personalities which, are ' pretty sure to
awaken

attention

and

hold

it. . All

of

As to the other writers and their letters,

there is no need of especially remarking
upon them at present. They show that the
political caldron is sure to boil and bubble
during the next three months, and however

loud the talk may

be of “reconciliation,”

“clasping hands,” and “reform,” the day of

hard words and hot passions has by no
means gone by, Meantime, we trust the
religious press may prove that positive convittions may coexest with a manly fairness,
and that it is practicable to be at once
earnest and-calm.

Tire JAPANESE EMBASSY.

The last week

of the stdy of the gentlemen composing the
Japanese Embassy was marked by
the

extension

of special courtesies to

them,

which they were appreciative enough to
enjoy and frank enough to acknowledge in
both dignified and enthusiastic ways. They
were feted in Boston, where eminent states-

men and scholars made speeches at them in
a language which they could not understand save by the aid of an interpreter,
where Holmes read one of his admirable

poems,and everybody did his best to please

them with. compliments and impress them
with the greatness of America. Then they

took to the cars, saw a little of our manu-

facturing business, and at Providence

thoroughly but discreetly

were

lionized, and

shown how gold, and silver, and nickel,
&e., are wrought into forms of beauty for
use and ornament. Then they went back

to Boston,

were

conveyed

to.

the

steamer

amid a storm of cheers, and set sail homeward, evidently happy in what they had
learned, and ready to urge upon the Yo
government a freer intercourse with the
enterprising western ations, The impres-

which will - sérve to put some new, sion they have made is Wighly favorable.
hey are evidently
men of brain, character
and striking elements into the presidential’ breadth
campaign which is just fairly opening, which
is pretty sure to be an .earmest one, and

of view and holders of real ower.
Their visit was timely, and can Hardly fail

to profit both countries,

;

3

is making the world revise its opinion of her, A year ago she was prostrate, divided, exhausted ; there seemed neither com.
fort in the present nor hope for the future.

The annual meeting of this Gedy, held last

practical topics, and who

bd

bem————er——"

an

audience

character and

enthusi-

asm, might well inspire them to utter effectively their best thoughts. The papers read

were generally carefully prepared, they
dealt with living topics, and the discussions called out by them showed no lack ‘of
independence. ‘Something like routine is
unavoidable in such-a meeting ; the modest

become an exhorter to peace and modera.
tion. Universal education is accepted by

to the

tenance of a stable government.
Whatever weakness or danger may still remain,
the nation has made for itself in the past

but fresh thinkers keep'out of sight

all as a necessity.

day a
great
itude
some

tually vindicated Dr. Lanahan's

TO

LIGHT.

The work of exploring the territorial areas

of the West is making constant progress
under the charge of the scientific men employed by the government.
The successof
the expedition sent out last year to explore

the valley of the Yellowstone has ledto the

organization of two similar expeditions this

persistent -

spite of

‘pleas,
ports,

rebuffs,

‘In,

Concern.

Book

management of the

snubbings,

accusations,

arrayed at

him, he steadily

sheld out in

‘He lost his place, however, and the Couference uttered no frank and ful! word in appreciation of his bravery and faithfulness.
But his ecclesiastical friends insist upon a
substantial testimonial ; and a bishop is intent upon having him take the trusts ofan
important Presiding Eldership.
He deserves it all, even though, as it

is said, his

words during the struggle were sometimes
more emphatic than dainty, and his tones
were more vehement than musical. There
is a time for strength as well as for sweetness,

——TRYING IT AGAIN.

There

is another

pitiable attempt to drive Mr Cheney of Chicago from his church.
It is apparently
made by other parties, but Bishop Whitehouse is doubtless at the bottom of it. It
ought to fail, as we believe it will; but
should it succeed, the society will stand by
their leader, take an independent position,
build a new house of worship, and go steadily on in the practical recognition of the
truth uttered by one who had autherity :
*‘ One is your Master,even Christ,and all ye
are brethren.” That sentiment carries more
weight to a real disciple than all the edicts
of a bishop bent on lording it over God's
henitage.

——TRYING TO CLEANSE THE BExcH.

The

trial of Judge Barnard at Saratoga is about
ended. The case has been fully argued on
both sides, and a decision may be given any
day. The evidence indicates if it does not
prove him to have been a disgrace to the
Judiciary, a taker of bribes, a servant of the
Tammany Ring, a mocker at justice, want-

ing honor, a litertine,

clearing

the rascals

who paid him with money,
and
strikmg down men whom he disliked,or who had

only their innocence with which to enforce
A plea for acquittal. It is to be Loped that
the

ermine

may.

be

promptly

from his shoulders, though that

stripped

is a large

thing to look for in that quarter. . -

Bates COLLEGE. We learn that 29 young,
men have already been admitted to the
Freshman class of this institution, and at
least 8 or 10 more are expected to apply for
admission at the next examination, which

occurs Aug. 21.

These indications of pub-

lic favor and these prophecies of a large
and true success are especially encouraging.

Dewninatonl News and Mots.
Glorious News from Kentucky.
Our

missionary,

Rev.J.

writes from Birmingham,

|.

follows:

S.

Manning,

Ky., July 25, as

x

;

Birmingham is 30 miles up the Tennessee river and the same distance from Padu-_
cah. I attended the Union Q. M. last Sabbath at Mount Vernon.
We had a glorious

meeting, some over 40 pledged themselves

to

become

Christians,

need a house of worship.

They

very much

On Monday, we

had a meeting to see what conld be done
about building. 4ppointed a committee to
circulate a subscription paper, fixed the location and size of the house,
Mt. Vernon
is a city of some six” thousand inhabitants.
Many of the colored people own lots and
houses, «the

whites

will help them

are

very

friendly, and

build a church.

One great

obstacle to the success of the cause is want
of preaching.
.
rother Campbell has tiiree other church-

exten-

es to preach for, and hag comnienced in a
new place.
He is a good worker, devoting

ped, the latter consisting of nearly twenty
persons, and including gentlemen who are

I had an interview this morning with a
white minister, Bro. Ronlin ; he belongs to
the General Baptists ; three of his churches

ence, as well as in topography and photog-

its last session,

season, one of which will undertake

sive geological and topographical surveys all his time to preaching.
He has forty
in Montana Territory, while the other will acres of land that supports his family, and
attempt to force a passage from Fort Hall, he is at work for God and to save souls,
in Idaho, through the most difficult part of | ; The church in Morganfield are having a
revival ; nine were baptized twoweeks ago
the Rocky Mountain range.
Both parties the church now numbers 200. This is the
are very thoroughly organized and equip- county seat of Union eounty.

proficient in every branch

raphy,

Large

collections

of natural

sci-

of geological,

botanical and other specimens are to be se-_
cured for the Smithsonian Museum at
Washington,and, more important than this,
full and accurate information will be gath‘ered concerning
the agricultural resources
of a vast tract of country, which will be of
inestimable value to settlers,
be e—

——THE

BETTER SIDE OF FRANCE.

belong to the Cumberland Association. At

forbidding

their

communication

they passed

churches

a resolution

to

hold any

with the Freewill’ Baptists,

on account of their friendship for the “‘nigger.”

Bro. R.

says it is unchristian,

he won,t belong to sucha

and

denomination.

He and his churches want to unite with "the Freewill Baptists, and we are Fong to organige them into a Q. M. the
first Sabbath
in Nov. He thinks there are six or seven

churches and as many

ministers that will

unite to form a Q. M.
France

%

remonstrances, white-washing reanda
public sentiment strongly

his charges, pledged himself to justify them,
and demanded a thorough investigation.
He secured it chiefly through his persistenceand his pluck, He made his accusations stand, and convinced men who had
more than once openly decided against him.
There was found to be conviction in his vehemence, and his foes were forced to admit that his heat came of fused heroism.

~

~——BRINGING THE RESOURCES

The
vir-

effort to bring to light alleged frauds in the

rebel-

Now that the official returns show that
the republicans have elected their state
ticket and increased their delegation in Congress, the words have a special and unexpected force. And may there not he a
good deal of sober truth as well as fervid
rhetoric in them? Like Saul, the Tribune
may perchance have turned a genuine prophet without an intention to do so.

main.

day of special thanksgiving for the
success of the loan, and if their gratreally went up tozGod, there was
fitness in the Te Den.

——FIDELITY RECOGNIZED AT LAST.
late Methodist General
Conference

lion was dissolved. On your soil hasbeen won
the first great victory of the campaign that
is to make us once more a united people.
You have pronounced in advance the ver*

for the

year a noble record. - It was Jike this sercurial and sentimental people to make Sun-

wearing

dict of a nation!

Thiers and the va-

turn conceded a great deal

detriment of the good cause; some of the
most significant topics are hurried and even
slurred over; far more is swallowed than
can be well digested, and ‘the perpetual
hurry sometimes tires more than the magnetic thought exhilarates. But the gatherings do good. They bring teachers togather, promote acquaintance, sympathy
and fellowship, exalt the function of the instructor and relieve it of some part of its

held his last cabinet council, and the

M.

rious parties in the Assembly have each in

monotony, and sow seed ideas,
often occupy. That it may find them, we pungent letter to Mr, Simner, ‘There are
some
of
which
are pretty sure to germinate
must go with it and direct it; and then, that plainly grief and pluck and shrewdness in
in good time and come to fruitage. The
it may not hesitate to fasten itself upon them it. Hels evidently a little tried with his
‘proceedings at Boston last week were well
and lead them to better places, we must be old colaborer, in view of the course he has
by it to show it that our words were genu- lately taken; it is equally plain that he is calculated to do these last-mentioned things,
ine, and that we would not merely talk of all.the while thinking how he can make his
sending it where we would not ourselves letter serye most effectually as a campaign ——THE STANLEY-LIVINGSTONE LETTERS.
go toencourage and confirm it. A pur- document. It is at once the product of There has been a good deal of distrust aud
pose,—and a Christian purpose as well as strong conviction hich struggles to find criticism awakened by the publication of
the letters which Mr. Stanley has sent to
any, and no matter,what task it sets for it- voice, and of political shrewdness which is. Le
the
press, purporting to be written by Dr.
self ,—is quite aptto faiter in its mission intent on neutralizing the confessed influence
and giving an account of his
Livingstone,
unless we are always along to cheer its of his antagonist in his effort to aid Mr.
experiences since he was lost to sight some
failing will. Talk as we will about the Greeley’s election.
years since in the wilds of Africa. And this
Spirit's power,it has always made flesh and
Mr. Garrison writes in a different strain. is certainly
not very strange. Mr, Stanley's
blood its favorite ally, and has seemed to It is plain that his heart and conscience are
whole story of finding Livingstone has been
achieve its best results when it could feel wounded by Mr, Sumnuer’s course.
He has seriously questioned in some quarters. The
the constant beatings of a brave and manly | revered and loved the great Senator.
He letters are objected against as being unlike
heart.
has made a hero of him. He has hoped for “those He
/
great traveler in both substance
To be sure, we have out-door meetings only the highest and best things at his hands.
and style} and some scietific men have urged
in the summer in most of our large cities. He has never dreamed of finding anything
{that the statements contained in them conThere are also city missionaries,
in his course that wore the semblance of tradict facts
men of God,
already well established.” But
who faithfully do a good work.
But the unfaithfulness to the great principles of the reasons for confiding
in Mr. Stanley's
out-door meetings rarely see the full fruit justice and liberty. | He has never believed
account are daily growing stronger, and
of their transient planting, and city mis- that this man’s fidelity would fail. But he
many eminent men belongingto the scientific
sionaries can at best rarely get beyond ad- looks upon Mr. Sunner’s recent course as a
circles of France, England and America,
ministering consolation in individual cases. going back upon’ his life-long record, and a
have met Mr. S., heard his statements, and
And then this work is done by special or- striking of hands with the political enemies
ganizations too. What we mean is, that of liberty. He plainly can not look upon almost without exception given him their
full confidence,and made quite a lionof him.
the whole church should get out of doors it otherwise. And so he is astonished, grievIt seems almost impossible that he should
and seek to do in a general way what these ed, and stirred to the very core of his nature.
have played the hypocrite and Jiar under
other bodies aim to do in a special way. He feels forced to take up again the weapthese circumstances and escaped detection.
Unless we are cautious, religion will begin ons that he hoped were finally laid down,
And so his accounts are gradually gaining
to murmur by and by that it is treated too and battle afresh for liberty as in past
the confidence of the general public, and
much like an invalid, kept from the bracing years, finding his public antagonist in some
patriotic
their
are letting
air of daily work. It will demand to be of his choicest personal friends, among Americans
his comawaiting
and
expression,
find
pride
treated more like a companion; taken out whom Mr. Sumner stands eminent.
It is a ing among us with a spirit that is pretty
with us to our daily business; shown the bard duty; but he performs it, calml y,
tricks and dodges of our daily life; made courteously, dignifiedly, but with a direet- sure to meet him with full faith and a grand
ovation.
>
acquainted with all the processes by which ness and fidelity, a force and an effect, selwe gain wealth to build it temples; and it dom equaled. Itisa strong, brave, pun- —NE
PLUS ULTRA
LIBERALISM.
The
will insist on seeing for itself how our life gent, significant and weighty protest which Free Religionists keep moving. They call
in the office compares with our profession he makes. If he had been less roused into their steps progressive,
and expect to go
in the pew.
opposition, he would have put a pathos into ahead still. They now cordially welcome
It is this kind of out-door work that we his epistle that could have hardly failed to to all the privileges of their Association opwould see Christians engaged in. Perhaps start the reader's tears.
enly avowed infidels even of the atheistic
we ‘would better say, out-door living.
Mr. Sumneris sharp, caustic,somewhat im- type. They tolerate everything but a posiAnd
we don’t believe the spirit of ‘religion will perious, and evidently tries to be a little sar- tive Christian faith. With that they seem to
remain quiet much longer not to have it so. castically crushing in his reply to Mr, Blaine. have no patience.
It is treated as though
We will suppose it is enshrined in any one It exhibits ability and determination, and it were the quintessence of hexesy, and the
of the thousand elegant temples that in our reaffirms in strong language the points parent of the unpardonable sin. The last
cities are dedicated to its service. It hears made in his reply to the’colored men.
He reported step is that mentioned in a recent
those eloquent weekly appeals; it sees the seems to have thoroughly persuaded himself number of the Tndez, which forbids a Free
listeners bow their heads and appear to that Mr. Greeley will at all risks carry out Religious society to call any of its members
worship; it comes at evening into the pray- the policy of the old original abolitionists
to account or subject them to any discipline
er-meeting and sees and hears all that is if elected,no matter how Congress is made
or reproof for anything held in belief or
practiced in life. It is a religion that takes
done there ; and then the gas is turned off, up, and that even the southern democrats,
the doors and shutters are closed, the fire in having approved the Cincinnati platform,
no note of faith or conduct. That is certainthe furnace goes out, and it is left alone in have shown themselves genuine converts
ly pretty * free,” and one is a little puzzled
the darkness and the cold. Is it always to republican principles, and will cary them to guess what further step is to be taken on
going to trust and obey these numerous out in the best faith and with the most un- that line. Possibly the movement will
worshipers, who thus insistofi leaving it in wavering persistence. ‘~ There seems no henceforth be in a circle.
the darkness and the cold while they go good reason for doubting that this is his
firm conviction, and those “who know him ——A PROPHECY WITH A NEW MEANING.
about their ‘‘business?”
- These are hot days. They will almost will not look for him to recede from a po- When the first extravagant statements repor:wilt a Christian purpose. But sin is raging sition thus taken and announced. He will ing a sweeping democratic victory in North
all the more because of them, and so Christ- work for the candidate and the platform to Carolina came flashing over the wires, the
ians should not lessen their zeal. Be vig- ‘which his letters so decisivel§ ‘commit him. N. Y. Tribune, which especially claims to
ilant. Rebuke sin everywhere. But do it We are unable to share his confidence, stand be cautious and disceet, always cool and
kindly. Say ‘‘Come,my riba broth- by his side, follow his steps, or approve his never guilty of intense partisanship or exer, to Christ,” and not, ‘Go, yon,wicked extravagant praise of one candidate or his travagant speech, delivered itself of the folIf lowing paragraph :
wretch, beg for mercy.” Let ug love the fierce accusations against the other.
these
sudden
conversions
prove
genuine,
Well done! noble. North Carolida!
On
most we can. That will be much Jess than
‘Christ loved us. And then let us carry our we shall gratefully welcome their assured your seil the-first Declaration of Independence was made ! On your soil Jefferson
Davis
fruits,
love right out of doors,and into dark places,

*

sewing-circle.
Many, indeed, do give
wider range to their efforts and interests,

“pleased not himself” that he might make
* his work more redeeming in its influence
upon others.
This false policy is bad enough in the
spheres occupied by purely worldly men,
who profess no devotion to Christian ends,
and who set up no claim to act on Christian
principles. The merchant who gambles instead of keeping to honorable trade that he
- may speedily become rich; the lawyer who
studies the art of badgering witnesses
and
browbeating the opposing counsel and
blinding the eyes of the jury so as to be the
the leading attorney in his county; the
judge who takes bribes that he may escape
hard work and surround himself with luxuries ; the politician who betrays his constituents ard stabs his country that he may

they should be helped to see that the Chris- ‘sues, combinations and aspects that have |.
tians life means more than so many sermons,

The

We allude especially to out-door Christian
work. It seems almost certain that there is
not enough of it done. There are a few
other things that the churches could properly attend to, besides chiefly expending their
energies in the prayer-meeting or constant
ly worrying over the attendance at the

it half neutralizes the example of Him who

capture

our

of defeats, when the inward experience is a

glory. It subordinates conscience to public sentiment. It sets us measuring life by
some other standard than its usefulness,and

age that she may

and

whose outward lives are seemingly a series

It sets show above

individual life

small,

if so, have we a right to

to our dull vision.

It takes the moral tone out of sorobs

on

complaints into silence and rouse our sluggish souls into living earnestness.
This large, patient, steady, trustful work
in the Master's cause can not fail.
He
takes care of that. It may seem otherwise

reality. It makes one’s life seem’to consist
in the abundance of things possessed, and
so openly contradicts the statement of

Christ.

Hu-

May it not be that we have

assuming heroism

ty about the merit on which alone they naturally fall.
This tendency is as sad and mischievous
‘as it is general. It leads to false estimates.
It depreciates character.
It unduly exalts
position and surroundings. It sacrifices the

ciety, and

is

complain? It may seem ‘that others gain
twice thre triumphs with half the moral outlay. But perchance it only seems. Either
the triumph may be only an illusion, or
there may have been employed a quiet, un-

ness, to take, but areal hatred of giving.
Distinctions are craved
with
the
whole
strength of desire, but there is little anxie-

inward to the outward.

min-

work

We are apt to lay
bad management of

fie success

fairly buy th

of earfi-

is an

earmest

hard, patient, trustful work, and upon the
blessing which God vouchsafes to such a
service, when animated by love and hallowed by prayer? Can this ever}fail ? Will
anything else ever really succeed ?
We now and then get tired and discouraged because our peisoaal and denomina-

of faithful

process

and

Might it not be wise to depend more

and persistent endeavor.
The boon is
wanted,
but without paying the real
price, The goal is coveted, but the race
that leads to 1t is contemmed.
Success
is

true

man policy and management are greatly
relied on to build up religious institutions.

they do not crowd the garner

end

same

ward character and outward work?

with golden sheaves where an indolent or
miserly hand has -alone been engaged in
sowing, “or where the proper season for
casting in the seed was allowed to go by
while the sluggard was wooing sleep or the
presumer was counting upon ‘an exceptional movement of Providence in his favor.
The law which ties together cause and effect holds steadily on, and the autumn tells
with faithful tongue what was done or not
done in the spring.
There is a constant and general effort to
escape this condition of ample and grateful
reaping.
The effort appears in almost every department of life.
The true, hard,
patient, self-denying
work is protested
against, complained of refused. Instead of
it, men try management,
The short and
easy way to success is inquired after. Patent processess are in demand.
The work
and the waiting are alike unwelcome, and
+80 risks are taken and ventures made in the
hope of a speedy attainment of what ought
to be looked for only at the

And if the actor's

equally necessary to any genuine Christian
success.
Every man must really earn it
or consent to do without it.
There isa deal of talk now-a-days sbout
“rights.” Would it-not be well to consider
more frequen'tly the subject of ‘duties ?”
Thereis an immense struggle for great
gains, Would the world suffer harm if
more stress were laid on the worth of in-

government of the world. It is also a deduction of true moral philosophy, and the
is reaped

hard lot and

sphere be less public than that of the

. from God's foreknowledge, and the expression of a purpose that enters ‘into his

The harvest that

his

ling cymbal.
Itis a.broken staff, and he
who leans on it will fall at no distant day

a man

ment at once announces a principle and
states a fact. It carries both prophecy and

history.

church

lived. -it is like sounding brass and a tink-

secular, it is now and -then well to recall the

of Paul,—‘‘Whatsoever

the

great sacrifices and stooping condescensions,—by none of these things can he gain
a success that deserves. the name.
“What
seems to be such is sure to prove a cheat
and a plague. Itis hollow.
It is short-

Success that is Earned.

statement

is to see

really growing under his hands into moral
majesty and social
power.
He should defer his demand for a large salary till he
has rendered a service that makes his claim
to it obvious and imperative.
By no claptrap, no pretense, no assumption, no mere
outward management, no attempted imitation of great men, no imperiousness of

N. B. No percentage is allowed on money
sent for
copies of
and we
small lot

He must let go the idea of ease and

self-indulgence. He must not presume upon unearned successes.
He must fight
down the foes that stand between him and
victory. He may not hope to triumph here
by mere skillful stratagems.
He must

If preferred, we will send a copy of Mrs.
Ramsey's Poems, a

Never

forgetting how much the gospel makes of
grace, nor how much of speeial help it offers to the loyal and loving soul, the disci-

Star, we make the following’ offer:

grim’s Progress ; or,

Its great.aim is to bring men

dt

—————

It is the

commencement

of a mew

era

-

ed

aba

THE
v

bi

with us in Ky. Iam certain that if I had
not been laboring for the colored peo le the

3

lage; now, they have a neat and

The |

whole

will prove the best in the end.
generation has passed away.
But few who were
School teachers are
greatly needed here, “heads of families and lived here then, are, here
and I wish you would notice it in the Star. now, Children bave grown up and have their

Schools commence about the first of Sept.
If our churches

families.

importance of extending our borders into
the southern states ; perceive the great good
that a small amount of money wapld do

there; and could see thie fields that are already

white

for the

harvest, we

believe

they would at once forward the amount
apportioned to them, that the H. M. Board
could send a missionary into Ky,, to devote
his whole time among the whites. We
could soon have churches all through the

south,

Why

not?

For the

The business

in shops and

simple reason

lawyers are all changed.
But the grand old hills remain,

the small

amount

apportioned to

them according to the vote of Gen. Conf.
One half of the year is past, and but a
very few of all our churches have paid one
dollar into the Treasury, or made any
effort
to do it. If all the pastors had the

spirit of Bro, 8, F, Smith, of Postville, Iowa,
wour denomination would be greatly hon«ored and enlarged.
Bro. S:~-writes:
;
Please find twelve dollars, the amount

apportioned
Board.

to my

church by the H. M.

The church, though

considerably

in debt for their meeting-house, cheerfully
respond to the vote of Gen.
Conf., and

wish to be found bearing their bart of the
responsibilities of the denomination.
“1=A, H. CHASE, Cor, Sec.

Canada West Yearly Meeting.

of vegetation this year is luxuriant.
Every tree
is full of foliage, and every spot of ground car-

peted with a beautiful green.
are round. about Jerusalem,

As the mountains
so are the hills

Deacon

Jared

Clerk,

Bro.

J. S. Harring:

of

Christ. The devotional exercises were of a
- high character, because of the presence of
the Master of assemblies. We were greatly aided by the timely counsel and spiritual
preaching of the Rev. H. Perry of the H.
P. Y. M., and the Rev. S. Bathrick of Mich.

Upon the whole, we think we see the dawn
for eur cause

in

Dear Brethren, pray ye the Lord of the
harvest that he send forth laborers into the
this his vineyard, that we may see our
cause adorned as the bride of the Lamb of
God.
;

Mission Society

have

employed the Rev. H, Perry to act as evangelist, and we are prayerfully expecting
great good as the result. A hundred and
sixty dollars were taken in money
and
pledges for his support, during the Y. M.
As corresponding delegates, we chose to
the H. P. Y. M., Rev. 8, Griffin;

Rev. R. Martin.

alternate,

To the Mich Y. M.,

N. H.

Sabbath,

Johnsbury, Vt.,

where I hape to be more useful than T bave been
here, or than I can be to tarry here longer.
Perhaps in this T err; but if the Lord favors me

Clerk.

July

nearly

five

-

years

since

I

accepted

the call to become the pastor of this church; and
their cordial welcome,
their friendly bearing
towards me ever since, their sympathy and assistance when sickness and death came to my
family, with many other tender and ‘precious
experiences in the sanctuary and at their homes,
that can not be written out, make it hard for me

pray

that

the

He

found

of this world

Lord

successor,

with greater prosperity.
It is nearly nine years
Rev. 8. D. Church, took

church.

thing

may

and

send

bless

a

them

since my predecessor,
the pastorate of this

them

oppressed ,with

debt

and discouraged, but ‘he went to work in his
characteristic way, and since then they have
enjoyed steady and healthy prosperity.
Their
house of worship has recently been repaired,
making it more pleasant and attractive, and they

are free from debt.
Any good Free Baptist minister wishing to bethe clerk, Mr. E. N. Chase,

with

ISAAC HYATT.

PENN. AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. The Trustees of the Agricultural College of Pa.,” have, at
the President's suggestion, generously authorized him to make such arrangements with indigent
young men and women, as to labor, as will enable them to secure all the advantages of the
College. Earnest and upright young people can
nowhere find a better opportunity to secure a
first class education.
The next session will open
on the 23d of August.
B.

EV. E. N. FERNALD, of Auburn,

Me.,

been very
seriously ill at West
Though his symptoms are somewhat

has

Lebanon.
improved,

rallies slowly.

28,

was a day of much gladness to the brethren
REV. J. B. LEIGHTON has resigned the pastoand sisters ofsthe East Weare church. Five rate of the F. W. Baptist church in N. Danville,
happy souls enjoyed the ordiannce of bap- Vt., to take effect Nov. 3, and perhaps sooner,
tism, and six received the hand ot welcome to Any minister desiring the pastorate of this
church can-address- J, M. Stanton, N. Danville,
the church. ‘Our young Bro. Frost of Man- Vt.
chester has been supplying for them a few
weeks, and his labors have been blessed in
REV. W. H. FONERDEN has accepted a call
the awakening of a general interest in the from the Poestenkill KF. B. church, Rensselaer
cause of Christ and this cheering addition to Co., N, Y., and entered upon the duties of his
the church. The church and society very pastorate on the 1st inst,
Pu
earnestly urge Bro. Frost to remain with
Rev. W. A. NEALY, of Starksboro, Vt., has
them, but he decides that the path of duty.
received and accepted a call from the Freewill
leads to-the completion of his course of Baptist church in Franklin, Vermont, and enstudy at Lewiston ; hence, this church will tered upon his labors.
soon be without a pastor. Is there not a
brother who will enter this promising field ?
Quarterly Meetings.
Address Mr. Thomas Eaton, East Weare,
N.1.
:
G.W.K,
t

GILFORD VILLAGE, N. H. At ‘our last
communion eight persons received the right
hand of fellowship, and others

are

éxpect-

EparcomMB Q. M—feld ifs June session with
the Winnegance church, The delegation
was exceedingly small.
But few of the churches were
reported either by letter or verbally; conse-

quently the Q. M. Clerk’s report for the Register must be very imperfect. Amount of Q. M.

Coll., $8.70, appropriated to benefit of Q. M,
Delegates chosen to Y. M.,—O. Pitts, O. F. Russell and E. Elliott.
Next session with the Edgecomb church, commencing Friday, Sep. 18, at one o'clock, P. M.,
and continuing over the Sabbath,

ing to unite with us soon. Truly the Lord
is good. His mercy endureth forever.
8. C. KiMBALL.

:

Ministers and Churches.
Phillips,

Me.

Twenty-four years last April [ closed a nine
years’ pastorate in this town, and moved away,

und had not visited the
the

last

time

about

place
twenty

but

twice

years

since;

ago.

Last

March I commenced another pastorate with
«church ; how long it may continue I know
But what
a change, in the church, in the

this
nat.
com-

munity, and in myself. Then, I was in the
strength and vigor of manhood, able to endure
almost any amount of lubor without extreme
fatigue ; now, the infirmities of age are creeping

steadily upon me, and I often
exhausted by the

labors

my children were with me

find. myself

of the Sabbath.

giving

me

0. Prrrs, Clerk.

‘WINONA & HOUSTON
Ps

[4

quite
Then,

care

and

anxiety, ivingled- with domestic happiness; and
one, now a saint in heaven, sharing the cares
and labors of life. Now, my children, grown to

er fills in the domestic circle the place of the departed, But what a change
in the church.
Both of the deacons have gone over to the other
shore, the clerk long since moved away, and
many of the dear brethren and sisters with

whom I took sweet counsel then, have gone
other parts,or ¢rossed to that land where
inhabitant shall not say I am sick. And, sad
think, some have turned their backs upon

to
the
to
the

cause of Christ, having loved the present world.
Then, conference and prayer meetings were

well attended; now, only a few can be relied

Q. M.—Held its June ses-

sion with the Centerville church, July 8-10.
Owing to bad weather on the 8th, few
met,
but on-the 9th the skies brightened, and the delefates and visiting brethren and friends of Zion,
gan to gather in from the churches andl surrounding
country,
making our hearts. glad.
This was one of the most interesting sessiéns we
have enjoyed since we left the old Bowdoin Q.
. M. away back in’ Maine, to unite our interests
and labors with the cause of Christ in far off

Minn,
by

The churches were all well

letter

and

delegates,

the

represented

delegation

being

the largest we have ever seen in the Q. M. The
business of the conference was transacted with

harmony and dispatch, giving more time for social religious meetings, which were
earnest,
spiritual, encouraging.
The meetings were well
attended, especially on the Sabbath, many loaded
teams going away for want of room in the house,

which was filled to overflowing,

The

presence

of the Great Head

and

we

was

with

us,

trust

that good will resultto the church and people.”
Ministers present, A, P. Corey, L, C. and M. U,
Cobb,

manhood and'womanhood, are settled in life at ‘Brann.

such a distance that we seldom meet, and anoth-

WELLS BEACH.

Jéws in that country.
There is progressin South America, for it is
decreed that in all the Roman Catholic cemeterles in Chili a portion of the ground is to be. set
Notice.
.
apart hereafter for the interment of the ProtestPENOBSCOT YEARLY MEETING will hold its next
_
session
at
Dexter,
Aug,
20-22.
Free return Tickets
ant dead.
.
over the Maine Ct entral Railroad and its branches

‘Notices and Appointments,

Mr. Chitton, a Reman

Catholid\

F.

Gross,

:

C.

F.

Dikeman

and

A.

Fr

.

G.

was employed by the managing co\mittee of AllSaints College, Oxford, to carry out some repairs
upon the chapel, was abruptly disciiarg@ed when
his religious belief was discovered, on the ground
that “ there was a strong feeling against-placing
such a work as the restoration of the newly discovered reredos in the hands of any architect

WaITE CO., Q. M.—Held its last session. with
the Badger (rove church.
This session was one
of great good, and left a great influence.
On
Sabbath
there was a large congregation, and

great interest was manifested on the part of the
eople,

and

good

attention

was

given

to

Bro.

kK b. Higgins while he ably addressed us upon
the subject of the two covenants. Bro, W. H.
Hamblen preached in the afternoon. All the
churches were represented except one. The
Stiturday

meéting

was

one

of interest.

for the authorities to interfere, and to put a check
on such aggressions; for men who permit themselves to lay hands on a lady, do not merit the
name of partisans; they are simply malefactors.

Let us, however, make a note of the fact that

i

these zealots, by thus opposing the diffusion of
the gospel, show that they can not resist it. For

it is well known that the books which the
gelicals are distributing are the

God

Father

of the latter year,

and

labor

success

immediately

3t32

and furnished with a bell and an organ,
ion,

within

the past year.

for

The church, which is

composed mainly of those who were slaves ¢‘ before the surrender,” is small and poor, except in
faith, and yet it has contributed fifteen hundred

dollars’ worth of labor toward its new edifice

in

a single year.
The latest wrinkle of the Ritualists is a discovery that ¢ the altar ” has a “ Gospel side ” and an
‘¢ Epistle side,” and that “ a priest should stand
on the Gospel side and “ a deacon” on the Epistle.side. On which discovery Church and State
foreibly remarks ;

Monsignor Capel thinks the Bennett judgment
has inflicted a deep wound on the doctrine of the
Real Presence in the Anglican Church.

iA

mind

that

stomach, loss

R. I. Q. M. will hold

HE ANNIVERSARIES will be held with
Haverhill, Mass., Oct. 16—17, 1872.

hour.

ROUGH

under the

4. Essay

tion.

as

this

Discovery.

upon

Atwood’s

the good

SKIN.

influence ot Dr.

The

effects

of all

the system through

the medium of the blood are necessarily somewhat
slow,

no matter

how

good

the remedy

employed.

While one to three bottles exetie skin of pimples,
blotches,

eruptions,

yellow

\spots,

comedones

The

Patriarchal Religion.

WINNIPISEOGEE

SUMMER

Holy Spirit.

10./Essay, vy B. A. Gurney,

11. Essay, by E. H.

Conibear,—Sub-

MEFTING

of F, Baptists

of Nova Scotia

on Thursday, Sept. 12, at 10 o’clock, A. M.

J. I. PORTER,

Barrington, Aug. 1, 1872.

Clerk.

™™

101-2 elock, AM, at No, 98 Weybosset street, Providence,
C. 8, PERKINS, Sec.
ret
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ty which Castoria has done.

his

One
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anoth-

Established

For

BANKERS AND BROKERS,
. 70 BROADWAY, N.Y.
GOLD, STOCKS AND BONDS, BOUGHT
AND
SOLD ON COMMISSION.
REFERENCES.—Jay Cooke '& Co. N. Y,; Mechanics Banking Association, or any old Banking House
or Commercial Agency in New York.
N. B. Pampelet on “ WALL STREET AND ITS
OPERATIONS ” furnished free on application.
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Moth

Patches,
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TREATISE.

Freckles

The New Treatise,

AND TAN, USE PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION.

The well

remedy for Brown

known,

reliable

and’

harmless

Discolorations of the face.

Dermatologist,49 Bond

DR. 8. S. FITCH,

4 cents each for two

sends
his “FAMILY
PHYSICIAN,”
9%/|dyrs
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor.
Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

Swett—J H Southworth—J
Wills=W

Walker

Forwarded,

:

y . prominent

eve

chest.

mily

medicine

It is an External and Internal Remedy.

mer Complaint, or ny

other form

in children or adults,

trials,
position in

diseage | rheBook

it is an almost certain cure, a

of

CHOLERA

than

in

any

ouring | gio

other

known remedy, or the most skillful physician.

In|

India, Africa and China, where this dreadful disease
those climaves, a sure remedy
in

pany each bottle.

; and ‘while it is a most

pain, it is a perfectly

unskillful

hands.

Sold by all Druggists.

A Godding,

North

Mission,

Livermore,

Me,

A F Hutchinson, New Gloucester, Me,

Deborah Davis, Taystown, Vt,
Ceneord, N. H.
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PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMpegs, eruptions,
BLOTCHED disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond St., New York.
ij

en-

A GREAT OFFER.— HORACE
WATERS,"
148 Broadway, New York,will dispose ot ONE HUNDRED
PIANOS,
LODEONS and
ORGANS oof six first-class
makers, including Waters’s, at Extremely Low Prices
for
cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small monthly
installments. New 7 octave first-class PIANOS,all modern Amprovementss for $275 cash. Now ready a new kind
of PARLOR ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect
tone ever made, Illustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
Music, Instruction Books, and Sunday - school Music
Books.
1y2

person

experience of its good effects to

do not keepfit, invalids may

close a certified check op Post-office money
order to
WHITNEY BROS, 227 South Front St., Philadelphia.

er, Itisa Venciable preparation, perfectly harmless,
pleasant to
take; does not distress or gripe, but regulates the system, and is sure to operate when a
other remedies have failed. Any jeston who has
ever used Castoria for Stomach
Ache, Constipation,
Croup, Flatulency, Worms, Piles or deranged Liver,
will never again use nauseating Oil, Bitter Pills or
Narcotic Syrups;
The Castoria contains neither
Minerals,
Morphine nor Alcohol. By its soothing,
uieting effect it produces natural sleep, and is particularly adapted to crying and teething
children. It
costs but 35 cents, and one bottle will
Save many dollars in doctor's bills.
4w30
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Nature’s great remedy for Dyspepsia, Rheumatism,
Gout, Neuralgia, Kidney, Ut sary, Nervous: Heart,
and other Chronic Diseases, is
led and sent direct from the spring at Gettysburg, Penn., to inva -~
lids wherever residing.
JFxico pee single case of two dozen
uart bottles.
$8.00, 25 per cent. discount in favor of c ETE and
physiciane on water for their own use.
Medical prossion must be certified by the-nearest Postmaster
or other responsible
persons. ;
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and
Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.
'
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for Alton, in season to connect
with trains for
Boston and
Portland. Leave Gonic
every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford, Leave Alton daily for Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Rochester, with trains éach way.
Wx. MERRITT, Supt,
|
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Best for Youdg People!

Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them.
All orders promptly filled by
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York and Chicago.
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Rev B 8 Kimball, Lake Village, N H.
Rev W A Nealy, Highgate Centre, Franklin Co, Vt.

Turin ch, NY, per G J Kellogg,
Rev C O Libby, Dover, N H.

and amount in the aggregate to nearly $30,000, In
was there, Until changed, the White Co, Q: addition to the usual attractions there will be a trial
upon to sustain these social means of grace.
M. will convene
at 10 o’clock on Saturday before
New members have come into the church, but a the second Sunday: in Jan,, April, July, and of Steam Fire Engines on one day of the Fairy All
general declension and apathy prevail, Then,
Oct. Oollection for Home Miss., $2,560. Colles railroad trains discharge passengers as well as ahimals and articles for exhibition at the gyounds, The
we had Sabbath preaching once in two weeks ; tion for Bro. Hamblen, $7.63.
principal railroads in New England will transport
Thenext session will be held with the Newton
Dow, every Sabbath, “Then, the Methodists
church, Jasper Co., Ind.,
Oct, 13, 14,
ticles for exhibition free and passenoccupied a brick church a little out of the - vil. | USON, Clerk.
rates.
’
Bel,

for

A.M.

efficient remedy for

F. BAPTIST MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSOCIATION will
hold a special meeting, on Monday, Sept. 9, 1872, at

grounds con-

The premiums offered in the differ-

R.

ARRANGEMENT, 1872.

‘Trains

cine, even

druggists,

ent departments aré mbbo liberal than ever before

R.

THIRTY YEARS!
none of its good name by repeated

8. Essay, by

tain about forty acres, and are in every respect
desirable for the purposes of the Fair. There is an
exhibition building which contains more than a half
acre of space. An Jabundance of pure water both
of the grounds.

&

or

is furnished in various parts

Vi

The Latest and
DOVER

BIGLOW
New

This valuable Family Medicine has been widely and
do
do
favorably known, in our own and foreign countries, | Life of Marks, ,
upwards of
a
0.
9
a

will convene with the church in Canning, Kings Co.,

The Ninth New England Fair will pe held at Lowell, September 3, 4, 5, and 6, 1872.

Resurrec-

omiletics, 18t chap-

ject,
Church Music. 12. Essay, by S.J. Mendell,—
Sublest. Modern Skepticism and best method of meeting it.
0. D. PATCH, Sec.

diseases, however, from the common pimple to the
worst serofula is, with the use of this most potent
by all

I'he

by

A NEW QUESTION BOOK!

F. Baptist ehurch in

J. 8S. Dinsmore,—~Subject,

—Subject, —.

1" M
Miss
U M
E W
E A
J W
Joel

Published
str

. P. BICKFORD, Clerk. -

Recitation in Kidder’s

ality of the

-H

"AND EXAMINE Im,

Aug. 27, at 10, A. M.

the

+

FOR THE

“Coronation.”

of the New Durham Q.

meeting with

WHY

v

ASK YOUR BOOKSELLER

pared only by Dr. B.C. Perry,

next ses-

Taylor,—Subject, Eccentricities of Modern Chrstianity.. 9. Best) by R. G. Broadfobt,—Subject, Person-

The cure of all these

Sold

yourself,

CREEK Q. M, MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE will

by

5.

“grubs,” a dozen may possibly be required to cure
some cases where the system is rotten with serofu-

agent, only a matter of time.

its

ter,—S. J. Mendell, Teacher. 6. Sermon, Thursday
7. Raany by J. M. Kayser,
“Pevening, b, W.S, Taylor.

smooth, clear, soft and velvety, and

medicines which operate

Clerk.

Burns, Henry
Co., Ill, commencing Wednesday
evening, Sept. 4, 1872. The following assignments
have been made:
:
1. Opening sermon, Wednesday evening, by 8. J,
Mendell. 2. Essay by O. D.Patch,—Subject, Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures. 3. Recitation in
Butler’s Theology,
10th Lecture,—J. M. Kayser, Teacher.

being illuminated with the glow of perfect health
from within, true beauty stands forth in all jts glory.
Nothing ever presented to the public as a beautifier
of the complexion ever gave such satisfaction for
this purpose

Minis-

SANDWICH Q. M: will’hold its next session at West
Campton, Aug. 20-22.
L, B. TASKER, Clerk.

hold its next

Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery for a few weeks,
the skin becomes

West

City on the Granil Rapids road, and will be conveyed
to the meeting by teams, For information address
Milo Jones, Rome City.
M. BOSWORTH, Clerk.

M. will meet ait Northwood,

directly upon the secretions, and arouses the whole
system to action, It has never failed in this com:
plat.
:

put

INDIANA Y. M. will hold

MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE

upon the blood.
There is no remedy that will restore
the health from debility like the VEGETINE.
It is
nourishing and strengthening, purifies the blood, regulates the bowels, quiets the nervous system, acts

ERUPTIONS,

with the

sion with the Wolf Lake Q. M., commencing Friday,
Sept. 20, 1872, at 2 o’clock, Pp. M. Those coming from
the south and east on the cars can come to Rome

WALNUT

ROAD.
1872.

Trains leave Dover for Portland,
P.M. P.M.
258 6.08; and M. on Monday, Wednestay

street, New York.

after commencing to take it ; as debility denotes defictency of the blood, and VEGETINE acts directly

being

the church
Com.

REASONS

Ass.—~CORONATION has the best of authors.
2d.—CORONATION contains at least
tunes than the other new ony he third more
3d.—CORONATION contains the most. th
and
concise method for learn
o
hence is the best adapted or if
\g-Sebe
nd
Conventions, ete.
P
Bing-Sehools,
‘Ath.—CORONATION is printed on fine paper, in the
best style, and is firmly bound, To. satisfy

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
10.45 A. M., 8.00 and 6.08 P. M.

session

J. M. BAILEY,

NORTHERN

effects of the VEGETINE are realized immediately

The system

Q. M. will convene

:

YEARLY

PIMPLES,

its next

ters’ Conference the preceding afternoon at the usual

of sleep, and

DEBILITY.—In this complaint

programme of exer-

Falmouth church Aug. 28, at 9 o’clock, A. M.

for encouraging an appetite.
GENERAL

The

PARBONSFIELD
Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Limington and
Limerick church, Sept. 11—12.
Ministers’ Conference on Tuesday afternoon preceding at 2'0’clock.
IRA A. PHILBRICK,
Clerk.

CUMBERLAND

QUININE TONIC BITTERS are found efficacious for
general debility, dyspepsia, diarrhea, colic, fever
and ague, acidity bf the

Treas.

cises, furnished by authority, will be noticed in the
Star,
+O. PI1TS, Clerk. *

—Subject,

bear

RE-

MAINE CENTRAL Y: M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE
will meet in connection with the Y. M. at Augusta,
Sept. 8, at 10 o’clock, A. M.

A FEW

“Coronation” is the Best.

$1,908 52

and Friday at 8.10 ,p.

with

MINISTERS’

A.M. JONES,

at

The “ Old Catholics” have demonstrated at
The Archbishop of Utrecht on the 7th
Munich.
ult, held a confirmation in one of the principal
churches of Munich, an address being previously
delivered by Prof. Friedrich, ajprominent mem:
ber of the (new) * old ”” party.

should

term

of the F, B. church in Augusta.

WESTERN

Pere Hyacinthe has in his possession the manuscript of a work by the late Count Montalembert, entitled *‘ Spain and the Revolution,” which
he intends to publish shortly, though the Countess Montalembert objects, on account of the assaults it makes on the papacy and the inquisition.

INVALIDS

its next

with the Chepachet church, Aug. 28—29, commencing
at 10 o’clock, A. M. Ministers’ Conference, Aug. 27,
.commencing at 2, P, M.
G. E. HOPKINS, Clerk.

The Pope will shortly issue an encyclical letter
declaring the ‘ Society of Armenian Catholics”
separated from the Church of Rome, and place
them under the ban of major excommunication.

A correspondent of the Dundee Advertiser, in
a recent communication, says:
‘
A
“There are in these days seven or eight peers
of the realm who, following the example of the
Apostles, go about preaching the Gospel to the
poor, This afternoon the Earl of Dalhousie
preached to an audience of over 2,000 in the Agricultural Hall, Islington.
His Lordship’s diseourse was an admirable one, simple and thoroughly practical.”
The Marquis of Lorne is announced to preach
soon in the same hall.

AM, AM.
10.10 10.45

H. J. SMITH, Clerk,

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. INDIGENT

|

RAIL

MASON,

Or send $125 to the Publishers for a Specimen Copy.

such neglect

LIEF ASSOCIATION will hold its next annual meeting
Wednesday, Sept. 4, at 4 o'clock, P. M., in the vestry

‘ Let us leave this business to the Pharisees,
and to the frivolous creatures of fashion, and to
the world, content, whether we stand on the
Epistle side or on the Gospel side, to read both
the Epistle and Gospel in such a manner that
men shall hear and believe.”

READ

days and Fridays at 7.40, p a.

BELKNAP Q. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will meet
at Gilmanton Iron Works, on Tuesday, Aug. 27, 1872,
at 1 o’clock, P. M., to continue in session two days.
Assignments :
Fxplanation of term Day ia 1st chapter of Genesis,
—J.
d. Ought any unbaptized person to be admitted to full membership in a F. Baptist church ?—
M. C. Henderson. The
Millenium,—J. C. Osgood.
To what extent is ethical yenching profitable ?—H.
8. Kimball. Exegesisof
Gen. 1: 27,—J. M. Durgin.
Let every minister in the Q. M. be present if possible.
i
S. C. KIMBALL, Clerk,

at Mar-

MAINE

BY

LOWELL

IT WILL STAND THE TEST!!

Trains leave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. PM. PM.
6.50 8.00 11.20 - 5.14, 6,08; and on Mondays, Wednes-

Sagus

in

40 00

1200

Financial Agt.

ARRANGEMENT,

Book!!!

400 large pages; Price, $1.50: per doz, $13 50,

—

NEW DURHAM Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church at Northwood, Wednesday, August 28.
Conference Tuesday preceding. commencing
at 1
o’clock, P. M.
C,
L. PINKHaAM, Clerk.

*

of worship

will hold
/

will be’a union of all the evangelical churches in
New York.
In this opinion the Protestant

The first Congregational house

Q. M.

AND

SUMMER

the Bushnell church, August 31 and September 1.

that within the life of some one now living there

the State of Alabama has been built and paid

BOSTON

. H. BOWEN, Clerk.

MONTCALM

Dr.

Special Notices.

at 11 o’clock, by Prof. B, F., Hayes, of Lewiston.

door, but fit places of meeting are hard to get,and
the people are too poor to build houses of worship.
Dr. Prime, of the NewYork Observer, predict

ASSISTED

100 00
30 00

3.00
260
10 00
30
5217
>

Music

By THEO. F, SEWARD & CHESTER G. ALLEN,

we

$2,

Children’s, or $1 offering, next tine,
Lewiston, Aug. 8 1870, G. W. BEAN,

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. will hold its next session
with the Free Baptist church in Augusta, Sept. 4th
and 5th. Ministers’ Conference Tuesday
precedin,
at 10 o’clock, A. M. The sess.on of the Y. M. w
commence Wednesday at 10 o'clock, A. M. Sermon

He and his fellow-laborers find an open

!

A Friend, cash, Anna Hayes, eaeh $1,
rs Martha Briggs,
Laforest A Jones
Stas Richardson, Jr,
A Friend, on note,
‘

the church in Warren, Vt., commencing at 1 o’clock,
PM ~
Sept. 6.
J. W. BURGIN, Clerk.

When he arrived there was only one small Baptist church in the kingdom—that at Skein, with
twenty
members.
Now
there
are twelve
churches, with three hundred members, besides
the many who have emigrated to the United

Churchman cordially concurs.

M, Miss Gilpatrick, each

HUNTINGTON Q. M. will hold its néxt session with

waited upon bis efforts. Subsequently he weng
to London, and being greatly aided by Sir Morton

States.

ham, Mrs J BB Randall, John Twitchell, Hesepinn
Chase, each $50,

Church

“CORONATION,”

1,073 75
200 00

-

Mary Bennett, late Emily J Chase, John Whitte-

PREACHERS’ CONFERENCE will meet on the first
Monday of September, at Great Falls, at 10}, A. M.
Question for
general discussion ~-What are the claims
of the prohibition party in N. H. upon the Christian
ministry of the State?
E. A. STOCKMAN, Sec.

in Nov.

Central Institute.
RECEIPTS,

more, cash, each $25,
Wm Clark, 8 Bowden, éach $15,
M M Qwen, 8 L Brown, Friend, Horace Graves,
Joh
Ilfot, H Williamson Inst, Mrs Martha
|
rs Julla White, each $3,
Carrie ¥ Smith, B W Jawelt, A H Hood, cash, L

is given to the Board. The Secretaries of auxilia
societies and clerk of Q. M’s and Y. M’s, in which
H.
M. appropriations have been made during the year,
are requested to report the amount of money raised,
labor performed, &c., during the year.
Hillsdale, Mich.
A. H. CHASE, Cor. Sec.

Rev. G. Hubert, who was converted and baptized in Boston in 1860, and returned to Norway
in 1862, gives, in the London Freeman, a very interesting account of the progress of the Baptists

New

churehes, Q. M’s and Y.

report, unless a satisfactory reason for

of the gospel of Christ.
The leaves which these
men tear and trample in fie mud are the sacred
Scriptures.

He commenced

.

Notice.

gtors

5,00

L L Harmon
'
& © Peckham, 5 w Bean, Saeh Sjon,
}
E)
owe,
Gilman Sargent,
E 1) Wade, 8

M’s, that receive aid from the
H. M. Society, are required to make an annual report, September 1, to the
Corresponding Secretary; and no appropriation will
be renewed
to any point from which there is not a

Giwbinto’s faithful and highly praised translation

in that country.

Special
All missionaries. J

Evan-

Catholic

|

Ecclesiastical Liberty,—E. N. Fernald. Essay, Mai

Missions,—A. W. Purinton. Essay. Christian Enthusiasm,—Rev. F. Reed. Essay 7 he Church and
Fashions,— Rev. H, F. Wood. Essay, Expository
Preaching,—J. Fuallonton, D. D. Essay, Nature of
the Atonement,—Rev. M. Watérman. Sermon before
the Conterence, Tuesday evening, by Rev. J. 8. Burgess. Each minister is requested to present
a plan
bra ATOR,
Committee of Assignment.
Ww.

. R6Y
BUY THE BEST

SILAS CURTIS, mia

Maine

MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE of the Me. Central Y, M.
will meet in connection with its next session
to be
holden with the church in Augusta, commencing on
Tuesday, Sept. 3d, at 2 o’clock,
P. M. The following
assignments have been made by the Committee:
‘Essay, The College
and Church,— Prof, B. F,
Hayes. Essay, The Bible in our Public Schools,— |
v.KE. W. Porter, Essay, The Pulpit and Politics,—
Rey. C.F. Penney. Tasay, Pastoral
Labor,—Rev.
O. Pitts. Essay, The
ation of Women to the
Christian Ministry,—Rev.W. H. Bowen. Essay, One
Christian Denomination,—Rev. G. W. Gould,
Essay,

whose views are not formed on the same theological basis as that of the members of the college.”

lous or virulent blood poisons.

Next session with Pickwick church, commencing Friday, Sept. 6, at 2 o’clock P, M, |
:
A. G. BRANN, Clerk.

:
"Education Society.
MrsD¥ Smith, Balasore, India, per C O Libby,

Concord, N. H.

eke

hb

——

will be furnished at the place of meetingto those,
wh 0 pay full fare in coming.
wi y
8 AL. GERRISH, Clerk,

aychitect, who

Peto and others, he was sent back as missionary.

An especially severe affliction came to him and
his companion while thus prostrate, in the death
of their little son,a fact anr.ounced in the obituary
column.
We trust he is still to be raised up and
spared for many years of useful labor, and that
the most precious sympathy of Christ may come
to give comfort in this bereavement.
F.

Revivals, &c.
East WEeEARE,

to St,

he is still contined to his bed and

Rev.

J. Ingraham; alternate, Bro. J. W. Silcox.
Jonx 8. HARRINGTON,

sending me (as I think)

come their pastor, is invited to correspond

Canada,

Our lotal Home

separating from true and loving friends. I am
Joyful because the Lord has favored and blessed
me beyond my expectations in Pawtucket, and

good pastor as my

reform,

of the kingdom

of more prosperous days

PAWTUCKET, R. I. It is with feelings of sadness and joy that I take my pen to note that I
have resigned the pastorate of the Pawtucket
Free Baptist church.
I am sorry because I am
leaving a pleasant and fruitful field of labor, and

I sincerely

leading topics of the day, exhibited a lively
zeal in the onward march of moral

ual life where the deepest wants of the heart
may be more than satisfied.
Ww.

to say good bye ; but every
must have an end.

The usual business was harmoniously dispensed with, and the discussions on the

aud the final triumph

places

God,” may lead usyto the pure fountain of spirit.

It is now

Harrington;

ton.

few

do I ask my brethren in the Lord to pray for me,

20—22.

Assistant, Rev. S. Griffin; Treasurer,

Hiram Harrington;

But

|

Parties wishing to obtain Cottages or to secure
‘| Board in private families, or Stabling for Horses at
General.
Wells Beach, can do so by applying, in person or by
letter, to
The Italian government has sent a communicas
fhe
tion to Prince Charles of Roumania, protesting
'E. J. LOCKE,
WELLS BEACH, ME.
against the persecution and oppression of the

romantic scenery
La Capitale, a paper published in Rome,
than the Sandy river valley. But all these beau- ‘says: *‘ Yesterday some fanatics snatched
from
ties of nature, so profusely scattered around to
the hand of an ‘English lady, some books, the
satisfy the yearnings of the hygnan heart,—they
gospels, which she was distributing at the door of
ure sources of gratification and comfort, and if the evangelical
hall, in Piazza Trajan. Tt is time
we can “ look through nature -up to nature’s

that I may be thus favored.

After formal organization, thé following officers were appointed :
\

~ Moderator,

six

with health, wisdom and grace to do the work
to be done there, I think not. Most earnestly

The 27th Annual Session of this body was
held with the Salford Church, June

Mt. Blue,

miles south of the village, and the Saddleback
range westerly, lift their towering heads as in
olden time, and the surrounding hills and val.
leys, with their groups of trees and spots of
cleared land, and the merry Sandy river, are still
here more picturesque than ever. The growth

und the quiet little village.
that the churches withhold from the H. M. |**
afford a more picturesque and

society

stores is
and

realize the ‘done by other hands, and the physicians

—

9

would fully

STAR AUGUST 14! 1872.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

beautiful

church centrally located, which they occupy
every Sabbath, Then, they were strong, but

Ww
unite
our people; but I did not think it
right to much of their strength has gone away.
sacrifice principle, and I am satisfied that it community, too, has changed. Almost a

.whole association would have
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satisfaction in rallying him on the results of
his tramp. His character, always weak,
under the influence of rum was conspicuously so, even to . imbecility ; and

Annunciation.
La

i

cme]

)

For some good word belated

By a shallow-running brook

Bending violets mistook

those

1ts unmeaning, ceaseless noise
For a comforter’s low voice;

from

one ex-

to

stop even here, was hastily clambering a
small copse-covered hill beyond the house,
pressing through the bushes with great energy, and shouting back:— * Kill that

_—
—

—Scribner's for August.

——

At the Cottage

Door.
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Ee
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The world is fair, the world is wide,
And empires reach from zone to zone;
Small is the part I call my own,

And yet whatever may betide,
I covet not the proudest throne.

My_kingdom is of narrow bound,
Yet not the less am I a king;
These clustering honeysuckles swing
In perfume, sweeter than the sound

Of trumpet’s hollow welcgming.
And see, love, see! the orange glow
Of sunset o’er the tree tops steals;

A purplish mist but half conceals
The silent river winding

slow,

The
‘on light wings westward fly,
And in'yon meadow, cool and deep,
Our tired flocks in silence lie.

alone in a small cabin in the woods,

about

call

the young

Lambert,

having

from the little chapel, three miles
factory, where he had attended

preaching and Sunday-school service, drew
up a total abstinence pledge, took a hasty
lunch, and set forth at three o'clock for the

4

wood-chopper'sjcabin to test his sobriety
and the valuefof the profuse promises of
reform.
.
A brisk walk over the sandy road; winding among the stunted pisch-pines and
shrub-oaks through which the breath of
November whispered, brought Lambert to
the little clearing on the edge of a pretty
round pond, a quarter of a mile in diame-

Look! in a chase as glad as bold,

The short brown locks and waving gold,
Like shade and sunlight swiftly pass,—

The two dear lambs of our home-fold!
Dear heart, are not we wholly blest?

love and peace around us flow,
calm content our spirits know,
happy day fades from the west,
night sets all her stars aglow.

Our Monthly.

ter.

The Old Woodchopper.
DAVIS.

A

Re

A TRUE SKETCH.
It was a sour Saturday in November.
At about five o’clock in the afternoon the
sun looked out from a lattice in the scowling clouds upon a few weather-beaten

buildings which stood huddled together in
part

ie

of

*

a few out-

Shin-

gled on the sides as well as on the roof, ut-

terly destitute of paint, unrelieved by the
slightest architectural ornament and black-

of Time, they

fraid, or angry?

or, was

it

all an

themselves behind the large and respectable

body

of moderate drinkers, unwilling to

stand as targets for the shafts of an awakened public couscience,had gradually deserted
to the cold-water army.The rum-sellers had,

one by one, either quit their nefarious trade
or left the town, until the state agency alone
supplied any spirituous liquors, and this,
for once, was administered without scandal.
There was, at length, no rum shop in

Cr.
The old woodchopper often brought his
game to the factory to sell, but he always

he

was called.

No

sooner had the young man entered the
ciearing than he saw the object of his visit
leaving his home and setting forth in the
opposite direction, apparently intending to
go to the dwelling of his brother who was
married and occupied a dismal old house a
mile away. Quickening his pace until
within convenient calling distance, Lambert cried :(—
“ Am’
The old chopper looked back, shrugged
his shoulders and halted. * A confused recollection of the events.of the previous evening seemed to rise in his mind, and a shad-

¢ Yes, sir,” replied

the

with

Lambert.

other,

wiih

his

eyes fixed on the ground.
‘¢ You promised me then that you would
stop drinking liquer. ‘Are you willing to

sign the pledge to-day ?”

:

direction of his little

cabin,

awakened

the

suspicion that he had been to a neighboring
town for rum, and had already begun to
realize its intoxicating power. That night,
a bitter

blast

blew from

mercury sank below

zero,

the

north.

and

who had a home and fire, thanked

The

everybody
God

for

protection from the extreme cold. Morning
came, and the first rays of the sun flashed
and glinted through countless infinitesimal
particles of frost which, suspended in the
air, sparkled like diamond dust. ¢
The old woodchopper had engaged to
work at the boarding-house that day, but
the whole forenoon passed away without
his making his appearance. At noon, comments on his failure to keep his word were
flavored with suspicion respecting the contents of the tin pail which he was seen carrying howeward on the previous evening.

When the sun went down,

the woodchop-

the blood began to circulate, was excruciat-

ing in the extreme.
The days of confinement which Asa bad
to endure, while his feet and hands were

whose appearance soon §ngaged the atten-

tion of all the straggling boys and men that

brother.

away

the

faster,

muttering

** They'll set their dogs onto ye.

carrying a gun, and so drunk that it took They'll shoot ye I"
him several minutes to travel over the few

rods which lay between the spot where he

:
The affair was growing somewhat exciting, but Lambert, who thought that if Asa

he ‘should make a stand

soon gathered

bout the tottering gunner and found a low
4

was delightful to sail along their evergréen
shores, with soft breezes fanning my cheeks,

the glassy surface of the sea. The native
boatmen as soon as they heard it drop,
launched their light canoes and came off to
see ys. + Long before they reached the ship
—IJong before their dusky forms could be
distinguished through the growing darkness, we saw the water changing to fire
with every dip of their oars. As I looked
over the side of the vessel I saw innumerable lines of light beneath the surface, winding swiftly here and there, now circling
round the ship, now diving beneath

it and

numerous sparks of fire and

you say so, but itis true for all that. It
seemed as if each fish carried a lighted
match in his mouth! A shower came on
and every rain drop as it touched the water
seemed changed to fire! It was:a wwonderful sight. In the morning I jumped into
one of the little boats and the copper-colored, black-haired native with a paddle shaped Jike a mustard spoon, took me to the

as

south-western

inco-

:

It

There were

herently as he went. * You. don’t understand me!” shouted Lambert again. ¢ 1
:
want to explain.”.
“Don’t you come here!” bawled Asa,
who was now nearing the house of his

:

obtain

previously narrated.

hurried

”

we

at the house there
might be a chance for a parley, disregarded
the threat and followed him along the nar-

row footpath, through the ficid behind

the

healing, gave him abundant opportunity to
calculate the cost of liquor in general, and
the profit of that particular pint which

left

him in such imminent danger of freezing to

What a fish story!

tag!

The

forest

grinning and chattering.

to pay me

off for

The fire-flies, or “lightning-bugs,” as.

few of their race that come to this

country

in company with the organ grinders,

and

who wear their little straw hafs on one side
in imitation of some young men I know of.
Besides the monkeys, there were parrots,
macaws, and birds-of-paradise, with bril-

liant plumage, making the forest ring with
their singing, only their songs are not near
so sweet as those of the lark, the thrush, or
the robin. - Birds in the tropics are not such
fine songsters as those that build thetr nests
in our orchards and gardens.

But a tropical forest is a wonderful thing

the last issue we have another very able, critical

and suggestive paper devoted to one of thg prominent topics of the time, ~Evolution
atural

Selection,~which, if it be not always satisfactory

not being rich enough to own jewels, wear

and convincing, shows a pretty thorough acquaintance with the subject and gives us a vigorous
treatment of it. Then follows a very pleasant

fire-flies, instead, when they go to a dance.

Their dances are usually held in the open

air. It must be a very carious sight to see
a party of ladies whirling round with lightning bugs flashing in their long, black hair.
The swamps and thickets present a beautiful and enchanting scene at night when the

article on The Florentine Satirist, Glusti; ther a
most interesting paper on the Poetical Works of

thé Rev. George Crabbe; a really acute and thorough criticism'of the Problem and Metaphysics

of Buckle;

myriads of bugs arg flying about among the
mangrove-trees. They keep up a constant
flashing from sunset until daybreak. If you
are standitig during the evening by the
ocean shore, both the water and the land
seem to be on fire—just ready to

flame, and

you wonder

if the

going to be burned up |

THE

isn't

black-hairgd

boatman rows us over the calm waters, and
we look down into them and behold a forest
of pure white coral which the little animals
are building slowly through the years,
We see green and crimson, purple and violet shells lying on the bottom. And there

are dark green

weeds

and

never weary

of

looking

We

at the

is

about

as

thick

ed:

are
we

and events;

Creéds;

begins

Elder’s Office. New York:
THe

to

might

of all the

Quarter-

its ex-

NEw

J. M. Sherwood.

ENGLANDER,

which

has always

have

been

anticipated.

The

excessive

length of its papers is an objection which we are
confident will soon be obviated, and it will thus
add variety and vivacity to its abundant and stal-

eyes

wart strength. Besides its twenty pages of brief
but discriminating notices of new publications,
the last number has five valuable articles:
The
Physical Geography of Turkey; Rothe on Revelation’and Inspivation; Aspects of Theism; The
Foundation of Moral
Obligation;
Missionary
Work in Hawaii; Taine’s History of English Lit-

erature,

New Haven:

W. L. Kingsley,

It is pleasant amid the frequent rise and fall of
new publications, that dish up for us in various
ways the - literature of the Old World, to mark

the steady movement of LITTELL’S LIVING AGE
on the very line which it selected so many years
ago, when the idea was a novel one, and its man-

agers entered

an

unoccupied

field and went on

for a time without a rival.
They still follow the
wise instinct and the intelligent judgment which

made their venture a success at the very outset,
and the public approval is still emphatically given
them, It gives us nearly all the choicer things
which appear in the best of the Quarterlies and
monthlies that represent the literary culture of

Great Britain, and whoever reads it carefully can
fairly well dispense with the great mass of pub-

additions by William A. Wheeler.

Illustrated.

Boston:

1872. 12mo.

Dickens, and

Notices of
F, Draper.

century methods, has lately absorbed the Congregational Review, and. gained by the process us

lications from which it gathers its weekly feust.

THE DICKENS DICTIONARY.
A Key to the characters and principal “incidentsin the tales of
Charles Dickens.
By Gilbert A. Pierce. With

appreciate

Church

been a thoroughly live publication, dealing mainly
with ‘nineteenth century themes in nineteenth

Literary Review.
b78.

wudati;

pects; Evolution as advocated by Herbert Spencer; Assyrian Cuneiform Inscriptions; The Ore
der of Salvation; Preaching Christ; * The Only
True Likeness of our Saviour;” Allibone’s Dietionary of English Literature; Tenure of the

the watch,

Those who.

en

repaya careful reading. The titles are as follows: The Primitive Greek Religion; The Labor Question in its Economic and Christian As-

paw, but in trying to eat him, he gets the
sticky stuff into his mouth. Ina short time
his jaws, tongue, teeth are daubed with’ it.
He rubs his mouth with his paws and gets
it into his eyes, Tt is not long before they
are glued together so that he can not see;
He growls more fiercely and lashes his tai),
He tries to walk, but there is a great mat
of leaves sticking to each foot. He rolls
over and roars in rage. The natives are on

_ pp.

baptizo

Grammar and Lexicégraphy

lust number, besides its book notices and

He has killed the pig by a gentle pat of his

& Co.

Inspirs-

cellent digest of religious and literary intelligence,
has nine papers, every one of which will well

Bashing fire. He gives a leap through the
air, and falls plump into the gutta-percha.

James,R. Osgood

Ego

Hebrew

strongest and most valuable

dinner,
bushes,
on his
nearer

his

Destructive

and

lies. Its papers are not usually long, but they
are vigorous, suggestive, and often remarkable
for an exhaustive thoroughness,
We read them
with a large satisfaction and no small profit. The

ground around

squeal ; and the tiger,sniffing a good
creeps up like a cat through the
cautiously and stealthily crawling
belly over the leaves,
He comes

Press;

ges resulting from the union of two publications,
each of which was full of vitality and strength.
The product of the fusion has hecome one of the

is by digging pits and

When pigey. is hungry To

the

Revelation

THE PRESBYTERIAN QUARTERLY AND PRINCETON REVIEW continues to exhibit the advanta-

as tar,

A pig is tied to a tree in the jungle, and the

it.

of

Dr. Hodge’s Systematic Theology;
Recent Publications.
Andover: W.

covering them with brush, and. Baitin
the
tiger by tying pigs or goats near by.
When
the ge gives a spring to catch the
r
trembling animal, he goes down through the
brush to the bottom of the pit which is so
deep that he can not get out. Sometimes
they set a gun near the bait, and when the
beast comes up to get his breakfast he touch‘es a string which pulls the trigger, and receives two or three; or may be half-dozen
bullets in his body. But another way of
catching them is by using the gutta-percha.
tta-percha spread upon the

Influence

tion; Characteristics of the Growth -of Christ's
Kingdom ; Lyell’s Student’s Elements of Geology ;.
Christ as a practical observer of nature, person

tigers in the forests, so

them

The

Aualysis in Theology;

bold that they sometimes come into the yillages and carry off the inhabitants who are
not very well supplied with guns. Oné way

of catching

justice

and promises much, and a reading of the articles
will not be likely to leave the reader disappeint-

when itis very sticky. They use it advantageously In trapping tigers. You wonder, I dare say, how they can catch such
ferocious beasts with gutta-percha. There

are a great many

good

aid in solving the current and practical problems

behold them by night or by day.
. Gutta-percha trees grow on these islands.
The natives tap~ them just as we do our
sugar maples.
They evaporate the sap in
the sun until it

does

that come home to the living brain and heart of
to-day. The following table of contents suggests

beautiful

scenes around and beneath us, whether

SACRA

yet it does not at all forget that learning and logic
and theology are valuable in proportion us they

delicate, moss-

like plants growing on the rocks.

BIBLIOTHECA

to itself and furnishes another argument for its
liberal maintenance in the character of its last
issue, It is scholarly, critical and strong; and

burst into

world

Our

an admirable presentation of the per-

sonal character and the literary life of Herder; a
most appreciative and fresh study of Dante; the
number closing with a few thoroughly critical
notices of new publications that deserve to be
read. Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.

The number for the week ending Aug. 8 is an en-

tartaining and valuable one, furnishing papers as
follows: ‘The Middle Ages and the Revival of
Learning ; Christina North, Part I11.; Old Maids;
The Maid of Skeer, Part XXIII; Clever Fishes;
The Intellect of Old Age; M. Thiers and the
German Treaty; The Succession to the Turkish

desire to

remember his numerous characters and the chief
narrated incidents intq which they are generally
and skillfully framed,~and the number of such

Throne, &c.

Boston:

Ligtell & Gay.

persons is very large, and is not likely very soon

to be ‘materially lessened,—~will

especially prize

If any of our readers have not learned how fine

this volume.
Tt has been prepared with great
painstaking, fidelity and good judgment.
Taking

a thing we have, both in its literary and artistic
features, and especially the latter, in THE ALDINE, we beg leave to say, most emphatically,

up his works in the order in which they were
written, it gives us a list of the characters introduced in each, tells

us whatever. is necessary in

order to understand them and their relations,
—generally in a brief paragraph by the compiler, though when it is a personage that figures
conspicuously and embodies itself in a colloquy
or a racy sketch dome by the great artist himself,

monthly

issues, and

August.

Each of theMillustrations is, in its way, a

especially

the

number

for

duced. The principal incidents presented in each
of his prominent works are also epitomized, so

that the reader is enabled to keep the thread of

Standish’s Courtship is admirable;

each book unbroken in his thought. A liberal
use of Mr. Eytinge’s illustrations adds not a little
to the attractiveness of the volume. One has but

en Bucket makes one involuntarily purse up the
lips for a draught; while the view of Ulm Minster, the Old Squaw pounding Cherries, snd the

along the interlaced limbs from tree to tree.

to glance over these pages to be impressed with

Blue Birds, impress by the general and obvious

the remarkable fertility of Mr. Dickens’s imagination and the juiciness of his genius. It is a
most extensive portrait gallery which he has

pel one to study them in detail.

The monkeys gather upon them in groups,
and swing to and fro like children in a swing.
The forest was dark and gloomy, for the

leaves of the palms are so broad that they
almost shut out the sunshine.
of a leaf being large enough
brella!

‘The

Only think
for.an um-

men who sell pine-apples and

mangoes in the villages put up one for a
booth. and sit beneath it through the day,

and sleep under it at night.

It is sufficient

to protect them from the sun or rain.

You

will think it a big story perhaps, but the
leaves of the ‘‘fan palm” are ten feet long

and three feet wide!" Walking up a winding path I came to the nutmeg groves and
the pepper orchards. Did you ever think

death. When, finally, he got upon his legs when you were sprinkling it on yom food
again, several of his toes were missing, ‘that it came from those distant islands? Yet
and the extreme joints of a fow of his fin- there were the groves from which the berry
gers were also gone; but upon the first is gathered. A spicy flavor pervaded all
ly
Thursday evening after his‘recovery, to the the islands, so delicjous that I felt like
surprise
‘of most and the satisfaction of all, ing down beneath the shade

we

have

the

author's

own vivid

furnished, and he is an original

an imitator,

artist

repro-

instead of

The literary work of his life is here

‘admirably epitomized, and

in

spite

of the

con.

densation, the peculiar flavor of it is not. allowed
to escape., The volume is issued in a style uni-

The Old Oak-

excellence which they offer, and then almost com-

Altogether, the

Aldine is a marvel of beauty and attractiveness ;

and lovers of the artistic in its wholesome forms
will enrich themselves and aid in developing the
wmsthetic element in American character by subgeribing for this most admirable monthly. New
i
York: James Sutton & Co.

form with the Library Edition of his works which

|

this House has given to the public, and it fittingly

|, PETERS'S MUSICAL MONTHLY, which has often gladdened us by its visits, and brought an am-

supplements what has gone before.
How

AND

WHY

? or,

Search

the

Scriptures.

From the Freneh of (i. DeFelice. Boston: D.
Lothrop & Co. 1872, 16mo. pp. 226.
The French writers are often distinguished for
their vivacity, their magnetism, and their remarkable hold upon the mind and heart of the reader,
No other nation has furnished so fine examples
of the ability to popularize scientific information,

| or to vivify social and domestic life; and when

there {s found a living sympathy with evangelical
religion, the Frenchman or Frenchwoman deals
‘With the higher and more sacred topics in a peeuliarly skillful way. This volume illustrates the
statement, It considers the practical questions
elating to the Bible in a way equally plain, fresh
Te

/

words

a

-

that they can hardly fail to be struck with surprise
and admiration by looking over any one of its

which do not draw their nourishment from
the ground, but from a tree, hang in dark
masses, or droop in
ful festoons from
the bending }mbs ; Hort cling to the rough
bark, and twine round the gigantic trunk;
and rattans, not larger than a whip-stick,
wind up to the highest branches, then run

Parasitic plants, like the mistletoe,

ig

anything crude

gem or an embodiment of magnificence. in wood
engraving. The Falls of Raymondskill, both as
seen 1n the full page illustration and in the smaller
and partial views, are full of the suggestions of
charming summer tours amid mountain scenery ;
the whole conception and execution of Miles

to see.

3

Ps

for July

commonplace
A half-dozen of them will keep a gets admission to the pages of thisor periodi
cal. In

light.

Not understand-

making fun of those

REVIEW

ed in the only possible way,~that is, by furnishing a series of arti.
‘cles whose substantial value and eminent literary

where the tall trees threw out stout branch- villages withand all hands rush out from the
shouts and hurrahs, and with
and locked arms with their neighbors, fins and spears
quickly
despatch him.
and formeda green roof over my head. A
hey take off his skin and carry it bgek in
monkey sitting on one of the branches show- triumph, kill a pig, make a feast, dance all
ed his teeth at me. Another hopped down night, and have great rejoicing over the
of the beast which they dread ahove
from a high limb and made up a face. A third .capture
all others,
3
screamed as loud as he could, which probably was a signal cry; for a whole troop
came hopping from limb to limb, yelling,
ing the monkey language, I don’t know
precisely what they said, buf am pretty sure
that they were making fun of me; perhaps

AMERICAN

qualities render many of them like so many: treaused to call them in my younger days, th
buzz about our ears at night on these islands, tises prepared by writers who have made the subjects which they
are very large and give out a great deal of Is very rare that discuss a specialty for years, It

and nearer, his mouth wide open,

1 do not wonder that

shore, and I wandered into the dark

Pamphlets, Magazines, &o,
THE NORTH

Ugh!

swallow me whole.

A few months ago I was far away on the
other side of the globe—wandering over
some of the islands from which

and old alike.

Besides, they

room well lighted ; and some of the natives
put them into glass bottles and use them
instead of candles or lamps. The women,

pimento, cloves, nutmeg and cinnamon.

|

teen minutes. And they have Anacondas a little late in its appearance, as are most of the
Quarterlies, but one is sure of something
signifiin the jungles,—twenty or thirty feet long, «ant
on its every
. It keeps up the high
that would break every bone in my body or reputation which arrival
it has acquir

the Spice Islands.

coming up on the other side. Sometimes
one line chased another, and then the two
went in zigzags or turned -sharp corners.

which led westward through the woods to

The thoughtless crowd

Among

all the four seasons.

have the Cobra— a snake so poisonous that
if one were tp bite me I should not live fif-

pledge ; while his zeal and constancy in religion are now as marked as was his former opposition to Christianity and the church.
Looking upon his singular case, we can
only say :—*‘WHAT HATH GOD WROUGHT!”

avoided Lambert, and in his conversation
with others, never alluded to the events

es

is no winter, Sprirg nor autumn, but always

we have

RA

and forcible, and urges its faithful study upon
the.
reader in earnest and effective language,
but
which is as free from cant as it is full of
direct~
ness and fervor,
It is a vital subject vivaciously
treated, and the book has a message for young

summer.
After all, I should not like to live
there. Thad rather reside in America where

broken his

artful

« The Furnace,” another and larger manufacturing village 4 mile distant, a person

which

solitary old woodsman has once

drunk whenever he chose without let or and inhale the delicious odors wafted
from
hindrance from any one ? Was he really a-

per’s continued absence, his suspected ine¢ Don't know nothink about yer pledge, briety and the chilling frost became somescowled back on the scowling clouds and
reflected the sun’s brief smile from their but I don’t mean ter drink. No idee on’t. | hogy connected in the minds of the persons
: I've made up my mind to that.”
who had expected him, and two men set
western windows.
« Then why not sign the pledge, and forth at about five o'clock for his cabin, just
The mill sat at the foot of a chain of
fresh-water ponds which stretched
east- join the Sons of Temperance, and hélp us to see if all was right. After baffling the
snow-drifts for fifteen minutes, they arrived
ward toward the coast, and like a giant reform others ?” suggested Lambert.
«Well, I'll see bout it, p'r'aps I will,” -atithe dismal hovel which constituted the
magician compelled the gay waters as they
journeyed to the sea to tug at great wheels rejoined Asa, who was beginning to show chopper’s home, and paused at the door.
and turn monstrous shafts and listen to the signs of uneasiness, and now turned to walk Low groans, evidently proceeding from
within, were distinctly
audible.
They
grinding and crunching of the giant's iron on towards his brother's.
¢« Here is a pledge which I wrote out knocked. There was no reply, but still the
cog teeth. From their toils in the mill the
exhausted waters were released in a dark expressly for you,” pursued Lambert, who groaning continued. Without further cererace-way below, whence
they
hurried was disposed to push his apparent advan- mony, they entered. By the dim light that
along to the west and south, soiled and tage while the man was sober. - ““ You can struggled through two small paves of glass
foaming and tumbling over one another as sign this now, and if you keep it faithfully set in one side of the cabin, they barely disif dreading to be recaptured by the tyrant for a week, I will then propose your name cerned a dark lumpish looking object on the
to our society, and in one week more you bunk, and from this object the groans proof the stream.
,
ceeded. The tin pail, standing empty on.
Between the mill and the pond which it can become a member.”
« What!” ejaculated the woodchopper, the earth-floor beside the bed, coupled with
drained, straight over the dam, ran a road
which on the east was skirted by the wil- drawing back and speaking excitedly, the fumes of alcohol which filled the room,
lows that firinged the shore of the pond, “+ Me informing ag'inst liquor sellers! I’ left no doubt in the minds of the visitors as
while on the opposite side stood first the never'll do it. They'd kill me! I'm no sich to the cause of the dreariness which reigned
mill and then a stout bank wall of granite a man! You jest le’ me alone!” and off he in the cabin. A brief examination soon
started on a slow run.
made it clear that Asa was just beginning
some twelve feet high.
Nothing dashed by this sudden change in to regain some consciousness, after having
. It was five o'clock on a Saturday afterthe old man’s manner, onr young friend lain in a drunken stupor ever since his renoon, I have said, and the mill-hands, who
on Saturdays ceased work at four, had followed, addressing such remarks to him turn on the previous evening, and also that
already eaten an early supper and were as he hoped would be efficacious in remov- his feet and the tips of his fingers were
lounging about in little knots near the ing his evident misunderstanding,and quiet- frozen. Restoratives were brought from
the mill, and every needed kindness was beboarding-houseor strolling by the mill. ing his groundless excitement.
“ Stop a minute !” he cried ; but Asa only stowed upon the poor man, whose. pain, as
Just then there emerged on ‘the
road

first appeared and ‘the mill-dam

the Sons of Temperance lodge, and on the
following week he was present, and in
language quaint but forcible, related his
experience of the evils of rum-dripking,
and declared his resolution never to touch
another drop of the “vile critter” so long
as God should give him breath.
;
“This was in the winter of 1861 and '62.
Ten years have rolled by, and Asa has become a respected church member, and no
person has ever been heard 'to say that the

step, as he struck across the mill-dam in the

the

you last evening,” continued

“was
to cross.

at

woodchopper, Asa,

from

close to the ground, a barn and

ened by the bombardments

proposed

shore of this pond Stood the cabin of the

ow passed over his face.
;
¢ You remember that I came home

the buildings.

write, suspect him of a design to involve
him in a suit against the rumsellers? Or,
had he merely recovered his habitual attitude on the subject, and concluded to be

was

they all seemed to be playing
fishes did all this.

A wooden mill four stories high, a boarding "house of two stories, two low-studded
cottages squatting like huge-bodied dwarfs
houses ;—these were

Did this man, who could neither read nor

name

One stormy day in December, just at
nightfall, he was seen to pass-the mill with
a covered tin pail in bis hand: His unsteady

Some ten rods

The Family Circle,

a sandy clearing in the south-east
the Old Bay State.

in

lived

returned
from the

A shout! quick footsteps on the grass.

BY W.F.

recognizing
who

man, whom we will

Now o’er the hills so} shadows creep,
And one pale star shines put on high;

}

and

On the} following afternoon,

As loth to leave thege pleasant fields.

Such
Such
‘While
And

gun,

the scene by

the woodchopper’s

forests blooming with myriads of fragrant
flowers; to look into inlets, bays and shelter| arm, and a heavy load in his heart, he es- pretense to cover his actual feelings?
ed coves,
where the waves ripple on pebbly
corted the poor creature to his cabin.
There was no one to answer the young beaches, and where palm-trees
reared their
During the whole of the walk thither the man’s questions, but the sequel to these tall trunks and waved their green plumes
:
woodchopper seemed to be tortured by a events was steadily drawing near.
in the balmy air.
craven fear of his silent companion, whose
42.
Open your Atlas to Asia, and you will see
Weck after week rolled by,and the woodfavor he tried to propitiate by a medley of
Sumatra,
Java, Borneo, and hundreds of
chopper wrought with his ax, snared partself-accusations and protestations of intendsmaller
islands
in the Indian Archipelago,
ed reform. The climax of this maudlin ridges and rabbits, or caught golden-bellied from whence we obtain our spices.
pickerel
and
sold
his
game
at
the
little
factorepentance was reached when the youth,
Day after day our steamer plowed its way
ry settlement ; but no one ever saw him the
having conducted him into his cabin and to
worse for liquor, Whatever his intentions through the calm waters, and I beheld enthe rude bunk which served as bed, chair
for the future might be, he kept them close- trancing scenes, and at night I looked. out
and lounge, bade him good night and turnupon a sea of fire! Many of the boyd and
ly to himself.
ed to go, telling him that he would return
Meanwhile, the Division of the Sons of girls that live in the country probably never
on the following day and give him a
Temperance to, which Lambert belonged have had an opportunity of seeing the
chance to sign the pledge if he really
had not been idle. From the time of its beautiful phosphorescent light that sparkles
wished to reform. At this the man adjured
establishment, it. had been a power for on the waves of the ocean, and which is so
him to stay and listen, then dropped upon +
good in the town. The meetings had never brilliant in the tropical regions that, when
his knees, and in imitation of one praying,
been subordinated to mere purposes of con- night comes on, it seems to be on the
poured forth a jargon of confused words,
viviality. The pleasure felt at meeting so point of bursting into flame. *
loading the air with foulness while he
many friends as rallied each week under
I shall never forget ane evening when we
breathed forth the holiest of names, and in
the temperance flag, had been mingled with came to anchor under the lee of dn island
the ecstasy of his drunken fervor began
pair, because of the numbers yet in bondage off the coast of Malacca. The stars were
even to pray ‘to his horrified companion,
to the appetite for strong drink, But the shining, but the night was dark, amd’ our
who interrupted him with the command to
earnestness and consistent course of the vessel as it glided along turned up a great
stop his impious language, and then hur- temperance men was rapidly thinning the
furrow that reached miles away ; it widened
ried back to the mill, feeling as if he had. ranks of their opponents.
Wine tippling, on one side far out to sea, and onthe other
but just stood at an aperture of the bottom- beer-guzzling and cider-drinking were dropin waves of light against the shore. When
less pit and been encircled by its sulphur-. ped by the moderate drinkers. Then the
the anchor went down into the water a sudous fumes.
hard drinkers, who had previously shielded den flash of light spread out in circles over

-~

A

Then the lily, which had waited
For the word so long belated,
Nodded to her waiting sisters
Peering up the garden vistas,
And they bowed to kiss the feet
Of the sweet heart, Marguerite.

-

Called to

cle, lifted the drunkard to his feet, and with
the gun io one hand, the woodman on his

Then she said to Faust beside,
To the doubter who dénied,
“ I am sure it must be true:
He that giveth them the dew
Hath a future life like ours,
And a heaven for the flowers.”

a.

went

half a mile distant, he stepped into the cir-

As a greeting to the maiden.

A

he

road an ignorant wood-chopper

And each flower spoke her name,
Dropping pearls from lips o’erladen

——

him,

the poor wretch who was groveling in the

In the early morn she came,

m3 3

about,

Ject of his quest, not daring or choosing

the noise of the

Came the sweet heart, Marguerite ;

F

were

Sought their garden in the night ;
But the perfume of their prayer
Found not answer anywhere.

m

To their garden, ere ie heat,

BN

hero

ed job of packing.

Had desired in vain to hear

bin

imaginary

From the lady-birds whose flight

:

Joyful tidings of good cheer;
And the clover m the field
To the butterfly appealed,
Asking for a recompense
For the sweets it did dispense ;

-

some

And the roses, closing late,
Ceased not asking of their fate

From the bee that came for wine

wih

tered the dooryard and found himself at
once surrounded by a motley group, consisting of 4 man with a gun, two forbidding

travagance to another, until at length, man ! Shoet him! Hold him! Stop him!
;
mounting on the top of the granite wall, he He's mad I”
Poor Lambert, despairing at last of bringheld his gun barrel near to his head, fired
into the air and toppled over into the road, ing the man to anything like reason, passed
uttering maudlin shrieks and howls as if quietly out from among the -company to
mortally wounded, then clawed the earth whom he had been so oddly introduced,
and made idiotic grimaces.
without uttering or receiving a single word,
At this juncturé'a yonng man appeared and striking into the nearest path leading
who worked in the mill, and who bad gone back, returned to the mill, musing upon his
thither after supper to complete an unfinish- strange adventure.

Oft the purple columbine

a

of

quenched in the consciousness that he was
a real fool, Stung by his conscience within and urged on by the empty cheers of

For a revelation sought;
‘=

at

en-

length he gained the dam, he essayed to ‘looking women, armed, the one with a
win favor with his jesting tormentors by a rusty hatchet and the other with a pair of
series of performances in which his. impertongs, and two dirty hounds ;. while the obsonations

“The lily long had waited;
The pansies, lost in thought,

when

house, until; reaching the turn-stile, he

ple supply of music both for the voice and instru-

ment, is here again, showing that the hot weather
of August cannot delay its steps or lessen the zest

with which

its several

compositions are filled.

Every gne of its large 32 pages is filled with the
products of musical culture and taste,

There are

ten pieces of music, not one of which is inferior,

and several.of them are peculiarly ehoice things.

At the usual price of sheet music, what is here
found would cost more than a year’s subscription

to the Monthly, which is only $8.00, And the
quality and the quantity of the music in this num-

ber are reproduced in every month’s issue.

Send

for it, and save money while piling, up choice
things on the piano. New York: J L. Peters.
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THE
and * Extremé Left ” are almost as widely
‘apart in opinion from each other as they

French «Parties.
tl

A correspondent of the Watchman & Reflector, contributes to that paper the follow-

ing

article

on

the

different

responsible ministers and two Houses—
only the former prefers that this organism

opponent are those of the newspaper arts who have been painting his portrait,

should

be

under

an

elective President,

eign. It is these two parties which form
the bulwark of M, Thiers’ support, and up-

on which he relies to support Bis adminis-

14, 1872,

the product of prejudice’; it has such dull able things about noted men, that 4he plat-

eyes for. the faults of its own party, and
such a microscopic vision when it scans the
character of the other side, that I begin to
doubt whether all its criticisms are not the
roduct of a prejudice, and whether the

parties in while thedatter prefers a hereditary sover-

France:
The present French Assembly was chosen at a period when France, crushed and
disheartened by utter defeat, was ready to
accept any peace which the conqueror was
disposed to
t. Revolution in the midst
of war had deprived the country of a regu-

STAR. AUGUST

are from the opposite parties in the Chamber. The opinions of the * Left Center ”
do not differ radically from those of the

“ Right Center:" both desire a Seong.
"| conservative, constitutional organism wi t

ee

MORNING

aults I had

thought to. have

existed in its

I sincerely think of discontinuing the
TMunderer and subscribing for the Zrump-

et; but

from

single

copies Ihave seen

of

the latter paper I doubt ‘somewhat whether
I shall make much by the exchange ; except

Gen. Sherman married the daughter of
forme, “often'the pulpit, constantly the press, ‘Thomas Ewing, of Olio, who was :
memtake the most liberal liberties with such ber of Gen.Taylor's Cabinet.
This alone
names, The whole life from ¢hildhood up would have been a a
start in life for
is . thoroughly scanned’ to
ther all the any young man, Jeff,
Davis, for has first
microscopic errors and misdeeds that have wite, Won the hand of
markedit, that they may form an impes- J. daughter; and Gen.GrantZachary Taylor's
married a Miss
ing array of scandals against the person "Dent,of St. Louis, She appare
has more
so unfortunate as to be conspicuous in the sense than show, and is thelfontly
re
community. Motives are freely attributed, President's wife.—Phren. Journa fit for a
l.
:
as if the persons affirming them were en-

dowed with an omniscient insight, and the

most disinterested acts are interpreted as
the significant exhibitions of jesuitical wisah
om,
How much domestic and social misery
has been caused by this alarming
modern
habit! How many aré now suffering, in

Remains of the Illustrious Dead.

The Doctrine of Signature
During the sixteenth
centuries the belief in the
tures was at its menith.
idea that plants possessed

and seventeenth
doctrine of signaIt rested on the
some visible trait,

mark, or signature which indicated their fitcertain parts of the body. The walnut, forin

‘ness to be used for the cure of diseases

example; was regarded as presenting a
fect signature of the head, the outer Jd ge
green covering representing the pericranium
or outer skin of the skull ; therefore prepar-

trative measures.
The *‘ Left” are for a to secure a change of advocates. For, if
An extremely interesting volume might ations of this were used in treating wounds
republic modeled in most if not in all re- the Thunderer can see no imperfections in
be made of the
thumous adventures of of this were used in treating wounds of the
spects after that instituted in 1848 presided its own candidate, the Trumpet can seein
the bodies of those whose memory
over by Bonaparte for four years and then ‘him no virtued; and if the
the scalp. The inner hard shell, its thin yellow
Thunderer can
upset by him to establish the empire. The find no
There is skin, and the kernel, in their turn representmerit in the candidate it opposes,
health and fortune, from the malicious or world has Sought to keep alive,
but little doubt! that the tombs. in the Pan- ing the bones of the skull, the dura mater,
lar government, and Bismarck was shrewd leaders of this ‘section of the Republicans the Truape is quite oblivious to his pos- thoughtless shafts
enough to demand that the peace should be comprise almost every famous Republican session of any faults, foibles or weakness- persons have been of the press! Sensitive theon at Paris, which are shown as contain- and the substance of the brain, were highly
driven to madness and
the remains of Voltaire and Rousseau, esteemed in the treatment of diseases of
ratified by some authority which was capa- name of the
twenty years; among es.
suicide by such a course, and hearts are ing
ble of binding the nation to its conditions, thorn Are Jules were: Jules Smal Jules.
:
For my part, and I am .morally certain | constantly bleeding from. these wounds, are in fact empty, having been rifled dur- each of these parts.
ing one of the periods of conservative reacIn like manner pith of elder, since it pits
Such an authority
could only be obtdined
erry,
e
Pelletan,
Edgar
Quinet, that I represent a great many readers in 80 carelessly given.. Dr. Bond used
to
say,
pressed on, as do the legs of a dropsiby an appeal to
France herself, and it was Garier-Pagon Glais-Bizoin and President the community, I want a political
there was a marvelous difference between tion in France. Milton's head is said to be ‘when
in the possession of a private collector in cal
person, was used in treating dropsy.
when France was in a state of semi-anarchy, Grevy. Occupying a position somewhat in that is not partisan; I want a jours paper skinning and being
skinned.
that
He
had
no
And to’illustrate by a few quotations trom
London ; so is Cromwell's.
of desperate terror lest she should be ex- advance of these, yet not fully identified shall tell me the news of the day, whether ordinary experience in the former
work, tham’s body, by his direction, Jeremy Ben. a work on this curious subje
singuished as a nation, and. of sad disor- with the extreme radical section of the Re- it makes for its party or against it;
was
ct—* Lady's
stuffed,
and
some,
now
living, know how the other
I want
dressed
in his usual suit of clothes with ‘thistle has many prickles, hence it is used
nized confusion in all her departments, publicans, are to be found Louis Blanc, a journal that can fairly represent
alte rnative felt when the vigorous hand of and
the
sénhis hat on, his stick in his
at the Assembly was elected, for the pur- vambetta, Ledru-Rollin, and, until recent~ timents of an opponent
hand, and, seated in stitches of theside. The scales of pine
even while it de- the A Doctor held the knife. .
in his chair, is now presefVéd in a glass case. cones resemble the front teeth; hence when
se of ratifying peace, by: universal suf- ly, Victor Hugo.
:
I" is, after all, a forcible feebleness, that
fendsits own; I wanf/a journal that does
e. The Assembly met at Versailles,
The extreme Reds are sympathizers with not imagine thit the United States com- exhibits itself in simple bitterness of speech A few years ago there was sold at auction in boiled in vinegar they make a gargle which
London, what was said to be the head of soothes the toothache. White coral is very
created a provisional republic with Thiers the Commune, and are the modern Jaco- prises the whole world, and its own party and unseemly , personalitie
s. Small wits Confucious.
It was
at its head, and, notwithstanding long-con- bins, Though few in number they com- all the virtue and intelligence in the United essay this course,
skull mounted like teeth, therefore it helpeth infants to
and weaker .wits enjoy in gold, and was said to ahave
tinued and bitter dissensions, happily
sue- prisean active and able coterie, and, like States. I am sure that you will find it it.
been taken breed their t eth, their gums bein g rubbed
The community is becoming sick of it, by an English
sailor from the Summer Pal- Atherewith.”"—Scribner's for August.
ceeded in framing a treaty with
ssia the Jacobins of old, make up for their pau- possible to be broad without being
The interviewer is not a. popular man. ace
weak
;
to
in Pekin when that building was sackwhich ended the war and enabled France city of number by the energy and activity carry into your columns something of that There is a manifestati
on of a promising re- ed. In Le Chemin des Ecloiers
by Saintine,
BE
TTR
to proceed in the path of. reorganization. of their proceedings. The same may be chivalry toward an opponent which of old action. The ‘reputation that
certain sheets there is an illustration by Dore, a
Properly speaking, the duties of “the pres- said of the Imperialists, who patiently yet the knights carried into their warfare; and have of saying smart
with
things at the expense the imaginative realism of that
ent Assembly ended here.
But no sooner watchfully await the opportunity to restore equally sure that by 80 doing
artist, repyou will at of other persons, is not of the kind to be
had peace been concluded with Germany Napoleon III. to the
Tuileries. There are once enlarge the circulation of your jour- coveted. Amenities in the management resenting the skeleton of Charlemagne seated in his tomb at Aix-la Chapelle, with a
PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obi
than the outburst of the Communist ingur- but a handful of Imperialist, deputies, but nal, and enhance
its usefulness.
of the pressare not necessarily marks of. orown upon his skeleton head and his bones
rection at Paris imposed a second war up- they are led by the redoubtable .and. elo- be quite as sure that all patriotism “You ma
uaries
published in the Morning Star, who do
intellectual
impotence.
A gentleman and
wrapped in the Imperial robes. This tomb not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
on poor France, and new and yet more sol- uent Bonher, who was Napoleon's Prime ty is not in one political party as and puri- Christian should not forget
that
himself
all
when
was
built yy Charlemagne for himself,
emn duties upon the Assembly.
Transfer Yinister, and in the days of the empire was true religion is not in one
denomination. he takes a pen. 1t is not necessary to draw and
he was buried there.
In 997, Otho III. equal to fen cents a line, to insure an insertion
ring the seat of temporary government to wont to prove himself an antagoist worthy
Your Sincere Friend,
:
considered
be
to
stroke,
every
at
blood
had ‘the tomb opened, and found the skel- Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
Versailles, this body at last succeeded in of the steel of Thiers and Jules Favre.
true to one’s convictions. Ink may be used -eton as Dore has depicted it, seated upon single square can well be afforded to any single
LAicus.
the second and graver of its tasks. But
Such, in brief, is a description of the parto paint a portrait, without becoming a the marble chair, “which is still
like all men in
ession of power, they ties into which the Assembly is divided.
shown to oulury. Verses areinadmissible.
hideous blot. The: sanctities of life must the curious.
Victor Hugo as a Novelist.
were loth to yield their authority when the Were there but two, the question of the
.
So———.
be preserved. Every man has a right to
Otho found the body and the imperial
duties for which they were chosen and future government would soonbe decided ;
free
is
he
that
favor
his
in
presumptio
the
n
It
is
the
complete fulfillment of his misSETH ALBEE died in Tuscarora, N.Y,, June
robes much decayed, but bowing respect‘which were unexpectedly imposed upon but as none of the present’ parties can con-guilt, until he is proved to be unrelia- fully before the remains of the
20, in the 68th year of his age. Brother Albe#
sion as a teacher which interferes wish the from
great
them were accomplished; and they took trol a majority, and as each is jealous and artistic
King,
was
one of our oldest and most respected citiNo man should be pilloried before the retired, and had the doors sealed again.
perfection of Victor Hugo's Novels. ble.
upon themselves constituent powers, and distrustful of all the others, the provisional
zens, and for many years a worthy and active
community wpon an ex parte charge. Why In 1166, however, they were opened again member
They
are
all
written
with
a
philosophic
as
of the Free Baptist church in this place.
have refused, up to this time, to dissolve regime of M. Thiers continues from month
should a whole family circle be thrown inand appeal to France to choose a new and to month, with little prospect, as yet, of a well as a moral motive, and the principle to agony by an unfounded public state- by Frederick Barbarossa, more for plunder His health had been: feeble fof a number of years,
but
he
had
been able to be around until a few
underlying the story being the great and
than for curiosity. Having possessed himmore authoritative body.
permanent change.
ment, in their familiar newspaper, in refer- self of the treasures the tomb contained, weeks before his death. During the last few
important
thing,
any
digressions
that
may
An Assembly chosen as this was, without
weeks of his life, he was remarkably happy, and
J
throw side-lights, however vague, upon ence in their beloved head?
he removed the skeleton and distributed its “ seemedto have clear conceptions of his home
official pressure, and at a moment of dread
professedthe
that
unfortunate
most
is
It
that
principle,
or
convey
instruction
upon
fragments as relics, and the skull and some beyond the “ River.” He leaves to mourn, an
and confusion, naturally contains reprepoints in the remotest degree relating to it, ly religious press is far from being unstain- of the bones can still be seen in Aix-la only son, five daughters, brothers and sisters,
A ‘Letter to an Editor.
sentatives of each party and interest
religious
of
bitterness
The
vice.
this
by
ed
Funeral services
are ruthlessly woven into the narrative, and
Chapelle, where,
with
other curiosities; ml numerous other relatives. J.
which existin France while the dangers
i
—
O—
W. BROWN.
but this is nothing they are shown for five francs a head.— by the writer.
controversies is proverbial,
greatly
obstruct
its
ryhthmic
flow.
The
of the hour of the election caused the
compared with the positive cruelty often- Lippincott's Magazine.
The
inimitable
*‘
Laicus”
thus
expresses
are magnificent, but they are not the nove
HANEY
L.,
wifé
of
Deacon
O.
Dunning, of
people to turn most readily to the conseryatimes exhibited in personal denunciations.
Byron, N. Y., dle Apuil 19th, aged 68
years.
tive element and to choose, by impulse,an bis views of some things that are going on The description of the sewers of Paris, for It may require some courage and no little
She experienced religion when 26 years of age,
unexpected number of the adherents of among us. He takes for his subject the- instance, is one of the most eloquent chap- persistence to stand up against the temper
and was baptized by Elder H.
itcher and
The Lion’s Ride.
united with the Byron church, where she rethose monarchical parties which were sup- heading that appears above, proceeds as ters in Les Miserables, but nine out of ten of the hour; but a weary reading public
of
the
readers
of
the
book
read
it
after
they
mained
a
worthy,
highly
esteemed
and very
posed to represent law and order,
There follows, The truth .he tells can not be. have
finished the story,if they ever read it at will bless the peacemakers, who essay to
When a lion wishes to have a giraffe for useful member, until the Master called her home.
are, in general,
four great parties in
She was deeply devotional in the worship of her
discuss the questions of the day without
France, and these are reflected in the crowded into a nutshell,—unless it be a all. These digressions are like the entr'actes personalities, orthe impugning of the mo- his dinner, he is obliged to be very care- Saviour, being earnest, zealous and spiritual,
ful how he goes to market. Giraffes are and untiring in her labors to build up the
in a drama of thrilling interest; the more inChamber itself; although the comparative very big nutshell :
tives of those of a. different judgment.— not cheap articles of diet, even for a lion, church, save souls, and honor the Saviour. She
tense that interest,
the more we wish them
numbers of each in the Chamber do not My Dear Mr. G. Penn:
:
Zion's Herald. &
and an attemptto get a meal of that kind loved the Sabbath-school, was an excellent
away.
The
dramatic
form
bars
out
these
diprobably represent their relative strength
Iam glad to hear that you are going to gressions but forbids eiually all that subtle
of meat always costs him a
great deal of teacher, and was ready to employ all the instruat this time in the country.
These four take the editorship of the
Pineapple County analysis of character, all that searching inmentalities that she could lay hold of, to deepen
trouble, and sometimes costs
his life. the
Do Great Men Marry?
main bodies are, the Legitimists, who, as Gazette.
interest, Jucrease Tp! el Tienes, and benefit
For I am very sure that the im- vestigation of motives, all that requisite po- Whom
Of course, the lion slips up very quietly the
ssessed,
in a remarkayoung.
Indetds
they sit on the right side of the Versailles
rtance of our local
press is not sufficient- etry of description, which
toward the giraffe. He always does that, ble Jo all those qualities spoken of in the
givesto Victor
theater, are called ** The Right;” the Or- fy considered, even
John Howard, the great philanthropist,
by those who eulogize Hugo's romances at once their beauty and
matter what his prey may be, but in word of God as belonging to a Deacon’s wife.
leanists, who com
the ** Right Cen- most eloquently
the press in general, and their strength. The range of scenery,of emo- married his nurse. - She was altogether no
this case it is necessary
to be very careful Although death came unexpectedly, she was
ter;” the Bonaparte Imperialists, who are I quite agree with a writer in
the Chrisitan tion, of character in these noyels is wonder- beneath him in social ‘life and capacity, indeed, for if he springs and misses the ready, and remarked with triumph, “I am
ing home,” and peacefully passed to the manyery thinly represented in the Chamber, Union the other day, who advocated the
and besides this, was fifty-two years old
iraffe, the great beast may get a kick at sions Jesus has prepared for his dear ones. She
and sit near the center; and the Republi establishment of a re gious daily press and ful in the extreme. From the fiercest pas- while he was but twenty-five.
He
would
im before he has time to recover himself, is sadly missed by her husband and son, to
cans, who are subdivided into conservative weeklv press, not by ounding new papers, sions of mankind, from the wildest rage of not take “No” for an answer, and they
and a kick from a giraffe, whose hind-legs whom she was deeply devoted, by the church
elements, we turn to the tender beauty
Republicans, sitting at the ** Left Center,” but by infusing
religion into those which the
were
married
and
lived
happily
together,
make and Sunday-school and the large circle of neigha child's smile or the happy chirping of until her death, which occurred two years fly outg like sledge-hammers, will ,
the Lotitive Republicans,
sitting at the ig)
exist.
Ihope you won’t forget that of
bors and friends. who knew her only to “respect
even
a
lion.
feel
*
consid’able
shuck
dp
a
nest
of
birds,
The
same
hand
that
paints
and love her.
S. W. SCHOONOVER.
“Left” and the radical Republicans, who you are a Christian and a gentleman, because
afterward.
like.”
But
even
after
the
lion
has
safely
Quasimodo
and
Thénardier
draws
the
loveoccupy the extreme ‘‘ Left,” or, as itis you are an editor; and particularly I trust
Peter the Great, of Russia, married a landed himself on the giraffe’s back, his
EMMA
F.,
daughter
of
Clark
and” Melinda Hill
sometimes called, in allusion to the old that you won't take the metropolitan news- 8 baby-faces of Cosette and. Deruchette. peasant girl. She made an excellent wife
died in Berwick, of congestion, Apri 22, aged
dinner
is
not
ready
yet.
The
giraffe
is
a
ere
is
no
one
who
paints
children
better
revolutionary body, ** The Mountain.”
en .to Emma,
papers as your model in the conduct of po- than Victor Hugo, because he loves them and
a sagacious
empress.
Humboldt large and powerful animal, and
away he 20 years. Death came very suddenly
The Legitimists, whose representatives litical controversies.
married a poor girl because he loved her. rushes, as fast as his long, awkward legs but we trust it found her ready to meet the sumso
well.
The
poet
and
the
child
have
ever
mons
and
rejoice
in
deliverance
and
victory over
in the Asssmbly are, for the most part,
Of course they were happy.
I have ‘taken for several years the New
can carry him, and that is very fast in- death. Though naturally retiring and unassumcountry seigneurs, nobles of ancient line- York Thunderer. 1 can not say that I al- more than half the world in common. But
Shakspearé loved and wed
a farmer's
deed.
Clitter, clatter! Spring and bound! ing, but few leave to society in which they move
age, bishops and abbeés of the State church, together liked it, but it appeared to be an ‘it is the poetic aspect of children and of daughter: She was faithful to her vows,
Away
he
goes, with the lion hanging on a sweeter fragrance of a purer and unselfish life,
young
girls,
under
which
they
appear
as
—classes which have long been practically honest paper, as papers go, and it gave
but we could hardly say the same of the like a good fellow, and the hyenas coming and but few parents have greater cause to feel
{*
the
Morning
in
a
human
form”
or
are
de[ rushed in spirit under the hand of affliction. In
ostracized from a participation in French me what I most care about a very fair hisgreat bard himself. Like most of the great
this case of bereavement it seems appropriate
Jrolisise—couiprise those who profess al- tory every morning of the principal events scribed as an embodied smile. They smile poets, he showed too little discrimination yelling after, hoping to have a chance to for
the father, mdther and brother to say, *‘ The
get something at the second table, for it is
like
celestial
cherubs
from
a
happy
perch
egiange to the heir of the elder Bourbon which had occurred in the world the day
in bestowing his affections on the other hardly possible that a lion can eat a whole | hand of the Lord hath touched me,” et as Chrisabove
the
clouds
that
overhang
our
heads.
branch and acknowledge him as the true previous. But since the present political
sex,
they can ail récognize the same
Divine hand
giraffe. But it is not at all certain that totianssustain
and heal.
A. LOVEJOY.
and only rightful king and ruler of France; canvass has begun, the New York Thun- The moment they come in contact with our
Byron married Miss Millbank to get
there will be a giraffe for dinner at all,
world
there
is
no
more
smiling.
In
all
who accept the doctrine of the Divine sanc- derer has been steadily narrowing its horimoney to pay his depts. It turned out a for if the frightened creature can once
Friza B., wife of Henry B. Horn, calmly,
tion of Kings, and abhor revolution and zon. It now seems to know no world but the Hugo's works, so far as we can recellect, bad shift.
and resignedly fell.asleep in Jesus with
get into the woods,
he may be safe. quietly
there
is
no
honest
human
laughter.
There
consumption, in Wakefield, July 26th, aged 60
Popwar government as the giant political United States, and no events of public inRobert
Burns
married
a
farm
girt
with
Dashing
among
the
limbs
and
trunks
he
fen in any of his books. Was, ShakeSister Horn experienced
:
years and 8 months.
]
ieresy of modern
times; who favor the terest but its own party conventions and is no
speare insensible to the tragedy of life be- whom he fell in love while they worked
knock the lion off. And then look | religion some more than fifteen years since, and
restoration of the Bourbon line and the re- meetings,
It reaches me at noon. I take cause he could put the Grave-diggers in- together in the plow-field. He too was may
out, Mr. Lion! The givaffe will turn on became a member of the Freewill Baptist church
habilitation of that
proud old noblesse it up to read to my wife between the coursirregular in his life, and
committed the you as ios as lightning and kick the of Middleton, of which she remained a worthy
which was so mercilessly shattered in the es at dinner ; there is column after column to the same scene with Hamlet? But Hu- most serious mistakes in conducting his life out of you before you can get out of member until her church relations were transo is the apostle of the Grotesque, and it domestic affairs.
Some
ferred to the church at Union Village.
fiery days of '93, and who would only ad- of political reports, correspondence, public
the reach of his heels, and all those poor more than a year ago, Brother Horn moved to
1s
that element alone which he sees in
mit so much of parliamentary institutions meetings, private letters, ete., giving us
Milton married the daughter of a coundear
little
hyenas
will
have
to
go
hungry
|
the
village,
after
which,
from
indisposition
of
contrast to the Sublime. Like Words- try squire, but lived with her but a short
as the times absolutely and imperatively de- all the most positive assurance that Mr. G.
to bed. Although giraffes have frequently health, she was unable to attend public ‘worship
worth
and
Milton
among
our
own
poets
mand.
The Legitimists themselves are is tobe our next President, and that the
time. He was an austere, exacting, liter- been known
ut labored to.
or the meetings of the church,
to get the best of lions in this live
as became a Christian, und she died as the
subdivided into the ‘¢ Right” and ‘* Ex- other Mr. G. can not by any possibility there is no sense of humor, no perception of ary recluse; while she was a rosy, romping way, they are not alw
so- fortunate. Christian dies. Funeral services atteaded by the
the
ridiculous.
It
is
the
lack
of
this
one
.treme Right,” the latter being the ultra be elected; but when I try to find out
lass that could not endure the re- If a thick wood can not be reached, the
element. in his many-sided genius which country
writer, assisted by the Rev. Mr. Higgins, Metho~
straint
imposed
upon her, and so they sep- strength of the giraffe will be exhausted, dist.
Tories of France, who réfuse to concede a what the Young Men's Christian Associa- has
SETH SAWYER.
him open to the attacks of so arated. Subseqrenuy,
jot or’tittle to the modern spirit of popular tion convention has done, the whole repdrt many laid
however,
she
reand the cruel beast upon hisrback will fix
would-be
wits,
A
sense
of
the
ridicMARY E., wife of Dea John J. Page, died in
right, and cling obstinately to the ** White is embodied in 4. paragraph of a dozén lines, ulous is the curb-bit that has arrested Pe- ‘turned, and they live tolerable happy.
his teeth in his throat and drag the poor Haverhill, June 22, aged 40 years and 11 months.
Queen Victoria and Prince Albert were
Flag,” with all its absolutist and Romish and that proved to be a false report; and
creature. down and kill and eat him.— She was converted about 12 years since, and
asus on the brink of many
a precipice. cousins,
about the only example in the Hearth and Home.
traditions; while the * Right” are ready when I look for foreign news it is all comof
united with the Haverhill
F. B. church,
|
t was Wordsworth's deficiency in this most long line and
of
English
monarchs wherein the
to compromise, and provided they can re- prised in half a column.
A page. to G—
which she remained a worthy member till called
useful
quality
that
prevented
his
seeing
the
to join the church triumphant.
Her last year
store the Bourbon dynasty, are willing that conventions and half a column to all Eu- difference in poetic adaptability between marital .vows were sacredly observed and
was one of suffering, und as she neared the valsincere affection existed.
the king should govern with the checks of rope, is an unequal division of the world his Lucy and Betty Foy,
Insects “ Fiddling.”
between the White
ley
of
shadows,
she
triumphantly
exclaimed,
Washington married a widow with two
ministerial responsibility and a popularly it strikes me.
.
©
Our loss is her gain.
“I am going home.”
Doe of Rylstone and Peter Bell's Ass, and
elected Legislature.
The present heir of
I used to read the editorials of the Thun- which overloaded English poetry with idi- children. It is enough to say of her that
}
com.
The chirping and singing of the cricket
she was worthy of him, and that they lived
the elder Bourbon branch is Henri, Duke derer with great interest. I did not always
ot boys and Goody Blakes. It was the as married folks should,in perfect harmony,
and
grasshopper
are
frequently
spoken
of;
RAYMOND,
son
of
Joseph
K.
and
Clara
B.
of Bordeaux, best known, perhaps, as the agree with the editor, but he always had same lack in Milton that left his Adam and
By rub- Harris, died in Haverhill, Julx 24, aged 3
John Adams married the daughter of a but they do not sing—they fiddle.
Count of Chambord ; he jis the son of the something to say, and something on a wide
months and 5 days.
A. P. TRACY.
Eve so open to the scathing ridicule of
Presbyterian clergyman.
Her father ob- bing wings and legs together—each in a
Due de Berri, who was the son of Charles variety of topics. But now he knows.nothTaine, on
was the - serpent that ruined the
Eppie H., only child of Rey, E. N. and Anna
jected on account of John’s being a law- manner peculiar to the species—these inX., king of France from 1824 to 1830, the ing, almost absolutely nothing but that the
sublimity of his Eden.—Lippincott's Mag- yer; he had a bad opinion of the morals of sects produce the sounds which characterize T. Fernald, died in West Lebahon, Maine, Aug.
Jast of the restored Bourbun sovereigns. two G's are rival candidates for the Pres- azine.
»
them. Perhaps our best insect instrumeut 2, aged one year and eight months. Funeral
the profession.
The Count of Chambord is a genial but idency, 1f he gave me a fair and. honest
Com,
performer
is the ¢¢ katydid.”
Each wing services by Rev. J. M. W. Farnham.
Thomas Jefferson married Mrs. Martha
rather duil-headed gentleman,of fifty odd, account of the state of public opinion; if
contains
a
little
tamborine,
and
by
the
ABIGAIL,
wife
of
Bro.
Samuel
Wheeler,
died
Personalities of the Press.
Skelton, a childless
widow,
but
she
and has a true ‘Bourbon pertinacity in he represented fairly the reasons which
Phillips, aged 76. For fifty-three years, Js0.
ee
brought him a large fortune in real estate. opening and shutting of the wings these are in‘Wheeler
neither forgetting nor learning anything. make him favor the election of one G., and
and family were blessed with an affeorubbed against each other, and produce the
There is a wonderful
vivacity
in de- After the ceremony, she mounted the horse
He is the hope of the church, the Pope, the those which lead many of his fellow-citizens
tionate and faithful wife and mother, who consounds
of
‘¢
katy-did-she-did,”
which
can
nunciation.
It
is
the
readiest
form
is
‘behind
him
and
they
rode
home
together.
secrated the best energies of her life to their
priesthood and the Jesuits, and his restora- to prefer the other G., the sameness of his
ion to the throne of his ancestors would be editorial page would be endurable, But he awakening a sensation. Just in propor- Tt was late in the evening, aud they found be heard at such a long distance, and.gives welfare. Last fall she began to fail and gradually
declined, until on July 17th she finished her
the
insect
its
name.
These
sounds
are
supthe-rettrn of the old hierarchical splendors does nothing of the sort. He sees nothing tion to the exalted station or character of the fire out. But the great statesman busto he useful in enabling insects to earthly course, and passed to that land whence
-and despotism of the Papacy in France.
but moral excellence and pure patriotism the person denounced is the liveliness of tled around and rebuilt it, while she seized |- osed
traveler ever returned.
Her care and anxiend their mates; or they may indulge in no
ties are ended.
May the bereaved family, who
The
Orleanists compriSe that large and in his own party, and nothing but folly the impression produced. In our days the broom and soon put things in order. It
them
for
their
own
gratification,and
to
add
there
are
no
sacred
places.
The
reporter
is
needless
to
say
that
they
were
happy,
so
faithfully
ministered
to
her
necessities during
‘highly respectable body of Frenchmen, and corruption in the adverse party. If
her protracted feebleness, find the consolations
»mostly of the middle or ** bourgeois ” class, were.to
believe the New York Thunder- and the interviewer are everywhere. To though Jefferson died a poor man on ac- to the general harmony of mature,
of the gospel a source of comfort and support. in
and hospi- |
who
believe in constitutional monarchy, er, I should be compelled
to regard about voluntarily admit them, or to refuse their count of his extreme liberality
“these hours of loneliness and sorrow.
;
ROO
RD BATA SULIS pare 1F A govern- half of my fellow-citizens, all who are so presence, 18 alike dangerous,” Reports are “tality.
Behjamin Franklin. married the girl who
-ment combining order with liberty, and unfortunate as to support the wrong G., colored by the necessities of the hour.
—————
see in the réstoration of the line of Louis as candidates either fogthe penitentiary or What a man says is distorted, and what, stood in her father's door and laughed at
Blind poets, since the days of Homer,
. Philippe the best hope for the recuperation the idiot asylum. Thig' same ZThunderer he would not say is placed in his lips, A him as he wandered through the streets of
Amongst
-and supremacy of France,
Among the thunders with wonderful power against re- casual story of the street, the malicious Philadelphia with rolls of bread under his have been numerous enough,
Orleanists are to be found some of®the pro- ligious intojerance,—Intolerance ! For real, suspicion of an unfriendly man, the purely arms and his pockets filled with dirty others, we may mention Milton ; Delille, the
She had occasion: to be happy translator of Virgil ; Blacklock, the Divine ;
manufactured falsehood, are alike hurried clothes.
foundest scholars and most highly esteemed genuine, tinmistakable intolerance cominto print, and sent the rounds of the read- when she found herself the wife of such a Avyisse, Kozlor, Louis Egloff, and others.
writers and statesmen of the a
such as mendme to a modern, American, partisan
>
ing world. The same person and the same great and good man.
The elder Disraeli, towards the close of a
Ernest Renan, Guizot, Barrot, Ponyer, newspaper,
It is not generally known that Andrew useful and laborious life, suffered from an
Quertier, M. Taine and Casimir Perier;
I can see that even in a partisan point of event are interpreted inan absolutely opand while President Thiers himself is un- view the
Thunderer makes a
great mistake. posing sense by the different individuals Jackson married a lady whose husband ophthalmic disease, which checked him in
San- |
derstood to be favorable to the permanent If it had retained its original breadth; if that affect to present, facts for the readers was still living. She was an uneducated the prosecution of his literary labors.
You have to refer woman, and was most devotedly attached derson, the mathematician, lost his eye-sight
establishment of a republic, he can not but it had continued to be a newspaper; if it of the public jourr¥Ts.
A DOMESTIC
when only a year old, but contrived to acregard with good will the cause of a dynas- had retained its own interest in the gener- to the name of the paper, as you read, to to the old warrior and statesman.
Jonn C. Calhoun married his cousin, and
quire a remarkable proficiency.
“He is
Necessity.
ty which originally. owed
its elevation al topics which
concern humanity; if in judge what weight to give to the professed
fortunately, were neither not,” says the author of the ‘Pursuit of
mainly to his exertions,
and which
he discussing the relative clainis and merits of facts recorded in its columns, especially to their children,
“WILL LAST A J/%
served
many
years as its principal’ and the two G.’s it had assumed that there were those relating ‘to public characters. No diseased nor idiotic, but they do not evince Kuowledge,” *‘the only blind mathematician
LIRETIME."~
most trusted minister.
At the head
of the honesty and integrity
and common sense person is safe. Any morning he may find the talent of the great ‘*States rights” advo- on record.” The writer of his life men:
tions Diodotus the Stoic, Didymus of AlexOrleanists is the Count of Paris, grandson in bot
parties, and had represented the an unfounded but injurious story, under cate.
Address
Gogrt
¥
Edward Lytton Bulwer, the English andria, Eusebius, and Nicasius de Voerda.”
of King Louis Philippe, and the son of that interests And views of its own party without displayed headings, staring him in the face
“NOMESTIS
8)
M..Co.,
96.Chmbers
St
N.Y.
statesman awd noyelist, married a girl The Count de Pagan, the ‘father of the
:
fine young Duke of Orleans who was misrepresenting those of its opponents or as he opens his paper.
3m22
d
In these courageous days there is no much his inferior in position, and got a modern science of fortification,” lost his
thrown from his carriage and killed in casting ridicule and obloquy on them, it
left eye before he was seventeen, and was
retained an influence over covering of persons. Men are not indirectly shrew for a wife. She is now insane.
1843.
Two
of the Count’§ wuncles—the would have
to. They are called out by name
Gen, Sam, Houston lived happily with a totally deprived of sight when but thirtyPrince de Joinville and thé Duke d’'Aumale such of its readers as are naturally inclined A
+ —sit as deputies in the Assembly.
In the to the other party; as it is, those of its and held up to public gaze, with their squaw wife, while Gen. Ben. Butler was eight. Euler, the celebrated mathemati
GRAHAM, PERRY & CO.
Ed- ian, was struck with blindness in his fiftyevent of fhe death of the Legicimist heir, readers who do not agree with its political titles written over their head, as over the cay from an accomplished lady.
Jhambord who is childless, the Count of advocacy rather weary of being perpetual- cross of the crucified Saviour. The deni- win Forrest, the great tragedian, married ninth year, but continued to calculate and
Paris would be the heir of both branches of ly treated as idiots or rascals.
Indeed, if al of such harmful statements comes, of a beautiful actress trom whom he was di- to dictate books as actively as ever. Presall the money we had placed on loan, we have
the house of Bourbon, and would receive I can judge anything of its effects on ‘others course, in a day or two, in a few Sentences, vorced. General Fremont married the cott, the author of the ‘Conquest of Mex- notOf lost
4 SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in an incorspichiotly plafle in the paper. daughter of Thomas H. Benton against the ico,” and other works, long suffered from a
the united support of the two parties which by its effects on
myself, it is working
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
now comprise the * Right ” and the** Right. against its own interests. I was inclined Who notices the denial? Tris * the first latter's wish, which obliged him to elope painful affection of the eyes. Orestes A. Insurance companies have failed,
:
Center,” Attempts-have been made,
but at the beginning of ‘the canvass to respect blow that tells.” The sensational charge with her on a stormy night. The union Brownson, the great’ American reviewer,
NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST
hitherto in vain, to form a coalition be- its candidate, and to think the other candi- is received as an established fact’ wherever proved‘a happy one in spite of the squally had to get out the last published numbers
here, and to place on loan.
beginning. Horace
Greel€y married a of his Review by the aid of an amanuensis,
tween these two parties, in order to put date was really subject to very serious crit- it is circulated, while the counter stateOFFICE AT PRESENT,
school-mistress whose beauty was question- Augustine Thierry, the distinguishéd” histo-«
Chambord on the throne, with the Count of icism ; but so much of its eulogy is unnms- ment falls dead upon the public ear.
It has sich an appearance of frankness ablé, but whose’ sense and goodness sat- rian of the ‘Norman Conquest,” was blind,
166 LASALLE Street,
Paris as the acknowledged
heir. The Re- takably the product of partisanship, and
publicans of the *‘ Left Center,” “ Loft" so much of its criticism is so unmistakably to speak outright in public very disagree- isfied one of the greatest men of his tinie, paralyzed, incapable of movement,
tf
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also made an address. Phe principal members| feared she might not get pay y for the board of a | Is marked by the invention and use of the honey-3 | and
1s the temperature ascertained after a short
of the Embassy sailed from Boston for Europe on’ woman who was in arrears, forcibly detained | extrdcting machine, and it may be suid that the | interval by introducing a self-registering ther; her baby for security .
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The chief singer in-a Danbury choir is
Judge Chase’s health continues in a precarifrom | a reputation for himself more enduring
He is said to be suffering
us condition.
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A terrible fire on the grounds of the great
annually

fair

held

at

The destruction of prop-

The Provincial Correspondent considers the
approaching meeting of the emperors of Germany,
and Austria a guarantee of peace
for Europe. [t adds that it is the purpose of
Germany to maintain ‘and strengthen the bonds
Austria and

ship 8

Russia, for

whose

friend:

while but three thousand millions were called
for. Of this amount five hundred millions of
francs were subscribed by German capitalists in
This will still hold France in the hands

of Germany,
France smokes 204,000,000,000 cigarettes annually, or at the rate of 9,323 every second.

Child-seliing in Japun is carried on to such an
extent that the Government is trying to suppress
The purchase money of a little child is only
three rios (dollars,) and girls of fifteen years of
age can be bought for twenty.
The King of Spain hagsigned a decree

gradual abolition of slavery in Cuba
Rico.
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A ship canal connecting the Mediterranean at
Bordeaux with the Bay of Biscay at Cette, will
cost, according to French estimates, something
like $25,000,000. Nevertheless, French capital
isty are seriously considering the feasibility of

such a canal, as it will afford for French

vessels

i

The Chinese carte de visite is a curiosity.

Tt

consists of a bright scarlet paper, with the owner’s name inscribed in large letters—the bigger
the more exquisite.
For extra grand occasions
this card is folded ten times; the name is written

on the right hand lower
ing prefix, like “ your
¢ your unworthy friend
pays his respects,” &ec.,

corner, with a humiliatvery stupid brother;”
who bows his head and
&c., the words “ your

stupid” taking the place of *‘ yours respectfully.”

There is a deal of perplexity in Briana: and
considerable distress, at the high. price

of

Here we should suspect a * corner,”

coal.

but

there

no one seems to think thatisuch a thing is possible. Coal is now something like seventy per
cent. dearer than it was a year ago. The Economast thus explains this rapid rise: Within the

last three years, manufacturers of all sorts ‘have
largely increased throughout the world, and
with them railroads and steamboats have been

multiplied until the

producing

power

kind is greater than it has ever been
Coal as a chief instrument of production

of manbefore.
is nat

urally more in demand than éver before, and
there is no immediate prospect of relief. The
effect of the rise will be, of course, to increase
and

all

classes

will promptly feel the consequent tightening of
values. The price of coal here does not seem
to have been materially affected as yet, but if
the famine, or “* corner,” or whatever it may be,
continues, we may find ourselves literally taking

coals to Newcastle, We believe, however, that
the coal-fields of England are expected to last
for 8,000 years yet, so our

dealers

need

not

in haste to arrange for a large export trade.
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Exercise
Walking

and

for

iiee:

seeurely

>

»

1shions

rua

HALEY,

411

felt | 8c le Agents

they

had

had

been |

summit

of

Gre viock A

rrr

are

the

principal

forms of exercise for domestic fowls.
Flying is
not popular in view of the owners of the birds,

or the

birds themselves.

The

wild

species do

not take wing unless in an emergency, and their
domesticated representatives
have
powers of

flight still farther lessened -through disuse~of
the

wing

muscles,

anil

increase

of size

and

weight of their bodies. But their legs are
keptin almost constant motion through the day,
when they are allowed the bent ot their incli-

nations,

living. Then * let’em scratch.”
that physical exercise is indispenhorses, dogs, and other animals.
by nature more active in habit than

even horses and dogs.
It will not do to thwart
them. The exertion of scratching soil, straw,

leaves, or rubbish, must be pretty severe work,
capable

of calling

into

action

most of the

larger muscles. Then, of course, artificial deprivation of such efficient exercise must tell upon
the

health

and

thrift.

Who

has

seen a dozen

hens at large in gardening-time, with freshly raked flower-beds near by,and not learned what the

predominating instinct of the animal is? Philosophers have tried to define man as a cooking
animal, a tool-making,

there

ae

SO

Gou

need

or

be no doubt

is. a scratching animal.
‘We believe a scratching

vided, winter

and

a laughing

whatever
place

summer,

animal,~

that a hen

should be pro-

for fowls.

It not

only keeps them in good condition, but the fun
of seeing them
it costs. Fresh

work at it is worth more than
earth is, of course, the cheapest

in summer, and if not abounding in choice morsels, bury some in it artificially. In winter give
a pile of leaves, swamp-hay, or straw. The keeper who does not give
his fowls a chance to
geratch ought not to have any fowls.

Something About

;

Perspiration.

The unpleasant odor produced by perspiration
is frequenfly the source of vexation to persons

who are subject to it. Nothing is simpler than
to remove this odor more effectually than by
the application of such costly perfumes and unguents as are in use, It is only necessary to procure some of the compound sp
of ammonia, and place about two
tablespoonfuls in a

basin of water. Washing the face, hands and
arms with this, leaves the skin as sweet and
as one could wish. The wash is perclean

in admirable

accordance with

They were so far above
clamor added to

the

It is

recom-

the influences

of

my head that their loud

quiet of the

(

scene,

instead

EN

for

&

WASHINGTON
New

'

ian

rN

strain

the

juice from

half of them then crush’'the remainder and the
sugar together,and put them with the juice into a
porcelain kettle, and boil until it is a smooth
Jellied mass. Have a moderate fire, that it may
not burn the preserve.

pound
half an
namon.

pint

of molasses,

gether,
roll out thin; cut with a round

cake

CAKE—GOOD.~Yolks

whites of th

allay

our

cutter and

of

two cups of sugar,

and

put

between

livery.

one-half cup

the

cakes

.and

over

To make the frosting, take

white.of an egg,

cup of sugar,and

one-half

the juice and rind of one orange,
MORNING

Biscurre.—One

halfa teaspoonful of salt, two

quart

of

flour,

tablespoonfuls

of

yeast, and one pint of sour milk, with half a
teaspoonful of soga dissolved in it. Work this

ifito dough; then rub into the dough half h cup

of butter.

Knead weil; cut off small bits ; shape

into biscuits; lay them in the bake pan,
closely with a bread. cloth, and let them
over night, in a warm place in the winter,
cold place in the summer.
Bake in the

|
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This little book has been revised by the author, has

gtock is one of the lave! and bes selected in fie

been clothed in an entirely new dress, and
2
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a very comely appearance, It should ‘be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 ots.; in papercovers,
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however, has no real pretensions to religion, in
spite of his gravity of mien and black attire,
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